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Slow-moving landslides and subsidence phenomena yearly induce huge 
damages both direct (on structures and/or infrastructures with them 
interacting) and indirect (corresponding to the associated economic 
losses). For this reason, studies aimed at analyzing and predicting the 
aforementioned damages are of great interest for Scientific Community 
and Authorities in charge of identifying the most suitable strategies for 
the land-use planning and management of urban areas affected by slow-
moving landslides and subsidence phenomena. 
However, carrying out the activities related to the pursuit of those goals 
is not straightforward since it usually requires high costs due to the great 
amount of data to be collected for setting up reliable forecasting models 
as well as the development of proper procedures that take into account i) 
the identification and quantification of the exposed elements; ii) the 
definition and estimation of an intensity parameter; iii) the prediction of 
the damage severity level (generally associated with the attainment of a 
certain limit state).  
In this PhD Thesis some original procedures are proposed. In particular, 
on the basis of empirical and numerical methods, fragility and 
vulnerability curves are generated in order to predict the damage to 
buildings in subsidence- and slow-moving landslide-affected areas. 
The proposed empirical procedures, based on the joint use of DInSAR 
data (provided from the processing of images acquired by Synthetic 
Aperture Radar via Differential Interferometric techniques) and 
information on damages suffered by buildings (recorded and classified 
during in situ surveys), were tested on case studies in The Netherlands, 
affected by subsidence phenomena, and in Calabria Region (southern 
Italy) for slow-moving landslide-affected areas. 
The procedure based on the adoption of a numerical method was 
applied on a structural model representative of a single building. 
With reference to subsidence phenomena, the analyses were carried out 
for a densely urbanized municipality following a multi-scale approach. In 
particular, at medium scale, the subsiding areas that are most prone to 
ground surface settlements along with their spatial distribution and rates, 
were preliminarily detected. The above ground surface settlements (here 
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considered as subsidence intensity parameter) combined with the results 
of an extensive damage survey on masonry buildings, allowed first 
retrieving, at large-scale (on building aggregates) and at detailed scale (on 
single buildings), the relationships between cause 
(settlements/differential settlements) and effect (damage severity level); 
then, empirical fragility curves were generated for structurally 
independent single buildings. These latter were validated via their 
comparison with fragility curves generated, with reference to two others 
densely urbanized municipalities, for buildings with similar structural 
typology (masonry) and foundation type (shallow or deep). Finally, 
fragility and vulnerability curves for masonry buildings were generated by 
using the entire database of damages.  
As for slow-moving landslides, the analyses were carried out at large scale.  
In particular, the joint use of DInSAR and damage surveys data allowed 
analyzing the consequences induced on the buildings (either of masonry 
or reinforced concrete) with shallow foundations by retrieving the cause-
effect relationships and generating empirical fragility and vulnerability 
curves. 
Finally, the numerical analyses carried out on a structural model 
representative of a single masonry building, allowed to go in-depth in the 
different aspects contributing to the onset and development of building 
damages as well as to quantify the uncertainties inherent to the addressed 
issue. 
The obtained results highlight the huge potential of the fragility and 
vulnerability curves generated according to the proposed procedures 
that, once further calibrated/validated and jointly used with a continuous 
monitoring of the intensity parameter via conventional (e.g., 
inclinometers, GPS, topographic leveling) and/or innovative (e.g., SAR 
images processed via DInSAR techniques) systems, can be valuably used 
as tools for the analysis and prediction of the damage to buildings for 
land-use planning and urban management purposes in subsidence- and 




Le frane a cinematica lenta e i fenomeni di subsidenza causano 
annualmente ingenti danni sia diretti (su strutture e/o infrastrutture con 
essi interagenti) che indiretti (quali si configurano le associate perdite di 
natura economica). Per tale ragione, gli studi volti ad analizzare e a 
prevedere i predetti danni sono di indubbio interesse per le Comunità e 
gli Enti impegnati nella individuazione delle più idonee strategie di 
pianificazione e di gestione delle aree urbanizzate affette dai suddetti 
fenomeni. 
Tuttavia, lo svolgimento delle attività connesse al perseguimento dei 
predetti obiettivi è tutt’altro che agevole in quanto richiede costi elevati, 
dovuti alla grande quantità di dati da acquisire per la generazione di 
modelli previsionali affidabili, nonché lo sviluppo di procedure che 
contemplino i) l’identificazione e la quantificazione degli elementi 
esposti, ii) la definizione e la stima di un parametro di intensità e iii) la 
previsione del livello di severità del danno (generalmente associato al 
raggiungimento di uno stato limite). 
La presente Tesi di Dottorato propone alcune procedure originali che, 
sulla base di metodi empirici e numerici, conducono alla generazione di 
curve di fragilità e vulnerabilità quali strumenti di previsione del danno a 
edifici in aree affette da frane a cinematica lenta e fenomeni di 
subsidenza.  
Le procedure empiriche proposte, basate sull’integrazione congiunta di 
dati DInSAR (ovvero derivanti dalla elaborazione di immagini acquisite 
da radar ad apertura sintetica montati su piattaforme satellitari mediante 
tecniche interferometriche differenziali) e sul danno subito da edifici (a 
sua volta classificato sulla base degli esiti di rilievi in sito dei quadri 
fessurativi esibiti dalle facciate), sono state testate con riferimento a casi 
di studio dei Paesi Bassi, affetti da fenomeni di subsidenza, e della 
Regione Calabria (Italia meridionale), interessati da frane a cinematica 
lenta. 
La procedura basata sull’impiego di metodi numerici è stata, invece, 
applicata su un modello strutturale rappresentativo di un edificio singolo.  
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Con riferimento ai fenomeni di subsidenza, le attività svolte con un 
approccio multi-scalare hanno consentito preliminarmente di rilevare (a 
media scala) le aree che risultano essere maggiormente predisposte a 
cedimenti dovuti a fenomeni di subsidenza. La conoscenza della 
distribuzione spaziale e della entità di tali cedimenti è stata, poi, 
combinata con i risultati di un esteso rilievo del danno agli edifici in 
muratura di un’area comunale in modo da i) risalire – sia a grande scala (su 
aggregati di edifici) che a scala di dettaglio (singoli edifici) – alle relazioni 
funzionali che si stabiliscono tra causa (cedimenti assoluti/differenziali) 
ed effetti (livello di severità del danno) e ii) generare per singoli edifici 
strutturalmente indipendenti curve di fragilità su base empirica. Le curve 
di fragilità così calibrate sono state, poi, validate operandone un 
confronto con curve di fragilità generate, con la medesima procedura, 
per altre due aree comunali caratterizzate dalla presenza di edifici con la 
stessa tipologia strutturale e fondale (superficiale o profonda). Si è, 
infine, provveduto alla generazione di curve di fragilità e di vulnerabilità 
di edifici in muratura utilizzando l’intero campione di dati a disposizione.  
Per quanto riguarda le frane a cinematica lenta, le analisi sono state svolte 
esclusivamente a grande scala, dove l’uso congiunto dei dati DInSAR e del 
rilievo del danno a edifici in cemento armato e in muratura con 
fondazioni superficiali ha consentito, ancora una volta, di risalire alle 
relazioni causa-effetto e di generare curve di fragilità e di vulnerabilità su 
base empirica. 
Infine, l’analisi numerica effettuata su un modello strutturale 
rappresentativo di un singolo edificio in muratura con fondazioni 
superficiali ha consentito di approfondire il ruolo esercitato da alcuni 
fattori nella generazione e nello sviluppo del danno nonché di 
quantificare le incertezze che intervengono nel problema esaminato.    
I risultati ottenuti evidenziano l’enorme potenzialità delle curve di 
fragilità e vulnerabilità ottenute che, laddove ulteriormente calibrate e 
validate, possono essere impiegate congiuntamente con tecniche di 
monitoraggio in continuo dei parametri d’intensità – sia di tipo 
convenzionale (quali, ad esempio, inclinometri, GPS, livellazione 
topografica) che innovative (come quelle derivanti dall’elaborazione di 
immagini satellitari mediante tecniche DInSAR) – per la messa a punto 
di modelli previsionali utili alla pianificazione territoriale e alla  gestione 
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1 INTRODUCTION  
Slow-moving landslides and subsidence phenomena are widespread all 
over the world and their existence is often associated to consequences to 
facilities with them interacting, such as: the break of underground 
utilities (e.g. sewers, water and gas distribution pipelines, etc.), 
interruption of transport infrastructure (e.g. roads and railways) with 
related economic losses, cracking and/or tilting of buildings until the 
attainment of serviceability or ultimate limit states.   
Therefore, studies aimed at analyzing and predicting the damages to 
facilities in subsidence- and slow-moving landslide-affected areas have 
become a relevant issue for both the scientific and the technical 
communities involved in identifying the most suitable strategies for the 
land-use planning and urban management. 
However, the above studies usually require huge data collection on the 
phenomena at hand (e.g. extent and intensity parameters) and the 
exposed elements (stiffness/strength of constituting materials, state of 
maintenance, damage, value). 
As for the former, displacement patterns (and rates) experienced by 
single (or set of) facilities located in (or in the proximity of) subsidence- 
and slow-moving landslide-affected areas may derive – in addition to the 
conventional monitoring techniques (i.e. inclinometers, GPS, 
topographic leveling) – from the processing of images acquired by 
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) sensors via Differential Interferometric 
(DInSAR) techniques. These latter, in the last decades were successfully 
tested in a wide range of applications. They proved effective for 
monitoring structures/infrastructures on unstable slopes and subsidence 
areas. Moreover, the availability of SAR archives spanning a long time 
interval (more 20 years) with high spatial coverage and accuracy favoured 
an increasing interest of the Scientific Community towards the above 
techniques. 
This PhD Thesis is aimed at providing helpful tools (i.e. fragility and 
vulnerability curves) for the analysis and prediction of the damage to 
buildings in areas affected by slow-moving landslides or subsidence 





innovative empirical procedures based on the joint use of DInSAR data 
and building damage surveys; then, a numerical approach is adopted in 
order to address the issues concerning the use of empirical fragility 
curves as well as to account for uncertainties into models that can 
support a better understanding of the different factors contributing to 
the occurrence and development of building damages. 
In particular, Chapter 2 offers an overview of the main features of the 
phenomena at hand (i.e., subsidence and slow-moving landslides), their 
diffusion all over the world and related consequences in urban areas.  
Chapter 3 deals with the relevance of the consequence analysis in 
processes aimed at quantifying the risk to buildings; the main 
damageability criteria offered by the scientific literature are also provided 
along with the newly proposed probabilistic approaches for the analysis 
and prediction of the damage to buildings. 
Chapter 4 focuses on DInSAR techniques with a description of their 
basics, limitations and potential; the most relevant applications to 
subsidence and slow-moving landslides, available in scientific literature, 
are also synthesized. 
Chapter 5 presents the proposed innovative procedures for the 
generation, via empirical and numerical approaches, of fragility and 
vulnerability curves of buildings in areas affected by slow-moving 
landslides and subsidence phenomena. 
Chapter 6 is devoted to the application of the proposed multi-scale 
empirical procedure for subsidence-affected areas on some case studies 
in The Netherlands. In particular, referring to an area of about 15 km2 
including the cities of Rotterdam and Schiedam, the role played by the 
factors predisposing to ground displacements is first investigated at 
medium scale in order to map the areas where damages to the built-up 
environment are most likely to be found or expected. Then, focusing on 
a smaller area of about 2 km2 represented by a neighborhood of 
Schiedam, the preliminary identification at large scale of different possible 
scenarios for the exposed elements allows distinguishing possible ground 
displacements and related effects on either buildings or infrastructure 
and utilities. The relationship retrieved between cause (settlements) and 
effect (equivalent damage level) with reference to building aggregates 
provide an overview on their behavior depending on the foundation 
typology in which more detailed analyses need to be carried out. The 
analysis at detailed scale on a portion of the neighborhood of Schiedam on 




relationships between differential settlements suffered by the structures 
and relative damage levels, in turn used to generate the fragility curves 
for single buildings with shallow and piled foundations. The obtained 
empirical fragility curves for buildings with the same structural typology 
and foundation type are validated with reference to two other densely 
urbanized municipalities located in the northern (Zaanstad) and southern 
(Dordrecht) part of The Netherlands. For these two case studies, fragility 
curves representative of the building response in terms of damage 
severity levels are generated based on a larger sample dataset. 
Chapter 7 deals with the application of the proposed procedure for the 
analysis, at large scale, of building damage induced by slow-moving 
landslides located in Calabria region (southern Italy). On two test sites, 
preliminarily selected through an analysis performed at small scale on the 
whole territory of northern sector of Calabria region (Cosenza Province), 
empirical fragility and vulnerability curves are derived via a proper 
combination of DInSAR and damage survey data.   
Chapter 8 presents the results in terms of analytical fragility curves 
obtained via numerical simulations carried out on single masonry 
buildings subjected to differential settlements. The parametric analysis 
allows investigating the role played by some factors on the building 
response in terms of damage severity levels and their effects on the trend 
of fragility curves. 
Finally, in Chapter 9 a discussion on the obtained results and some 
remarks on further improvements of the adopted methodological 
approach are provided for a proper use of proposed tools in the analysis 
and prediction of damages to buildings induced by slow-moving 





2 ANALYSED PHENOMENA AND THEIR 
CONSEQUENCES IN URBAN AREAS  
In many parts of the world, a wide spectrum of dangers related to either 
natural processes or human activities, or complex combinations of both, 
causes severe damages to exposed facilities (e.g., roads, embankments, 
subsurface infrastructure and housing) resulting in economic losses of 
billions of dollars per year (Holzer, 2009, Bucx et al., 2015). This is the 
case of subsidence phenomena and slow-moving landslides whose huge 
detrimental consequences are expected to grow in the near future due to 
the increase of the demographic pressure and the effects of climate 
changes (EEA, 2012). Therefore, studies aimed at both detecting slow-
moving- and subsidence-affected areas and predicting the related 
damages to exposed facilities are of great interest for authorities in 
charge of the land-use planning and management of urban systems. The 
related activities call for a deep knowledge of both phenomena (e.g. 
extent and intensity) and exposed facilities, as well as the interaction 
among them. In this regard, this Chapter offers an insight into the above 
phenomena and their effects on urbanized areas. 
2.1 SUBSIDENCE 
Subsidence occurs in many parts of the world, particularly in densely 
populated deltaic regions (Poland, 1984; Barends et al., 1995), and refers 
to ground surface displacements – with prevailing vertical component 
(i.e., settlements).  
Most of the major subsidence-affected areas developed in the past half 
century, starting largely during World War II and continuing since then, 
with accelerated rates due to the increasing use of groundwater as well as 
of oil and gas (Strozzi et al., 2001). Over 150 areas of contemporary 
subsidence are known (UNESCO), some with as much subsidence as 10 
m in countries such as Mexico (Booker et al., 1985; Bell, 1994; Ovando-
Shelley et al., 2003; López-Quiroz et al., 2009), and the United States 
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(Allen and Mayuga, 1969; Ireland et al., 1984;  Prokopovich, 1983); up to 
5 m in cities like Tokyo and Niigata in Japan (Konogai et al., 2012; 
Okumura et al., 1969), from 1 to 3 m in Shanghai, China (Shi et al., 
2008), Bangkok, Thailand (Phien-wej et al., 2005) or Bologna (Modoni et 
al., 2013); under 0.5 m in Venice, Italy (Ricceri, 2007; Tosi et al., 2013), 
and many more areas of subsidence are likely to develop in the next few 
decades as a result of accelerated exploitation of natural resources in 
order to meet the demands of increasing population and industrial 
development in many developed countries of the world (Barendas et al., 
1995). 
The subsidence can be induced by natural, anthropogenic or mixed 
causes. 
The subsidence of natural origin is associated to tectonic movements, sea 
level rise, consolidation processes or physically/chemically-induced 
decay of mechanical soil properties (Ericson et al., 2006; Holzer et al., 
2009). 
The subsidence of anthropogenic origin generally relates to water 
exploitation (for industrial and human needs) and mining activities. In 
the former case, the magnitude and the surface distribution of induced 
settlements are mainly influenced by the stratigraphy of soil deposits and 
related compressibility parameters (concerning both primary and 
secondary consolidation stages), hydraulic boundary conditions, 
withdrawal characteristics (Syvitski et al., 2009; Holzer et al., 2009); 
whereas for mining – which can lead to sudden sinking or slow 
settlements – the main influencing factors are (Jones and Bellamy, 1973): 
seam thickness, depth of working, mine geometry, total amount of 
mining, angle of draw, seam inclination, geological conditions, time, 
direction and rate of advance of the face and method of working.  
Another cause of anthropogenic subsidence – widely studied over the 
years due to the potentially induced damages on adjacent and overlying 
services and structures – is the tunneling. In such a case, the 
displacements caused by tunneling are mainly depending on (Peck, 
1969): i) the ground and groundwater conditions; ii) the tunnel depth and 
diameter and iii) the construction details. 
Finally, as for the subsidence induced by mixed causes, one can mention 
the hydro-compaction of loosely deposited sediments, oxidation and 






2.2 SLOW-MOVING LANDSLIDES 
Landslides are natural dangers whose inherent complexity required and 
still requires many endeavours from the scientific community. According 
to Cruden (1991) the landslide corresponds to any “movements of a mass of 
rock, debris or earth down a slope” activated or triggered by causes that can 
be either external or internal (Terzaghi 1950). Several classification 
systems have been proposed in the scientific literature; among them, the 
most widely adopted by both scientific and technical communities are 
those proposed by Skempton (1953), Varnes (1958), Hutchinson (1968), 
Blong (1973), Varnes (1978), Hutchinson (1988), Cruden and Varnes 
(1996), Leroueil et al., (1996), Hungr et al., (2001) and Hungr et al. 
(2014). They are mainly based on the characteristics of involved 
soils/rocks, morphometrical and kinematical (type of movement) 
aspects, the stage of movement.  
Varnes’ classification (1978), for instance, first distinguishes the involved 
materials among “rock” (a hard or firm mass that was intact and in its 
natural place before the initiation of movement), “earth” (material in 
which 80% or more of the particles are smaller than 2 mm) and “debris” 
(contains a significant proportion of coarse material, 20% to 80% of 
particles are greater than 2 mm and the remaining are smaller than 2 
mm). Then, the author considers five types of movements (Table 2.1), 
namely: falls, topples, slides (rotational and translational), lateral spreads 
and flows; an additional class, including the complex movements, is used 
to define any combination of more than one type of movement.  
 
Table 2.1 Landslide classification based on type of movements and involved 
































Combination of two or more principal types of movement
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The knowledge/prediction of the maximum value of the velocity 
attained by the displaced mass during the post-failure stage (Leroueil et 
al., 1996) allows separating the landslides in two main categories. In 
particular, according to Cruden and Varnes (1996), it is possible to 
discriminate fast- from slow-moving landslides. The authors individuate 
seven velocity classes; similarly to the Mercalli’s scale that is based on the 
descriptions of the local effects of an earthquake, each of them is 
associate to a destructive significance (Figure 2.1). As for “slow-moving 
landslides” – namely, the category addressed in this Thesis – typical 
velocity values does not exceed 1.8 m/hr (velocity classes from 1 to 4); 
whereas “fast-moving landslides” are characterised by maximum velocity 
values larger than 1.8 m/hr (velocity classes from 5 to 7). 
 
 
Figure 2.1 Proposed landslide velocity scale and probable destructive significant 
(Cruden and Varnes, 1996). 
 
Leroueil et al. (1996) stressed both the importance of an accurate 
geotechnical characterization of slope instabilities for their appropriate 
classification, and their stage of movement. Schematically, this takes the 
form of a 3-D matrix (Figure 2.2a) in which the three axes refer to the 
type of material (Figure 2.2b), the type of movement and the stage of 





(Figure 2.2c), the first stage of movement (pre-failure) includes all the 




Figure 2.2 Geotechnical schematization of landslide given by Leroueil et al., 
1996: (a) scheme for landslide characterization, (b) material involved and (c) 
different stages of slope movements. 
 
These processes determine a relatively small displacement rate that 
increases when approaching failure, as a consequence of the gradual 
(progressive) formation of a shear zone in the soil mass. Once these 
processes are completed, the failure comes about and the soil mass moves 
along the generated continuous shear zone until a new equilibrium 
configuration is reached. In this post-failure stage, the velocity of soil mass 
first increases and then decreases. The last stage of movement 
corresponds to the reactivation; in this stage, the soil mass (moving along 
one or several pre-existing shear zones) can exhibit active or occasional 
reactivation styles. In particular, active (slow-moving) landslides show 
seasonal variations (Figure 2.2c) of the rate of movement that are 
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water pressure fluctuations strictly correlated, in turn, to the net rainfall 
regime and/or snowmelt. The occasional reactivations (Figure 2.2c) refer 
to episodic movements that are not controlled by the seasonal 
fluctuations of the pore-water pressures and must be related to a 
different specific and episodic triggering factors (e.g., an earthquake). 
Slow-moving landslides are diffused in many geological and 
geomorphological contexts over the world. Within the Italian territory, 
many areas from the north to the south of the country are affected by 
slow-moving landslides, as testified by well-documented case studies in 
the scientific literature. Many of these slope instabilities are classified as 
earth slides (Bertini et al., 1986; Cotecchia, 1989; Cascini et al., 1992a,b; 
1994; Lanzo and D’Elia, 1997; Gulla et al., 2003; Tommasi et al., 2006) 
or earth flows (Angeli et al, 1989; Pellegrino et al., 2004; Iovine et al., 
2006), but also examples of complex landslides can be found (Cotecchia, 
2006; Agostini, 2013; Antronico et al., 2013, 2014; Gullà, 2017a). 
2.3 CONSEQUENCES INDUCED BY SUBSIDENCE OR SLOW-
MOVING LANDSLIDES 
Subsidence and slow-moving landslides may cause different 
consequences to facilities with them interacting, such as: the break of 
underground utilities (e.g. sewers, water and gas distribution pipelines, 
etc.), interruption of transport infrastructures (e.g. roads and railways) 
with consequent high cost of maintenances, but also cracking and tilting 
of buildings. Generally, their occurrence does not cause injured and/or 
killed people; however, relevant economic losses and damage to both 
cultural heritages and environmental assets can be recorded. 
As for subsidence phenomena, the associated economic losses equal 
millions of dollars per year, as highlighted by Swiss Re (2011) for the 
European countries. In the United Kingdom, for example, figures from 
the Association of British Insurers (ABI) indicate that subsidence- 
induced building damage entailed economic losses for about £500 
millions over the summer seasons of 1975–1976, up to £400 millions in 
2003 (Professional Broking, 2007). In France, the economic losses 
increased by more than 50% within two decades since 1990, with an 






In Northern European countries – as Netherlands, Sweden, Norway, 
Denmark – the presence of weak and compressible fine-grained soil 
deposits that include continuous or discontinuous layers of organic clays 
and peats, namely soft soils, predisposes to the occurrence of subsidence 
phenomena. As a consequence, buildings resting on them can suffer 
from absolute/differential settlements that may cause damages of 
different severity, eventually affecting the aesthetics or compromising 
either the functionality or even the stability of the superstructures with 
significant economic losses. For this reason, since the 11th century piled 
foundations – mainly on wood – started to be used and millions of these 
are now still in service (Klaassen et al., 2012). However, in the last 
decades buildings founded on wooden piles posed an urging problem 
due to wood decaying (e.g. associated with fungi or bacteria attack) that 
may negatively affect the proper behaviour of the foundation system. 
Therefore, in many cases houseowners have to bear high costs to adopt 
appropriate measures for maintaining, repairing or replacing one or more 
piles or even the whole foundation system in order to prevent the 
increase of the damage severity level on the superstructure. For instance, 
it is estimated that in The Netherlands the cost of foundation repairs 
equals about € 60,000 per household that – on average – represents 10-
30 % of the house global value (Klaassen et al., 2015).  
In Italy, different urban areas are affected by subsidence phenomena 
mainly induced by water exploitation (ISPRA, 2006); however, an 
economic estimate of related losses is not available.  
Subsidence consequences are also recorded in other Continents. In the 
United States, for instance, the National Research Council (1991) 
estimated that annual costs deriving from flooding and structural damage 
caused by subsidence exceeded US$125 million. In Shanghai (China), the 
phenomenon caused economic losses summing up to more than US$13 
billion (China Daily, Feb. 14, 2007).  
It is worth highlighting that, the total cost of subsidence could be 
probably significantly larger than the current estimations considering that 
its assessment is normally a difficult task, especially when the 
phenomenon is induced from different concurrent causes that can make 
it difficult the individuation of the role played by each of them in the 
assessment of real costs (Galloway et al., 1999). 
As regard landslides, the available information on related economic 
losses are generally referred to all types of landslides phenomena. For 
instance, the annual economic losses in Italy, Austria, Switzerland and 
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France are estimated as US$ 1–5 billion while United States exceed USD 
3.5 billion (Kjekstad and Highland 2009). A separate economic 
estimation for landslides types (fast or slow-moving) is not available. 
However, as above mentioned, slow-moving landslides cause 
consequences to structure and infrastructures with them interacting. In 
Italy there are several examples of damages to facilities induced by slow-
moving landslides, among which: the case of Ancona city, located in 
central-eastern Italy, where the reactivation of a landslide damaged or 
completely destroyed 280 buildings, for a total of 865 dwellings, two 
hospitals and relevant infrastructures (Crescenti et al., 1983); the 
landslide that affected the urban area of Camerata Picena (AN) with 
about thirty buildings severely damaged as along with roads (Iovine et al., 
2006); many cases in Calabria region (southern Italy), as the landslide 
that occurred in the little town of San Pietro in Guarano where many 
buildings, including primary and secondary schools, were severely 
damaged and later demolished (Cascini et al., 1992a,b; 1994; 2006); 
Cavallerizzo, where about thirty buildings were severely damaged or 
destroyed; Ianò, neighborhood of the Catanzaro Province, where the 
reactivation of the landslide in February 2010 caused relevant damage to 
buildings, infrastructure and productive activities (Gullà et al., 2014); the 
municipalities of Lungro (Antronico et al., 2013, 2014; Gullà et al., 
2017a) and Verbicaro (Nicodemo et al., 2014; Ferlisi et al., 2015), both 
suffering from slow-moving landslides which caused damages to the 
existing facilities located in the historic centres and new developed areas. 
Mansour et al. (2011) reviewed more than 50 case-histories of slow-
moving landslides that caused damages of different severity to facilities 
in many Countries of the world such as: Canada (Clementino et al., 2008; 
Moore et al., 2006), USA (Esser, 2000), Australia (Jworchan et al., 2008), 
New Zealand (Gillon and Saul, 1996), United Kingdom (Nichol and 
Lowman, 2000), Switzerland (Bonnard et al., 2008), Greece (Topal and 
Akin, 2008), China (Zhou, 2000), Japan (Fujisawa et al., 2007), Malaysia 
(Malone et al., 2008).  
The case-histories reported in the scientific literature show that damages 
induced to facilities may depend on several factors related to the features 
of the slope instability at hand (governing the intensity parameter values) 
and the exposed facility (including its position within the landslide-
affected area); focusing on buildings, onset and propagation of cracks on 
the superstructures are mainly due to differential displacements at the 





the reactivation stage, often underestimated in decision making processes 
(SafeLand Deliverable 2.5, 2011). Therefore, developing methods to 
analyze and predict the slow-moving-landslide-induced damages to 
buildings is of particular concern to adequately assess the 
tolerability/acceptability of differential displacements in order to plan the 




























3 ANALYSIS AND PREDICTION OF THE 
DAMAGE TO BUILDINGS 
The analysis of consequences to buildings in subsidence- and slow-
moving landslide-affected areas has become a relevant issue for 
scientists/technicians and stakeholders/policy makers in charge of the 
land-use planning and urban system management, as already outlined in 
the previous Chapter. Carrying out the related activity mainly relates to 
the scale of the analysis and generally requires: i) the quantitative 
estimation of some relevant parameters (describing the ground and 
foundation movement) whose variation leads to the damage occurrence 
and development, ii) the availability of damage classification systems; iii) 
the choice of the most adequate methodology for the damage analysis 
and prediction.   
All these issues are addressed in this Chapter where, after a brief 
introduction on the relevance of the consequence analysis for the 
quantification of the risk to the exposed buildings, the main 
damageability criteria provided by the scientific literature along with the 
newly proposed probabilistic approaches are discussed. 
3.1 CONSEQUENCE ANALYSIS 
The analysis of consequences induced to exposed elements by natural 
dangers (UNEP, 1997) is a relevant step of the risk management, as 








Figure 3.1 Framework for landslide risk management (from Fell et al., 2008). 
 
According to the Authors, the risk management includes analysing, 
evaluating and mitigating the risk.  Within the risk analysis, the analysis 
of consequences is comprised of two sequential steps that, respectively, 
deal with the identification/quantification of the exposed elements and 
the estimation of their vulnerability.  
For slow-moving landslides and subsidence phenomena (to which the 
framework of Figure 3.1 might be easily adapted), the exposed elements 
are mainly represented by facilities (e.g. buildings, roads, etc.) with them 
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interacting. Focusing on buildings, the first step involves detecting and 
classifying them on the basis of reliable information (concerning the age 
of construction, structural and foundation typologies, occupancy type, 
number of floors, etc.) to be collected via image processing and field 
surveys (Remondo et al. 2005; van Westen 2004). Anyway, carrying out 
these activities depends on the scale of work. In analyses at medium 
scale (1:100,000 to 1:25,000), in order to overcome the difficulties 
associated with time consuming data collection and related inherent 
uncertainties (van Westen 2004), the use of aggregated levels (e.g. groups 
of buildings characterized by relative homogeneity of structural type) is 
recommended (Cascini et al. 2013a); whereas, at large (1:25,000 to 
1:5,000) and detailed (> 1:5,000) scales single buildings can be accounted 
for (Cascini et al. 2013a; Corominas et al. 2014; Ferlisi et al. 2007; 
Maquaire et al. 2004; Palmisano et al. 2016; Peduto et al. 2016d; van 
Westen et al. 2008). Once the elements at risk are recognized and 
mapped, the elements could be also monetarily quantified (e.g. in terms 
of monetary value or replacement cost) (Amatruda et al. 2004; Blahut et 
al. 2014). 
The vulnerability is generally defined as the expected degree of loss of a 
given element or set of elements within an area actually or potentially 
affected by a hazard of a given intensity (Varnes 1984; Léone et al. 1996; 
Fell and Hartford 1997; Buckle et al. 2000; Remondo et al. 2008; 
Bonachea et al. 2009). Focusing on the so-called “physical vulnerability” 
(Corominas et al., 2014) – which refers to buildings, utilities and 
infrastructures – it can be expressed in terms of the extent of damage or 
the cost of recovery as a result of a given event. Its estimation depends 
on several factors related to both the intensity of the dangerous event 
(e.g. for slow-moving landslides the volume of the displaced mass, its 
kinematics and related displacements; for subsidence phenomena the 
subsiding areas, displacement patterns and rates) and the exposed 
facilities (type structural system, geometry, material properties, state of 
maintenance and adopted design codes).  
However, gathering this relevant information is not an easy task due to 
the existence of several sources of uncertainties, in turn related to (Glade 
2003): the peculiarities of factors that predispose/trigger a given 
phenomenon; the spatial distribution of the intensity parameter and its 
temporal variability; the vulnerability value that might change from one 





comprehensive databases of physical damage and its change (if any) over 
the time.  
In the next sections the classification systems of the damage suffered by 
buildings due to the ground movements along with the methods mostly 
adopted in geotechnical engineering practice or newly developed for 
damage forecasting purposes are presented. 
3.2 DAMAGE CLASSIFICATION 
Many structures, especially old buildings but even modern ones resting 
on badly-designed foundations, are prone to the damage induced by 
slow-moving landslides or subsidence phenomena. Accordingly, they 
represent sensitive recording devices for detecting and mapping both 
kind of instability phenomena with a better understanding of the 
mechanisms and magnitudes of movements causing settlements.  
Generally, case studies reported in technical and scientific literature show 
that subsidence and slow-moving landslide can affect the buildings in 
different ways. In general, the severity of the damage to the 
superstructures mainly controlled by the structural typology as well as by 
the soil-footing relative stiffness. For instance, a masonry building 
resting on high deformable shallow footings can be affected by ground 
movements more than a reinforced concrete building with very stiff 
shallow footings.  
Furthermore, it must be taken into account that – in some situations –  
vertical components of the ground displacements may coexist with 
horizontal ones; moreover, concave upward bending (hogging) or 
convex bending (sagging) mode of deformation (Figure 3.2) must be 
properly considered. Each movement type – including footing extension 
or support loss (Figure 3.2) – generates peculiar (incremental) stress 
states on a given building which mainly concentrate on corners, doors 
and windows where cracks first originates (National Coal Board, 1975; 
The Institution of Structural Engineers, 1994). 
 
 




Figure 3.2 Schematic illustration of building damage associated with various 
types of subsidence movement, some of which may occur together (from 
Cooper, 2008). 
 
In the scientific literature there are many frameworks and classifications 
for the building damage caused by ground movements. Many of those 
have common features, but vary slightly in parameters and categories. 
According to Cooper (2008), it is possible to individuate four damage 
schemes, namely:  
  
1. quantitative structural deformation schemes that measure in 
detail the amount of distortion of structures and accompanying 
damage (NCB, 1975; Bhattachraya and Singh, 1985; Chiocchio et 
al., 1997);  
2. detailed recording schemes that utilise measurements of damage 
patterns in buildings and relate them to a pattern of stress that 
affected the structure (Audell, 1996; Building Research 
Establishment, 1990; Johnson, 2005); 
3. established earthquake recording schemes used to assess both 
earthquake damage and earthquake intensity (Wood and 
Neumann, 1931; Medvedev et al., 1965; Grünthal, 1998);  
4. visual building damage schemes used to record building damage 
in various geological situations including mining, landslide, 
shrink-swell clays and general building damage generated by 
other causes (Burland et al., 1977; Alexander, 1986; Van Rooy, 
1989; Geomorphological Services Ltd. 1991; Humphreys and 






The choice of the damage scheme and the ranking to be used to classify 
the damage level currently or potentially suffered by buildings is closely 
related to the scale of work (and, therefore, to the analysis purposes) as 
well as to the available amount of time and money.  
From this point of view, the visual building damage schemes are 
particularly helpful at large (municipal) scale since, in such a case, the 
methods to be adopted should be fast/easy to apply and preferably 
limited to the visual inspection of the façades (BRE, 1995). However, it 
is worth to observe that the gathered information on the current building 
damage may be biased by: local experiences; caution of professional 
engineer; occupancy type, market value and saleability of the property 
(Burland, 2008). 
Among the visual building damage schemes provided by the scientific 
literature, one of the most adopted in geotechnical practice was 
proposed by Burland et al. (1977). The authors summarize several 
approaches to quantify the building damage, starting from those used in 
Britain and arranged by the UK National Coal Board (NCB), as detailed 
in the Subsidence Engineers Handbook (National Coal Board, 1975). 
The proposed system of damage categories is based on the ease of repair 
(Table 3.1) and involves three main criteria: 
 
1. visual appearance; 
2. serviceability or function; 
3. stability. 
 
In particular, six levels of damage, numbered from 0 to 5 in increasing 
severity, are established. Normally, the categories from 0 to 2 relate to 
the attainment of aesthetic damages; 3 and 4 to loss of functionality; and 
5 to loss of stability. The authors further underline that: 
 
• the classification relates only to the visible damage at a given time and not to its 
cause or possible progression, which are separate issues; 
• the strong temptation to classify damage solely on crack width must be resisted. It is 
the ease of repair that is the key factor in determining the category of damage; 
• the classification, developed for brickwork or blockwork and stone masonry, could be 
adapted for other forms of cladding. It is not intended to apply to reinforced concrete 
structural elements. More stringent criteria may be necessary when damage may lead to 
corrosion, penetration or leakage of harmful liquids and gases or structural failure. 
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Table 3.1 Classification of visible damage to walls with particular reference to 







Description of typical damage 
 
0 Negligible Hairline cracks less than about 0.1 mm. 
1 Very Slight 
Fine cracks which are easily treated during 
normal decoration. Damage generally restricted 
to internal wall finishes. Close inspection may 
reveal some cracks in external brickworks or 
masonry. Typical crack widths up to 1 mm. 
2 Slight 
Cracks easily filled. Re-decoration probably 
required. Recurrent cracks can be masked by 
suitable lining. Cracks may be visible externally 
and some repainting may be required to ensure 
weathertightness. Door and windows may stick 
slightly. Typical crack width up to 5 mm. 
3 Moderate 
The cracks require some opening up and can be 
patched by mason. Repainting of external  
brickwork and possibly a small amount of  
brickwork to be replace. Door and windows 
sticking. Service pipes may fracture. 
Weathertightness often impaired. Typical crack 
widths are 5 to 15 mm or several up to 3 mm. 
4 Severe 
Extensive repair work involving breaking-out 
and replacing sections of walls, especially over 
doors and windows. Windows and door frames 
distorted, floor sloping noticeably1. Walls 
leaning1 or building noticeably, some loss of 
bearing in beams. Service pipes disrupted. 
Typical crack widths are 15 to 25 mm but also 
depends of the number of cracks. 
5 Very severe 
This requires a major repair job involving 
partial or complete rebuilding. Beams lose 
bearing, walls lean badly and require shoring. 
Windows broken with distortion. Danger of 
instability. Typical crack widths are greater than 
25 mm but deepens of the number of cracks. 
 
1 Note: Local deviation of slope, from the horizontal and vertical, of more than 1/100 will 






3.3 DAMAGEABILITY CRITERIA 
Regarding the methods to predict building damages due to foundation 
movements, the close examination of the scientific literature reveals that 
a lot of criteria exists but a wide variety of parameters are adopted to 
describe the foundation movements and there is seldom uniformity in 
the terminology. In order to provide definitions and terminology for use 
internationally, Burland (1995) arranged the reference schemes shown in 
Figure 3.3.   
 
 
Figure 3.3 Definition of building deformation: a) settlement, differential 
settlement; b) relative deflection, deflection ratio, c) tilt, relative rotation (after 
Burland, 1995). 
 
According to these reference schemes, the following deformation 
parameters are defined: 
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1. Settlement Sv, defines the vertical movement of a point (positive 
values indicate downwards movement); 
2. Differential or relative settlement 'Sv, is the difference between two 
settlement values; 
3. Rotation or slope θ, describes the change in gradient of the straight 
line defined by two reference points embedded in the structure; 
4. Angular strain, produces sagging or upward concavity when 
positive, while hogging or downward concavity is described by a 
negative value; 
5. Relative deflection ', describes the maximum displacement relative 
to the straight line connecting two reference points with a 
distance L; 
6. Deflection ratio DR, is defined as the quotient of relative deflection 
and the corresponding length: DR = '/L; 
7. Tilt ω, describes the rigid body rotation of the whole 
superstructure or a well defined part of it. It is difficult to 
determine as the structure normally flexes itself; 
8. Relative rotation or angular distortion β, is defined as the rotation of 
the straight line joining two reference points relative to the tilt.  
9. Average horizontal strain Hh, develops as a change in length GL over 
the corresponding length L: Hh =GL /L. 
 
As far as the damageability criteria are concerned, Negulescu and 
Foerster (2010) distinguish among three main categories of methods, 
namely:  
 
x empirical (e.g. Skempton and MacDonald, 1956; Polshin and Tokar, 
1957; Sowers, 1962; Bjerrum, 1963; Rüsch and Mayer, 1964; Beeby 
and Miles, 1969); 
x analytical (Burland and Wroth, 1974; Boscardin and Cording, 1989; 
Boone, 1996; Finno et al., 2005; Bird et al., 2005a,b); 
x numerical (Potts e Addenbrooke, 1997; Burd et al., 2000; Son e 
Cording, 2007). 
 
Skempton and MacDonald (1956) are the authors who first suggested 
limit values of shallow foundation absolute settlements (and related 





information on 98 buildings, mainly reinforced concrete framed-
buildings, deforming under the own-weight. On the basis of this 
information, they proposed some interesting relationships between the 
maximum settlement (either absolute or differential) and the maximum 
angular distortion (Table 3.2) for isolated and rafts foundations, in 
relation of the soil type (clay and sand); moreover, they suggested a range 
of limiting values of E (Table 3.3) that moves from damages affecting the 
aesthetic (architectonic) to those causing loss of stability (structural). 
 
Table 3.2 Relationships between maximum absolute/differential settlement and 
angular distortion (after Skempton and MacDonald, 1956). 
Isolated foundations Rafts 
Clay Sand Clay Sand 
Sv,max = 1000·βmax Sv,max = 600βmax Sv,max = 1250βmax Sv,max = 750βmax 
'Sv,max = 550·βmax 'Sv,max = 350βmax 'Sv,max = 550βmax 'Sv,max = 350βmax 
 
Table 3.3 Limiting values of the angular distortion causing architectonic and 






Polshin and Tokar (1957) recognise different modes of deformation for 
different types of buildings; therefore, they treated separately 
unreinforced load bearing walls and framed structures. They define some 
limit criteria which depend on the “slope” (i.e., the ratio of the difference 
of settlement of two adjacent supports to the distance between them), 
the “relative deflection” (ratio of deflection to the deflected part length) 
and the “average settlement” experienced by building foundations. They 
identify a common critical tensile strain “Hcrit” corresponding to the onset 
of visible cracks.  
As for methods based on structural engineering principles, the most 
emblematic is the one proposed by Burland and Wroth (1974). The 
authors analyzed the building damage due to foundation movements by 
neglecting the interaction between the structure and the underlying 
ground. Using the elastic deep beam theory (Timoshenko, 1955), they 
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developed a semi-empirical method that allows relating the settlements 
of a given foundation system to the onset of visible cracking in the 
superstructure. The latter was idealised as a linear-elastic, weightless 
beam of length L, height H, and unit thickness (Figure 3.4).  
 
 
Figure 3.4 Weightless, elastic beam of unit thickness adopted by Burland and 
Wroth (1974) to model the behavior of superstructures undergoing settlements 
in the foundation system. 
 
Assuming that the equivalent elastic deep beam can deform according to 
the ground surface settlement trough in “greenfield” conditions (i.e., 
without the building) and setting the horizontal strains equal to zero, 
Burland and Wroth (1974) derived the relationships between the 
deflection ratio ('/L) and the maximum tensile strain for the equivalent 
elastic deep beam subject to either pure bending or pure shear 





shear, the maximum tensile strain (Hd,max) is oriented at 45° (Figure 3.4). 
The relationships between the maximum tensile strain and '/L for 
specified deformation modes is obtained using the following equations, 
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wherein E the Young’s modulus, G the shear modulus and I the second 
moment of the transversal area of the beam. 
In Eqs. (1) and (2), putting the Hmax = Hcrit, either in bending or in shear, it 
is possible to plot the relationships in terms of ('/L)/Hcrit against L/H, 
for a given value of E/G and assuming the position of the neutral axis 
(e.g. at the base or at mid-height of the beam). An examples is reported 
in the Figures 3.5a and 3.5b assuming isotropic behaviour, E/G = 2.6 
and Q= 0.3. From the obtained graphics, the Authors highlight as the 
deformation mechanism governing the onset of visible cracks for a given 
L/H is that yielding the lowest value of ('/L)/Hcrit. 
 
 
Figure 3.5 a) Relationship between '/LHcrit and L/H for rectangular beams 
deflecting due to combined bending and shear (neutral axis in the middle). b) 
Relationship '/LHcrit between and L/H for rectangular beams defecting due to 
combined bending and shear (neutral axis at the bottom) (after Burland and 
Wroth, 1974). 
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Although the damageability criterion proposed by Burland and Wroth 
(1974) relies on a theoretical background, difficulties arise in selecting the 
equivalent beam characteristics (e.g. stiffness parameter values), 
especially when dealing with a multistory structure. From this point of 
view, recently studies carried out on this topic by Pickhaver (2006) and 
Losacco (2011) led to the definition of an “equivalent solid” whose 
bending and shear stiffness can be estimated taking into account the 
existence of openings (windows, doors) on buildings.  
Boscardin and Cording (1989) complemented the criterion proposed by 
Burland and Wroth (1974) by including the effects of horizontal strains 
(Hh) which, in turn, depends on the lateral stiffness of the structure. For 
instance, a framed structure would be more affected by horizontal strains 
than a structure with reinforced concrete walls supported by continuous 
footings or with stiff floor systems. Based on the results of their studies, 
they categorized the damage to buildings by developing relationships 
between the horizontal strain and the angular distortion (Figure 3.6).  
 
 
Figure 3.6 Interaction diagram relating angular distortion and horizontal strain 
for different categories of damage (from Boscardin and Cording, 1989). 
 
Moreover, they superimposed Hh to either Hb,max or Hd,max (i.e., separating 
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It is worth to observe that Eqs. (3) and (4) can be combined with Eqs. 
(1) and (2); moreover, the concept of Hcrit can be generalized by 
introducing limiting tensile strain values (Hlim) properly associated to the 
damage categories provided by Burland et al. (1977) (Table 3.4). 
 
Table 3.4 Relations between category of damage and limiting tensile strain 







0 Negligible 0 ÷ 0.05 
1 Very Slight 0.05 ÷ 0.075 
2 Slight 0.075 ÷ 0.15 
3 Moderate 0.15 ÷ 0.3 
4 & 5 Severe to Very severe > 0.3 
 
The resulting expressions were plotted by Burland (1995) in terms of 
('/L)/Hlim versus Hh/Hlim for different L/H ratios, as shown in Figure 3.7. 
 




Figure 3.7 Effect of Hh on '/L (after Burland, 1995). 
 
Taking account of the maximum values of limiting tensile strains for 
each category of damage (Table 3.4), the Figure 3.7c can be easily 
converted in damage charter where limiting relationships between '/L 
and Hh are plotted. An example of damage chart is shown in Figure 3.8 
for a point loaded beam with L/H = 1, E/G = 2.6 and the neutral axis 
in the bottom of the beam (hogging mode of deformation). Damage 
charts like this can be used in the damage assessment process. 
 
 
Figure 3.8 Damage chart for a point loaded beam with L/H = 1, E/G = 2.6 and 






Boone (1996) proposed a Strain Superposition Method (SSM) that uses 
both equations of fundamental geometry and engineering principles, in 
order to assess damage to the constructions. The SSM allows assessing 
the building damage by taking account of ground deformation patterns, 
damage category criteria and strain concept. The results obtained using 
the data from over 100 case histories of damaged building treated with 
Boone’s approach are in reasonable agreement with those obtained via 
the Boscardin and Cording’s approach. 
Another important approach is the one proposed by Bird et al. (2005a,b) 
who suggested the use of analytical solutions to assess the expected 
damage to existing buildings (RC frame) due to liquefaction-induced 
differential ground movements. In particular, the authors derived the 
equations representing the deformational capacity of critical columns by 
applying principles of the displacement-based design; the column 
deformational demand related to ground motions was obtained on the 
basis of geometrical considerations. The structure deformation was 
idealized in four representative cases, hypothesizing differential vertical 
settlements and lateral movements associated with horizontal and 
vertical components. Three limit states were considered. A first limit 
state relates to concrete and steel yield strains and geometrical properties 
of the section; the second and third limit states relate to the admissible 
strain values for both materials separately. The study provides interesting 
conclusions regarding the damage mechanisms due to ground failure and 
the displacement demand of the floor columns for the RC framed 
structures, for which the displacement demand is concentrated to the 
ground floor columns while the upper stories generally rotate as a rigid 
body. Furthermore, the authors show that, for a single-bay case, 
deformations take place in the column rather than in the beam. 
Evolutions of the deep beam model were proposed by Finno et al. 
(2005) who proposed the use of the ratio EI/GA (instead of the ratio 
E/G first suggested by Burland and Wroth, 1974) to model the 
deformational behavior of the building. The Authors argued that the 
main contribution to the bending stiffness of a framed structure building 
is provided by concrete floor slabs. Walls and diaphragms, instead, offer 
the main contribution to the shear stiffness. Thus, they proposed the use 
of a composite, multi-layered deep beam made of n layers representing 
floor slabs, separated by n − 1 fillings of different material, representing 
walls. On that model, once the equivalent bending and shear stiffness of 
the laminate beam are estimated using a rational approach, the maximum 
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bending strain at the intrados and at the extrados of the building as well 
as the angular strain in the i-th floor can be calculated using the virtual 
work principle. Finally, the introduction of the Hcrit value in obtained 
equations allows calculating the minimum value of '/L that cause the 
onset of cracking in the building. 
The limiting values of some parameters that describe the foundation 
movement and correspond to the attainment of a given level of damage 
severity on the superstructure according to the synthesized studies, were 
incorporated in the technical standards and represent today a good 
starting point for technicians and specialists in charge of either designing 
new buildings or predicting the response of existing buildings to changes 
in boundary conditions (e.g. due to anthropic activities). For instance, 
the Eurocode (EC7) establishes limiting values for foundation 
movements of new ordinary constructions (CEN, 2007b).  
In particular, for open or infilled frames and load bearing or continuous 
brick walls, the maximum allowed angular distortion ranges from 1/2000 
to 1/300, while a limit value of 1/500 is acceptable for many structures 
in order to prevent the occurrence of a serviceability limit state. 
Furthermore, considering that the resistance offered by foundations 
makes the sagging mode of deformation less sensitive than the hogging 
one, these values must be halved for the hogging mode of deformation 
(thus 1/4000, 1/600 and 1/1000, respectively). A limitation of the 
Eurocode is that it refers to new constructions while no advices are 
provided for existing buildings. 
As for numerical approaches, the proper use of advanced methods – 
such as finite elements (FE) – allow estimating the values of parameters 
associated to ground and foundation movements via the adoption of 
appropriate constitutive models. Analyses can be uncoupled (the soil and 
the structure are studied separately, and the settlement trough is then 
imposed to the FE building model) or coupled (soil-structure interaction 
is modeled).  
Interesting are the results obtained by Burd et al. (2000) via FE coupled 
analyses. The Authors highlight that: the building weight tends to 
increase the general magnitude of settlements that develop underneath; 
the building stiffness may reduce the differential settlements; depending 
on the building deformation mode (e.g. sagging or hogging), the soil-
structure interactions effects may be more or less pronounced; the lateral 
restraint offered by the ground may reduce the extent of tensile stresses 





coupled analyses are lower than those of uncoupled analyses, which lead 
to inaccurate predictions. However, coupled analyses might be too 
complex and time consuming for practical vulnerability analyses over 
large areas (e.g., at medium and large scales). 
A summary of the explained damageability criteria is shown in Table 3.5.  
 






value Applicability Reference 
Empirical 
β 1/150 Structural damage Skempton and 
MacDonald 
(1956) β 1/300 Cracking in walls and partitions 





























































The response of 
a building to 
imposed 
deformations is 
modeled using a 
laminate beam. It 
is assumed that 




and the walls, 
whether load 
bearing or infill 
between 
columns, offer 
restraint to shear 
deformations. 
Finno et al. 
(2005) 
3.4 FRAGILITY AND VULNERABILITY CURVES 
In the last few years, the attention of technicians and scientists involved 
in analyses aimed at estimating the vulnerability of buildings to natural 
dangers (earthquakes, landslides, tsunami, etc.) has been progressively 
oriented toward the use of fragility and vulnerability curves. The former 
provide the conditional probability for every element at risk to be in, or 
exceed, a certain damage state induced by a phenomenon (or danger) of 
given intensity; the latter provide, for a given type of building and a given 
value of the danger intensity, the degree of damage averagely expected. 
These predictive tools represent a good compromise between the 
accuracy of the results and the amount of time and money required for 
the studies; accordingly, they allow providing in a short time the due 
solutions to the issues related to the occurrence of abovementioned 
natural dangers whose detrimental effects are worldwide dramatically 
increasing.  
Depending on the scale of the analysis and on the basis of the quality 
and quantity of available input data, both vulnerability and fragility 
curves can be generated via the statistical treatment of data collected via 
heuristic, empirical, analytical or hybrid approach (Saeidi et al. 2009; 





et al. 2014). In particular, heuristically-based curves come from the 
expert judgment of people carrying out the related activities; empirical 
curves are based on data collected during post-event in-situ surveys; 
analytical relationships are obtained on the basis of results of numerical 
analyses performed on structural models; hybrid relationships combine 
observed data and analytical estimations in order to compensate the 
scarcity of observational data, the subjectivity of judgmental data and the 
modeling deficiencies of analytical procedures by combining observed 
data and analytical estimations.  
The generation of fragility and vulnerability curves usually requires a 
previous classification of the buildings in order to identify similar 
expected damage mechanisms on the basis of the parameters governing 
the building response (e.g., the building typology and geometry, the 
foundation type, the mechanical parameters of constituting materials,   
the type of resistant system and the efficiency of the connections). 
Moreover, generating analytical fragility/vulnerability curves on the basis 
of numerical modeling can result extremely computationally intensive 
and time consuming; accordingly, this kind of curves can not be easily 
developed for different areas or countries where, however, different 
construction techniques might be adopted.  
It is worth observing that fragility curves take into account that not all 
buildings of the same type will suffer the same level of damage for a 
given intensity of the dangerous phenomenon, while vulnerability curves 
are representative of the expected average damage for a given type of 
building for a given value of the danger intensity.  
Independently of the method selected to generate fragility and 
vulnerability curves, the knowledge of three main types of input data is 
required, namely: i) the classification of the building damage severity; ii) 
the building typology; iii) the identification of an intensity parameter. In 
particular, the building damage severity can be classified using limiting 
values associated to global and local mechanical parameters of the 
structure; the building typology can be defined according to the 
parameters governing the resistance of the buildings against the 
considered danger (e.g. the building materials, age and the quality of 
construction, foundation type, etc.); the intensity parameter can be 
selected in relation to the analyzed danger, (e.g., for the earthquakes 
might be the PGA; for the slow-moving landslides might be the absolute 
or differential displacement at the building foundation level).  
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An example of fragility and vulnerability curves is shown in Figure 3.9 
(Saeidi et al., 2009) for a massive stone masonry building (Lagomarsino 
and Giovinazzi, 2006); the curves are derived using a fitting 
mathematical functions starting from the damage distribution suffered 
by buildings during an earthquake of given intensity. 
 
 
Figure 3.9 (a) Damage distribution, (b) fragility curves and (c) vulnerability 
curves for M4 building type, according to EMS-98 (from Saeidi et al., 2009). 
 
In the scientific literature there are many example and methods in the 
field of the earthquake engineering for the building vulnerability analysis 
via the generation of fragility and/or vulnerability curves (Sabetta et al., 
1998; Rosetto et al., 2003; Lagomarsino et al., 2006, 2013; Cattari et al., 
2004; Rota et al., 2006; Bilgin and Korini, 2012; Penna et al., 2013; 
Karapetrou et al., 2015, 2016; Zuccaro et al., 2015); whereas few 
examples can be recovered with reference to fragility and/or 
vulnerability curves generated for buildings in subsidence- and slow-
moving landslide-affected areas.  
As for subsidence phenomena, the contributions of Saeidi et al. (2009, 
2012) can be mentioned. The Authors generated fragility and 
vulnerability curves on the basis of the use of empirical and analytical 
methods, tested and validated with a set of case-histories occurred in 
Lorraine in the period 1990-1996 and concerning masonry buildings and 
reinforced masonry buildings with lengths ranging from 10 to 20 m and 
heights from 7 to 10 m.  
As for slow-moving landslides, the contributions of different authors 
(Negulescu and Foerster 2010; Fotopoulou and Pitilakis 2013a,b; 
Mavrouli et al., 2014, Pitilakis et al., 2015) are based on the adoption of 
numerical approaches. For instance, Negulescu and Foerster (2010) 
generated fragility curves, by assuming the differential displacement as 





parametric non-linear static time history uncoupled analysis for a simple 
one bay - one storey cast in-place RC frame. Fotopoulou and Pitilakis 
(2013a,b) generated fragility curves for low-rise reinforced concrete 
buildings affected by slow-moving landslides triggered by earthquakes 
using an extensive numerical parametric study (with different idealized 
slope configurations, foundation typologies and soil settings as well as 
different distances of the structure to the slope’s crest). Mavrouli et al. 
(2014) provide a general methodology for calculating the vulnerabilities 
of reinforced concrete frame structures via numerical fragility curves; in 
particular, they considered three types of slope instability, namely: slow-
moving landslides, rapid flow-type slides and rockfalls.  
Scientific contributions on the generation of empirical fragility and 
vulnerability curves for buildings in slow-moving landslide-affected areas 
are lacking.  
The proposed innovative procedures for the generation of fragility and 
vulnerability curves at different scales via empirical methods is addressed 
in Chapter 5 with reference to both subsidence phenomena and slow-
moving landslides.It is worth stressing that the obtained empirical 
fragility and vulnerability curves can be used as predictive tools to assess 
the conditional probability of reaching or exceed a particular damage 
level for every element at risk (building) for each building type 
considered within a given territory, or may be used to assess the damage 
















4 THE DInSAR TECHNIQUES 
Remote sensing is the science of acquiring information about the Earth's 
surface without actually being in contact with it. This is achieved by 
sensing and recording reflected or emitted energy and processing, 
analyzing, and applying that information (Lillesand and Kiefer, 1987). It 
is a valuable tool to observe the earth surface or the atmosphere from 
out of space using satellites (space borne) or from the air using aircrafts 
(airborne). The energy is in the form of electromagnetic radiation, whose 
main characteristics are wavelength or equivalently frequency. The 
wavelength is the length of one wave cycle, which can be measured as 
the distance between successive wave crests. Frequency refers to the 
number of cycles of a wave passing a fixed point per unit of time. 
Therefore, the two are inversely related to each other. The shorter the 
wavelength, the higher the frequency. Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) 
interferometry is an important branch of remote sensing. It is a powerful 
and well-established remote sensing technique that enables the highly 
accurate measurement of important geophysical parameters such as 
surface topography, ground deformation and subsidence as well as 
glacier movements, slow-moving landslide, monitoring and control of 
structures and infrastructures. One of the major applications of the SAR 
technology is represented by the SAR Interferometry (InSAR) technique 
which exploits, in its basic form, the phase difference of (at least) two 
complex valued SAR images. This contribution is further enhanced via 
the development of innovative algorithms such as those adopted for 
multipass Differential Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar 
(DInSAR) image processing which today allows, even over large areas, 
the retrieval of more than 20-year displacements of the topographic 
surface at fairly affordable costs. The potential of the use of DInSAR 
data is testified by their increasing diffusion, as recently recorded 
worldwide with several different applications (e.g. European Space 
Agency's (ESA) projects MASMOV, ALPS, SLAM, TERRAFIRMA, 
etc.). Indeed in the last decade, images acquired by Synthetic Aperture 
Radar (SAR) sensors and processed via Differential Interferometry 
algorithms (DInSAR) have been increasingly applied by the scientific 





phenomena (or dangers) in different fields of Geosciences – including 
Geology, Geophysics and Glaciology (Crosetto et al., 2015) – as well as 
in the Civil and Environmental Engineering. As a result the scientific 
community analyzed a number of case studies which successfully 
investigated potential and limits of the DInSAR techniques in order their 
use in the field of land management. 
 
4.1 SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR (SAR) 
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) has been widely used for earth remote 
sensing for more than 30 years. It provides high-resolution, day-and-
night and weather-independent images (Henderson and Lewis, 1998; 
Franceschetti and Fornaro, 1999) for a multitude of applications ranging 
from geosciences and climate change research, environmental and earth 
system monitoring, 2-D and 3-D mapping, change detection, 4-D 
mapping (space and time), security-related applications up to planetary 
exploration. The basic concept of Synthetic Aperture Radar is based on 
the observation that a given target is imaged in a certain number of 
echoes during the passage of the sensor. The radar system transmits 
electromagnetic pulses with high power and receives the echoes of the 
backscattered signal in a sequential way from the lighted target. The 
typical SAR geometry is illustrated in Figure 4.1, where the platform 
moves in the azimuth or along-track direction, whereas the slant range is 
the direction perpendicular to the radar’s flight path. The swath width 
gives the ground-range extent of the radar scene, while its length 
depends on the data take duration, i.e., how long the radar is turned on. 
The received echo signal data form a two-dimensional data matrix of 
complex samples, where each complex sample is given by its real and 
imaginary part, thus representing an amplitude and phase value. The 
amplitude and phase of the backscattered signal depends on the physical 
(i.e., geometry, roughness) and electrical properties (i.e., permittivity) of 
the imaged object. 
 




Figure 4.1 Illustration of the SAR acquisition geometry (from Moreria et al., 
2013). 
 
All satellites equipped with SAR sensors orbit the earth on a near-polar 
orbit at an altitude ranging from 500 to 800 km above the earth’s surface, 
depending on the satellite platform hosting the SAR sensor, and follow 
polar orbits in order to provide a global coverage. Accordingly, scenes 
may be observed by SAR sensors over ascending or descending orbits 
typically with opposite ground looking directions. The past and currently 
available SAR sensors from different Space Agencies, the archives and 
the achievable resolution are summarized in the Figure 4.2. 
The sensor working frequency are generally allocated in the L, C and X 
bands, corresponding to wavelengths of about 18 cm, 5.6 cm and 3.1 cm, 
respectively. The time taken for a satellite to re-pass over the same area is 
called the ‘revisiting time’. This latter, spanning from 35 days for old 
SAR sensors as ERS/ENVISAT to 4 days (on average) in the case for 
instance of CSK constellation, providing an exceptional capability of 
collecting stacks of data useful for interferometric analysis (about 30 
SAR images) in a shorter time interval, i.e. a few months instead of a few 





illumination beam width), conversely current SAR systems are capable of 
operating in different imaging modes by controlling the antenna 
radiation pattern, which allow a trade off between spatial coverage and 




Figure 4.2 The available SAR sensors, the archives and the achievable resolution 
(modified after Peduto et al., 2015). 
 
In other words, it is possible to have higher resolutions (e.g. up 1 m for 
civil applications) with limited coverage (e.g. 10 km) and coarser 
resolutions (e.g. 10 m) with wider coverage (e.g. a hundred of kilometers 
or even more). The most fundamental mode is the Stripmap operation, 
where the pattern is fixed to one swath, thus imaging a single continuous 
strip. If a wider swath is required, the system can be operated in the 
ScanSAR mode. In this case, the antenna elevation pattern is successively 
steered to different elevation angles corresponding to multiple sub-
swaths providing a wide-swath SAR image, but with a degraded azimuth 
resolution compared to the Stripmap mode. When a better azimuth 
resolution is required, the Spotlight mode can be utilized.  
The illumination direction sensor-target is commonly called Line Of 
Sight (LOS) or slant-range direction. The past generation SAR sensors 
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were characterized by a fixed illumination direction, whereas modern 
sensors allow the LOS to be conveniently set. For instance, the LOS 
angle with respect to the vertical direction was 23° for ERS-1/2, whereas 
for most of the currently operational sensors it can range from 20° up to 
60°. This ability to vary the illumination angle is important when imaging 
mountainous areas. Moreover, the possibility to change the LOS is also 
important for monitoring purposes because displacements measured by 
DInSAR techniques are components of the 3D ground displacement. 
Taking into account that SAR satellite orbits are polar and radars image 
the scene typically in the broadside direction – which is orthogonal to 
the orbit direction – the LOS is almost belonging to the east–
west/vertical plane. In particular, LOS direction is downward and being 
SAR sensors generally right looking, the LOS direction is eastward in 
ascending passes and westward in descending passes. Ground 
displacements occurring along North and South directions are, therefore, 
almost undetectable unless Multiple Aperture Techniques (MAI) – 
exhibiting significantly coarser resolutions – are used (Jung et al., 2011). 
For instance, the so-called sensitivity unit vector (Massonet and Feigl, 
1998; Colesanti et al., 2003) has components that for ERS/ENVISAT 
sensors (in absolute values) are: 0.38 for the east component, 0.08 for the 
north component and 0.92 for the vertical component. Depending on 
the subswath, for recent satellites the east and the vertical component 
can be traded off whereas typical orbital inclinations do not allow 
changing significantly the north component sensitivity. 
Another key issue is that SAR sensors are coherent systems but the 
implementation of interferometric techniques, which are intrinsically 
characterized by a diversity factor of angular or temporal origin, requires 
that the scattering on the scene is coherent as well, and similarly that the 
scattering properties must not change ‘significantly’ over time. In the 
SAR jargon it is required that the measured echoes from the scene 
scattering centers are coherent (Fornaro and Pascazio, 2014). The 
coherence, which is routinely estimated on the available interferometric 
SAR dataset, can be quantified in terms of statistical characterization of 
the radar echoes: it is a number between 0 and 1; lower coherence means 
a higher interferometric phase noise contribution and vice versa. 
Vegetated areas are prone to temporal coherence losses whereas arid and 
built up areas are typically associated with higher coherence values, i.e. a 
better quality of the interferometric signal. The wavelength impacts the 





Therefore lower frequencies are more suitable for the observation of 
vegetated areas (Fornaro and Pascazio, 2014). 
Furthermore, exploiting differences of phases (Interferometric SAR, 
acronym InSAR) between two or more SAR observations from different 
orbits (spatial baseline) it is possible to derive digital elevation models 
(DEMs) (Madsen et al., 1993, Mora et al., 2003), while using also 
observation acquired at different times (temporal baseline) is possible to 
estimate surface displacements. 
4.2 PRINCIPLES OF SAR INTERFEROMETRY 
The key idea of SAR interferometry is to compare for a given scene the 
phase of two or more complex radar images that have been acquired 
from slightly different positions or at different times. Since the phase of 
each SAR image pixel contains range information that is accurate to a 
small fraction of the radar wavelength, it is possible to detect and 
measure tiny path length differences that can be turned as measure of the 
sensor-target distance with sub-centimetric accuracy. Therefore, distance 
variations can be determined by computing, on a pixel by pixel basis, the 
phase difference (interferometric phase) relative to two (standard two-
pass interferometry) or more SAR images. Each SAR image pixel 
represents the coherent sum of all scattering elements within a resolution 
cell and contributes both with its own complex reflectivity (amplitude 
and phase) and with its individual distance from the sensor. The 
coherent image formation mechanism coupled with the high phase 
sensitivity prevents the phase value relative to an individual pixel of a 
single SAR image from being directly exploitable. On the other hand, as 
long as the complex reflectivity of the pixel as a whole (i.e. the 
reflectivity of the elementary scatterers and their differential sensor-
target path) does not change in the time span between successive radar 
acquisitions, it is cancelled out from the interferometric phase, thus 
allowing the measurement of the variation of the range path to the 
scatterers within the resolution cell. This is the basic assumption for 
carrying out interferometric measurements and is referred to as absence 
of decorrelation (or full coherence). The interferometric phase is the 
combination of several terms that can be grouped in two main categories 
related to the geometric (deterministic) terms associated to the target-to-
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radar path difference and stochastic phase shift (noise) terms. Geometric 
terms are induced by the target topography in association with the 
presence of an angular view difference due to the spatial baseline, 
whereas the Stochastic contributions are due to changes of the scattering 
properties due to temporal modification (temporal decorrelation) and/or 
to the different interaction mechanisms between the electromagnetic 
wave and the ground surface associated to the angular view difference 
(spatial decorrelation) and propagation delay variation due to the 
presence of the atmosphere (Atmospheric Phase Screen, or briefly APS). 
Processing artifacts can be limited by using accurate algorithms for 
focusing and, particularly for the alignment (registration) of the two 
images before compare the phase difference. Orbital information 
inaccuracies can be controlled because they appear as low order spatial 
contributions on images covering 80x80 km, such as those associated to 
a frame of ERS and Envisat-ASAR (ERS-like mode) data. The first 
studies based on the InSAR technique were based on single 
interferograms (i.e. using an image pair) or a few interferograms, and 
provided only qualitative information on deformations (Fruneau et al., 
1996, 2003, Rott et al., 1999, Kimura, 2000). However, InSAR is limited 
by the presence of at least two error sources: variations in the 
Atmospheric Phase Delay (APD) and the inaccuracies of the external 
Digital Elevation Model (DEM) involved in the cancellation of the 
topography component from the signal interferences (Massonnet et al., 
1993, 1995, Zebker, 1997). These limits were overcome with the 
development of Multipass Differential SAR Interferometry 
(MPDInSAR), consisting of the processing of at least 30 images. 
 
4.3 DInSAR MULTIPASS ALGHORITMS 
Since early 2000s several multi-pass DInSAR algorithms have been 
developed and widely used to retrieve information on displacements of 
the topographic surface, among them: the Persistent Scatterers 
(PSInSAR) technique (Ferretti et al., 2000, 2001), the Small Baseline 
Subset (SBAS) technique (Berardino et al., 2002), the Coherent Point 
Target Analysis (CPTA) (Mora et al., 2003), the Stable Point Network 





(IPTA) (Wegmüller et al., 2005), the Spatio-Temporal Unwrapping 
Network (STUN) (Kampes and Adam, 2005), the Stanford Method for 
Persistent Scatterers (StaMPS) (Hooper et al., 2004) and the Enhanced 
Spatial Differences (ESD) (Fornaro et al., 2007). The available 
techniques for the analysis of phase signals in interferometric stacks can 
be grouped in two classes: Persistent Scatterers Interferometry (PSI) 
(Ferretti et al., 2000, 2001; Costantini et al., 2008; Crosetto et al., 2008) 
and Small-Baseline techniques (Berardino et al., 2002; Fornaro et al., 
2009). PSI techniques operate at full spatial resolution and identify 
reliable scatterers by measuring their multitemporal coherence related to 
the phase stability; monitored scatterers correspond to man-made 
structures (buildings, roads, bridges) or bare rocks whose size is smaller 
compared to the system resolution. Conversely, the SBAS techniques are 
tailored to decorrelating scatterers (i.e. scatterers that may be distributed 
in the resolution cell or characterized by slow temporal change of the 
scattering) and to measure ground deformations over large areas 
(Berardino et al., 2002). These techniques take benefit of a spatial 
averaging (multilook) to improve the quality of the phase signal thus 
performing a change of the scale of analysis. Moreover, the 
interferograms are generated according to small temporal and spatial 
separation constraints in order to further reduce decorrelation effects 
associated with possible coherence losses typically present in the analysis 
of rural areas. The SQueeSAR algorithm (Fumagalli et al., 2011) has been 
developed to perform a mixed scale of analysis that includes in PSInSAR 
processing the multilook operation and a data dependent weighting of 
interferograms in order to improve the capabilities of the original 
algorithm in the monitoring of decorrelating scatterers. SBAS techniques 
are suitable for investigating ground deformations at medium scale but 
can be useful also to calibrate data for full-resolution analysis. At the 
medium scale, the technique exploits averaged (multi-look) 
interferograms and allows the generation of mean velocity maps and 
associated time series for areas extending for some thousands of square 
kilometres (up to 100 km 100 km), with a ground resolution typically of 
the order of 80 x 80 m (ERS-1/2 and ENVISAT). SBAS can be used 
also at large scale by exploiting single-look interferograms, i.e. generated 
at full spatial resolution (typically of the order of 10 x 10 m for ERS-1/2 
and ENVISAT; 3 x 3 m for very high resolution sensors) (Lanari et al., 
2004b); however the limitations on the baseline can lead to detection and 
localization accuracy loss with respect to PSI when dealing with 
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persistent scatterers (PS) typically associated with man-made targets. 
With reference to full resolution multitemporal DInSAR analysis, 
particularly suited for investigating single structures with high resolution 
sensors (Schack and Soergel, 2014), an advancement is represented by 
the introduction of tomography approaches (Fornaro et al., 2005) and, 
more specifically, the Multi-Dimensional Imaging technique (MDI) 
(Lombardini, 2005; Fornaro et al., 2009) which allows the identification, 
localization and monitoring of scatterers at full resolution with improved 
performances with respect to classical PSI approaches. MDI techniques 
fostered single building monitoring by retrieving better detection and 
estimation accuracy with respect to PSI also allowing the layover effects 
on vertical structures (e.g. buildings) – particularly evident in VHR 
systems – to be solved. MDI is currently used at an operational level by 
the German Aerospace Center (DLR) for the analysis of urban areas 
(Wang et al., 2012) with TerraSAR-X data. Furthermore, the resolution 
improvement allows the capture of more details of single facilities under 
observation and, hence, their precise monitoring, as testified by the 
available literature mainly focused on the use of TerraSAR-X data 
(Gernhardt et al., 2010; Zhu and Bamler, 2010; Reale et al., 2011a,b; 
Fornaro et al., 2012, 2013). A last important aspect is related to the 
achievable accuracy of the DInSAR data which depends on a number of 
factors such as the wavelength, the coherence, the number of images, the 
overall temporal span and, last but not least, the confidence level of the 
processing algorithm and implementation issues which may depend also 
on the processed dataset. Quantitative assessments carried out by 
comparisons with independent measurements, such as in Colesanti 
(2003), Casu et al. (2006) and Herrera et al. (2009a), indicate that, as a 
rule of thumb, the accuracy is of 1–2 mm/year for the average 
displacement velocity and of 5–10 mm for the single time series 
displacement. It is worth highlighting that this accuracy was tested, in the 
available scientific literature, using high resolution data provided by ERS 
and ENVISAT radar sensors. The use of new radar systems with very 
high resolution, as TerraSAR-X and Cosmo-SkyMed, jointly with the 
processing algorithms, which are increasingly sophisticated, can lead to 
have results that are even more accurate. An experimental evidence of 
the possibility to achieve an accuracy up to the order of 1 mm on a single 
displacement measurement was provided in Fornaro et al. (2013), 
although the results refer to the monitoring of a specific structure (a 





order of 1 mm/year for the average displacement velocity is tested in this 
work (see Appendix A) with reference to the very-high resolution 
DInSAR data provided by TerraSAR-X radar sensor. 
4.4 DINSAR APPLICATIONS TO SUBSIDENCE PHENOMENA 
AND SLOW-MOVING LANDSLIDES 
The first experimental demonstration of interferometric techniques were 
presented by Zebker and Goldstein (1986) for topographic mapping 
purposes and by Gabriel et al. (1989) for the detection and mapping of 
small elevation changes by using SEASAT SAR sensor operating in the 
period June–October 1978. However, the beginning of the development 
that brought interferometry to operational applications is associated with 
the launch of ERS-1 satellite in 1991, followed by the twin sensor ERS-2 
launched in 1995. Starting from these sensors and several other launched 
over the years as well as the development of the processing algorithms, 
many applications have been developed in various natural phenomena 
and different fields of geosciences (Crosetto et al., 2003). 
Indeed, the capability of DInSAR technology was demonstrated in the 
seismic field (Massonnet et al., 1993; Peltzer and Rosen, 1995; Peltzer et 
al., 1999; Reilinger et al., 2000; Pedersen et al., 2001, Prati et al., 2010, 
Eberhard et al., 2010, Reale et al., 2011b); in post seismic deformation 
studies (Peltzer et al., 1996; Massonnet et al., 1996; Jónsson et al., 2003; 
Reale et al., 2011b), the monitoring of a seismic (Rosen et al., 1998) and 
interseismic tectonic events (Chorowicz et al., 1995; Wright et al., 2001; 
Colesanti et al., 2003); in vulcanology, with several studies of volcanic 
deflation and uplift, e.g. see (Massonnet et al.,1995; Amelung et al., 1999; 
Lu et al., 2000; Salvi et al., 2004; Lee et al., 2013; Catalano et al., 2014, 
De Michele et al., 2016) and in glaciology field with researches mainly 
carried out on the ice sheets of Greenland and Antarctica including 
InSAR ice topography measurements (Kwok and Fahnestock, 1996; 
Joughin et al., 1996); ice velocity measurements (Goldstein et al., 1993; 
Joughin et al., 1995; Joughin et al., 1998; Mohr et al., 1998); and other 
glaciological applications, like the determination of the discharge of 
glaciers (Rignot et al., 1997; Joughin et al., 1999). Other applications are 
related to subsidence and slow-moving landslides, including the 
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monitoring and control of structures and infrastructures at different 
scales of analysis.  
As for natural or anthropogenic subsidence the available studies – 
carried out by using data acquired via European Space Agency (ESA) 
and Canadian Space Agency (CSA) high resolution (Brefort, 2011) ERS-
1/2, ENVISAT SAR and RADARSAT-1/2 sensors – demonstrated the 
capability of DInSAR technology to monitor ground surface 
displacements induced by either mining (Carnec et al., 1995; Haynes, 
2000; Kircher et al., 2003; Raucoles et al., 2003; Crosetto et al., 2005; 
Wang et al., 2009; Herrera et al., 2010b) or water extraction (Haynes, 
2000; Galloway et al., 2000; Cascini et al., 2006, 2007b; Herrera et al., 
2009b; Calderhead et al., 2011; Cigna et al., 2012b; Sanabria et al., 2014; 
Tomás et al., 2014, Peduto et al., 2015) or underground construction 
works (Giannico et al., 2012, Bandini et al., 2015). Recently, a 
breakthrough for the monitoring of subsiding urban areas at detailed 
scale (>1:5000) was provided by the last generation X-Band very high 
resolution (Brefort, 2011) SAR sensors TerraSAR-X/TanDEM-X 
(TSX/TDX) mission of the German Aerospace Center (DLR) and the 
COSMO-SkyMed (CSK) constellation of the Italian Space Agency (ASI) 
(Herrera et al., 2010b; Cascini et al., 2013a; Fornaro et al., 2014). Such 
sensors are characterized by a higher revisiting time than that pertaining 
to the ESA sensors (35 days); in particular, in the case of CSK the use of 
a constellation of satellites allows bringing the revisiting time down to 4 
days (on average) thus providing exceptional capability of collecting 
stacks of data useful for interferometric analysis (about 30 SAR images) 
in a shorter time interval, i.e. few months instead of few years. 
Furthermore, the resolution improvement allows more details of single 
facilities to be observed and hence their precise monitoring, as testified 
by the available literature reporting on the use of TerraSAR-X data 
(Gernhardt et al., 2010; Zhu and Bamler, 2010; Reale et al., 2011a; 
Fornaro et al., 2012, 2013). Moreover, the recently launch of Sentinel 
mission of the European Space Agency provides continuity of ERS-1/2 
and ENVISAT data archives with reduced revisiting times and larger 
coverage swath. In Table 4.1 a summary of DInSAR applications to 
detect and monitor subsiding areas, whose number has increased 
substantially during the last decade, is reported highlighting the high 





Table 4.1 Applications of DInSAR technique to subsidence in analysis at 
different scale (modified after Arena, 2014).  
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Rovigo, Italy Underground construction Detailed Jurina et al. (2004) 
Sarno, Italy Water withdrawals Detailed 
Cascini et al. (2007b, 
2011a) 
Rome Consolidation process Detailed Arangio et al. (2013) 
Orihuela, Spain Water withdrawals Detailed Sanabria et al. (2014) 




withdrawals Detailed Pratesi et al. (2015) 
The Netherlands Soft soil compaction Detailed  
Peduto et al. (2016a); 
Nicodemo et al. 
(2016); Peduto et al. 
(2017) 
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As for the application of remote sensing techniques to slow-moving 
landslides, the usefulness of DInSAR data for landslide characterization 
and mapping has been investigated in several studies.  In these studies, 
the DInSAR data were mainly used for slow-moving landslide 
characterization and mapping carried out at different scale of analysis 
(Fell et al., 2008): small (<1 : 100 000) (Meisina et al., 2008); medium (1 : 
100 000 to 1 : 25 000) (Catani et al., 2005; Cascini et al., 2009a,b, 2010a, 
Lu et al., 2012); large (1 : 25 000 to 1 : 5000) (Notti et al., 2010) and 
detailed (>1:5000) (Colesanti et al., 2003; Herrera et al., 2011). Moreover, 
the types of slow-moving landslides (Varnes, 1978) investigated by 
DInSAR data analyses in the aforementioned studies are mainly: slides 
and earth flows, deep-seated gravitational movements and creep 
phenomena (Tofani et al., 2014). Some of these studies at small and 
medium scales resulted in original procedures to update the landslide 
inventory map by combining conventional thematic data (e.g., 
topographic, geological, land use maps, and optical images) and on-site 
investigations with DInSAR data. The scientific literature has widely 
discussed also the limits and potentiality of the application of the 
DInSAR techniques to slow-moving landslides. The main limitations for 
application to landslide field, are related: 
1) displacement data represent the one dimensional projection in the 
Line Of Sight (1D LOS projection) of a deformation that can actually 
occur in all three dimensions (Rocca, 2003; Manzo et al., 2006). 
2) The ambiguity of phase measurements implies the impossibility to 
track correctly (i.e., unambiguously) the relative LOS displacement 
between two scatterers exceeding λ/4 (=1.4 cm for ERS) within one 
revisiting time interval (35 days for ERS), i.e. approximately 14.5 cm/yr. 
In practice, it is extremely difficult to detect LOS displacement rates 
exceeding 8–10 cm/yr in the presence of low density of stable scatterers, 
such as in the case of landslides where topography and vegetation 
introduce a limitation in the number of detected scatterers. This limits 
cause the use of DInSAR data only to landslides ranging from extremely 
to very slow phenomena according to the velocity classification of 
Cruden and Varnes (1996). 
Despite of the above limits, as above mentioned in the scientific 
literature several papers deal with the application of PSI – and more 
generally DInSAR – techniques to the study of slow-moving landslides 
(Colesanti et al., 2003, Casu et al., 2006, Calò et al., 2012; 2014; Bianchini 





al., 2013; Tofani et al., 2014; Wasowski and Bovenga 2014; Notti et al., 
2014, Gullà et al., 2017a) and in the last years, in analysis of the 
consequences, monitoring and control of structure and infrastructure 
with them interacting (Perissin et al., 2009; Cascini et al., 2013a; Arangio 
et al., 2013; Tomás et al., 2013; Di Martire et al., 2014; Costantini et al., 
2014, Binachini et al., 2015, Di Martire et al, 2015, Gullà et al, 2017a, 
Peduto et al, 2016). In Table 4.2 is reported a summary of DInSAR 
applications to slow-moving landslide for the analysis at different scales.  
 
Table 4.2 Application of DInSAR technique to landslide in analysis at different 
scale (modified after Arena, 2014). 
Case of study Scale of analysis Author 
Umbria Region, Italy Small scale Guzzetti et al. (2009) 
Piemonte Region, Italy Small scale Meisina et al. (2008) 
Liri-Garigliano e 
Volturno River Basin, 
Italy 
Medium scale Cascini et al. (2009b, 2010a, 2013a) 
Arno River Basin, Italy Medium scale 
Catani et al. (2005) 
Farina et al. (2006) 
Lu et al. (2012, 2013) 
Sicily, Italy Medium scale Di Martire et al. (2015) 
Ancona, Italy Large scale Colesanti et al. (2003) 
Torrice and Frosinone, 
Italy Large scale Cascini et al. (2010a) 
Naro, Italy Large scale Cigna et al. (2011) 
Verbicaro, Italy Large scale Cigna et al. (2012a) 
Shuping landslide, China Large scale Fu et al. (2010) 
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La Clapiere, France Large scale Fruneau et al. (1996) 
La Vallette, France Large scale Squarzoni et al. (2003) 
Corvara landslide Large scale Strozzi et al. (2005) 
Costa della Gaveta, Italy Large scale Di Martire et al. (2013) 
Lungro, Italy Large scale Gullà et al. (2017a,b) 
Volterra, Italy Detailed scale Bianchini et al. (2015) 
Lungro, Italy Detailed scale Peduto et al. (2016) 
 
 
Owing to the complexity of DInSAR data, as described in Crosetto et al. 
(2005), the most advanced applications and the best results are usually 
achieved through a close cooperation between DInSAR specialists and 
people able to use DInSAR data in order to analyse the danger at hand. 
In this context DInSAR specialists can play a fundamental role in 
helping the end-users to be fully aware of limits and potentials of the 
techniques, on the other hand, the expert of the analyzed phenomenon, 
can properly use the DInSAR data in relation to goals and scale of 
analysis. This allows the full integration of DInSAR data in current 
practices in order to help the Authorities in charge of land use planning 
and management as well as technicians and engineers engaged in design 
activities and adequately support standardized procedures both for 
updating of inventory map and analysis of consequence of structures and 








5 THE PROPOSED PROCEDURES 
In this Chapter original empirically- and numerically -based procedures 
for the multi-scale analysis and prediction of the damage to buildings in 
subsiding or slow-moving landslide-affected areas are summarised. The 
applicability of the proposed empirical procedures is demonstrated with 
reference to well-documented case studies in Chapters 6 (for subsidence-
affected areas) and 7 (for slow-moving landslide-affected areas); whereas 
for numerical procedures, results of analyses carried out on a structural 
model representative of a single building are discussed in Chapter 8. The 
latter highlight the role played by some factors (i.e. the mechanical 
properties, the soil type, the distribution of the intensity parameter) in 
the achievement of a given level of the damage severity, so overcoming 
the inherent uncertainties of the empirical models. 
5.1 EMPIRICAL PROCEDURE FOR THE ANALYSIS AND 
PREDICTION OF THE DAMAGE TO BUILDINGS IN 
SUBSIDING AREAS 
The proposed multi-scale procedure – specifically oriented to the 
analysis and prediction of subsidence-induced damage to buildings built 
on shallow/piled foundations on soft soils – includes three different 
Phases (Figure 5.1).  
The first Phase (0) involves carrying out activities at medium scale over 
large areas and it is aimed at quantifying the role played by the thickness 
of soft soil deposits in predisposing the subsidence occurrence and its 
development. To this aim, PSI data on cumulative settlements are 
preliminarily distinguished, based on their elevation, in PS at ground 
level and PS on (top of) the buildings. 1 
                                                 
The contents of Section 5.1 are published in: 
Peduto D., Nicodemo G., Maccabiani J., Ferlisi S. (2017). Multi-scale analysis of 
settlement-induced building damage using damage surveys and DInSAR data: A case 
study in The Netherlands. Engineering Geology, 218:117-133. 






Figure 5.1 Flowchart of the proposed empirical procedure for the analysis and 






Then, “free-field” cumulative settlements (i.e. derived from PS at ground 
level) are computed by multiplying the PS average velocities along the 
vertical direction at ground level for the acquisition period of SAR 
images. The separation in height is necessary because, more often than 
not, buildings are founded on piles reaching less compressible soils and 
PSI data from those buildings are not representative of the factors 
predisposing to ground displacements. 
Once the predisposing factors are identified, it possible to move to the 
second Phase (1). This Phase, to be carried out at large scale, includes 
different steps in order to detect the elements at subsidence risk – in 
terms of building aggregates (Ferlisi et al., 2007; Cascini et al., 2013a; 
Peduto et al., 2016b) – and, subsequently, analyze their settlements. 
In particular, after fixing a movement threshold on PSI velocity, 
different possible scenarios for building aggregates and areas 
surrounding the buildings can be identified by comparing the velocities 
exhibited by PS at ground level and on (top of) the buildings. This allows 
distinguishing possible ground displacements and related effects on 
either buildings or infrastructures and utilities (e.g. roads, sidewalks, 
sewers, pipelines, etc.) or both of them. Then, PSI data on top of the 
buildings allow the computation of the magnitude of the considered 
subsidence-related intensity (SRI) parameter describing the movement 
experienced by the foundation system (i.e., settlement gradients) (Cascini 
et al., 2006, 2007, 2013b; Peduto et al., 2015) in order to first produce 
settlement gradient maps; then, referring to settlement profiles along 
longitudinal cross-sections of the exposed building aggregates, 
relationships between the maximum values of settlement gradients and 
the “equivalent damage” level (Sect. 6.1.3) resulting from in-situ damage 
surveys are derived. For each surveyed building, the recorded damage 
severity is categorized in six levels: D0 = negligible; D1 = very slight; D2 
= slight; D3 = moderate; D4 = severe; D5 = very severe. These levels 
are adapted from the classification proposed by Burland et al. (1977). In 
particular, the damage levels D1-D2 refer to aesthetic damage 
characterized by hairline/fine cracks which can be easily treated during 
normal decoration or require easy repair work. Starting from level D3, 
when moderate damages can occur, maintenance works are necessary. 
Once damage levels D4 and D5 are reached, there is a risk for building 
safety since the damage can affect its structural stability. According to 
the scale of analysis, the damage severity (in terms of the equivalent 
damage level) attributed to a certain building aggregate is estimated as 
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the average level of damage severity (weighted according to the number 
of buildings per damage level) recorded on the group of structurally 
dependent single buildings composing the ‘row house’ aggregate (Peduto 
et al., 2016b).  
As for the last Phase (2), the analysis – to be carried out at detailed scale 
– focuses on structurally independent single buildings in order to 
associate the SRI parameter for single buildings, i.e. the differential 
settlement defined as the maximum difference of PSI-derived vertical 
settlement between two points of the foundation system (see also 
Sanabria et al., 2014; Peduto et al., 2016a, 2016b), with the damage 
severity recorded on each building and grouped according to the building 
foundation typology. Finally, empirical fragility curves for single 
buildings resting on either shallow or deep foundations are generated. 
5.2 EMPIRICAL PROCEDURE FOR THE ANALYSIS AND 
PREDICTION OF THE DAMAGE TO BUILDINGS IN SLOW-
MOVING LANDSLIDE-AFFECTED AREAS 
As highlighted in Section 3.3, the damageability criteria proposed in the 
scientific literature to analyze and predict the level of damage severity 
suffered or likely to be suffered by superstructures in relation to the 
magnitude of the intensity parameters experienced by the corresponding 
foundation systems are mainly based on heuristic, empirical, analytical 
(numerical) or hybrid procedures; among these, few contributions are 
only provided on the analytical generation of fragility and vulnerability 
curves for single buildings interacting with slow-moving landslides.  
In this Section an innovative procedure is proposed. In particular, by 
adopting an empirical approach which combines DInSAR and damage 
survey data, fragility and vulnerability curves for single buildings affected 
by slow-moving landslides are generated at large (municipal) scale. The 
proposed procedure (Figure 5.2) includes: a first Phase (I), in which the  
 2 
                                                 
The contents of Section 5.2 are published in: 
Nicodemo G., Peduto D., Ferlisi S., Gullà G., Borrelli L., Fornaro G., Reale D. (2017). 
Analysis of building vulnerability to slowǦmoving landslides via AǦDInSAR and damage 
survey data. Proceedings of the 4th World Landslide Forum, WLF4 – Ljubljana, 





elements at risk are identified; a second Phase (II) requiring the damage 
classification along with the selection of an intensity parameter; a final 




Figure 5.2 Flowchart of the proposed empirical procedure for the analysis and 
prediction of damages to buildings affected by slow-moving landslides. 
 
As far as Phase I is concerned, the exposed elements (i.e. single buildings 
with structural typology in reinforced concrete or masonry) are 
identified, according to the scale of analysis, by overlapping in a GIS 
environment the topographic maps with the landslide inventory maps. 
Then, in Phase II, the damage level as well as the intensity parameter are 
estimated for each identified exposed element. In particular, the level of 
damage severity pertaining to single building is classified on the basis of 
data collected – during in-situ surveys – via ad-hoc predisposed fact-
sheets and according to six classes (D0 = no damage; D1 = very slight; 
D2 = slight; D3 = moderate; D4 = severe; D5 = very severe) adapted 
from the ones given by Burland et al. (1977). The considered slow-
moving landslide intensity parameter corresponds to the maximum 
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differential settlement experienced by a given building; it is defined as 
the maximum value of the difference of vertical settlements between two 
points of the foundation system, in turn derived from the analysis of 
high and very high-resolution DInSAR data. Finally, in Phase III, the 
information gathered on both damage severity and magnitude of the 
intensity parameter, homogenized according to the structural typology 
(reinforced concrete or masonry), are first managed in order to 
determine the relationships between cause (differential settlement) and 
effect (damage); then, they are used for the generation of fragility (by 
adopting a probabilistic model) and vulnerability (by adopting a 
regression model) curves (Sect. 3.4).  
5.3 PROCEDURE FOR THE ANALYSIS AND PREDICTION OF 
THE DAMAGE TO BUILDINGS VIA NUMERICAL 
APPROACH  
The analysis and prediction at detailed scale (> 1:5,000) of the damage to 
buildings currently or potentially affected by a certain phenomenon (or 
danger) via advanced methods (Fell et al., 2008a) is not an easy task since 
it requires gathering a number of relevant information on the 
characteristics of both the phenomenon (e.g. magnitude of intensity 
parameters) and all buildings (material, stiffness/strength, number of 
floors, state of maintenance, etc.) at risk. Accordingly, the use of 
structural computational codes (mainly implementing numerical 
methods) brings along difficulties in generating simple and, at the same 
time, reliable models able to simulate the real behaviour of buildings. In 
this regard, the proposal of procedures should require the proper 
identification of few representative parameters whose values might be 
calibrated on the basis of easily retrievable data, in order to limit 
expensive and time-consuming field survey operations. On the other 
hand, it is worth observing that numerical analyses carried out via 
structural computational codes on representative single buildings can 
allow investigating issues concerning limits and potentialities of the 
empirical procedures described in the Sections 5.1 and 5.2 (their 
adoption mainly relate to the scale of analysis and related goals to be 
pursued, along with time and costs required to carry out the activities) as 





different factors contributing to the occurrence and development of 
building damages.  
To these aims, in this Thesis a numerical analysis at detailed scale (single 
building) was carried by adopting a procedure (Figure 5.3) leading to the 




Figure 5.3 Flowchart of the proposed procedure for the analysis and prediction 
of the damage to building via numerical approach. 
 
The proposed procedure is based on three cascading steps that can be 
adapted and specialized with reference to a certain building resting on a 
given soil. Indeed, the first Phase (I) involves generating the structural 
model and the soil-structure interaction model, through the definition of 
the geometry and the mechanical properties of the building as well as the 
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identification of the soil type. The outcomes of this activity allow (Phase 
II) analysing – via numerical methods – the (super)structural response in 
terms of damage severity levels, provided that a damageability criterion 
and an intensity parameter (e.g. differential settlement) are established. 
The latter, in turn, can be imposed at the building foundation level as 
displacement patterns simulating credible modes of deformation.  
As far as the damageability criterion is concerned, similarly to the 
approach adopted in the seismic field, threshold values of the damage 
limits states can correspond to the maximum drift values pertaining to 
buildings affected by differential settlements and categorised in five 
classes: LS1 = slight; LS2 = moderate; LS3 = extensive; LS4 = very 
heavy; LS5 = collapse. 
The results obtained in Phase II are, then, used in Phase III that finally 



















6 ANALYSIS AND PREDICTION OF THE 
DAMAGE TO BUILDINGS IN SUBSIDING 
AREAS: CASE STUDIES IN THE 
NETHERLANDS  
This Chapter focuses on the application of the proposed innovative 
multi-scale procedure (see Chapter 5 – Section 5.1) oriented to analyze 
and predict the damage to subsidence-affected buildings on shallow and 
piled foundations via an empirical approach that combines information 
concerning the characteristics of the subsoil, the DInSAR-derived 
displacement rates of the buildings and the damage recorded on those 
via field surveys. 
6.1 STUDY AREA AND AVAILABLE DATASET 
The proposed multi-scale procedure (Figure 5.1, Chapter 5) was applied 
to densely urbanized areas with different building typologies resting on 
different foundation systems (i.e. shallow and piled foundations) located 
in the south-western part of The Netherlands (Figures. 6.1a, 6.1b, 6.1c) 
where the subsoil includes highly compressible clayey and peaty soil 
layers extending to depths of about 20 m. 3 
The selected area for the analysis at medium scale includes the cities of 
Rotterdam and Schiedam (Figure 6.1a) over an area of about 15 km2; the 
                                                 
The contents of Chapter 6 are published in: 
Peduto D., Nicodemo G., Maccabiani J., Ferlisi S. (2017). Multi-scale analysis of 
settlement-induced building damage using damage surveys and DInSAR data: A case 
study in The Netherlands. Engineering Geology, 218:117-133. 
Peduto D., Nicodemo G., Maccabiani J., Ferlisi S., D’Angelo R., Marchese A. (2016). 
Investigating the behaviour of buildings with different foundation types on soft soils: 
two case studies in The Netherlands. Proceedings of the VI Italian Conference of Researchers in 
Geotechnical Engineering – Geotechnical Engineering in Multidisciplinary Research: from Microscale 
to Regional Scale, CNRIG – Bologna, Italy 20-23 September, 2016. Procedia Engineering, 
pp. 529-534. 
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analysis at large scale focused on a smaller area of about 2 km2 
represented by a neighborhood of Schiedam (Figure 6.1b); whereas for 
the analysis at detailed scale, a portion of the neighborhood of Schiedam 






Figure 6.1 The study area: a) area analyzed for investigating factors 
predisposing to ground settlements at medium scale; b) the study area at large 
scale and c) the study area at detailed scale. 
6.1.1 Geological setting 
The Netherlands is predominantly a flat country; about 60% of shallow 
soil deposits are of Holocene age and of fluvial and coastal origin (Figure 
6.2). The sediments of coastal origin have their current ground surface 
elevations at or below the mean sea level. The eastern part of the country 
consists almost entirely of Pleistocene deposits, mainly constituted by 
sandy soils sloping upwards to the south and east with an average 
elevation between 10 and 20 m above of the mean sea level and 
exceeding 100 m only in the extreme southeast (van der Meulen et al., 
2013). Since the 1960s onward, the Geological Survey of The 
Netherlands (GSN) started a detailed geological mapping program 
focused on the south-western part of The Netherlands. This activity 





sections (Hageman, 1964; van Rummelen, 1965, 1972; Vos and Van 
Heeringen, 1997). More recently, GSN has built the 3D geological 
‘GeoTOP’ model (DINOloket, 2016) that represents a sound basis on 





Figure 6.2 Geological map of The Netherlands (from van der Meulen et al., 
2013) 
 
The model was developed based on a systematic collection and analysis 
of hundreds of thousands borehole data and cone penetration tests 
through a layer modelling (Figure 6.3) which has led to define litho-
stratigraphically subvolumes in the model space that were then voxelised 
(Stafleu et al., 2011). The model extends down to a depth of 50 m below 
the ground surface (Figure 6.4a) with almost a nationwide coverage, 
schematizing the national territory in millions of voxels, each measuring 
100 × 100 × 0.5 m (height × width × depth). Each voxel contains 
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information on the litho-stratigraphy (Figure 6.4b) including the 




Figure 6.3 GeoTop modelling workflow: a) borehole descriptions subdivided 
into lithostratigraphical, lithofacies and lithological units; b) 2D interpolation of 
the basal surface of each lithostratigraphical unit; c) 3D interpolation of 
lithofacies and lithology within each lithostratigraphical unit (modified from van 





Figure 6.4 a) GeoTop model; b) example of geological cross-section and c) 
probability of occurrence of organic soil along the A–A' profile sketched in a) 
(extracted from the portal of the Geological Survey of the Netherland – 
DINOloket). 
 
With reference to the study area (Figure 6.1a), GeoTOP-derived 
information was used to generate the land cover map (Figure 6.5a), the 
cumulative thickness maps for soft (Figure 6.5b) and sandy soils (Figure 







Figure 6.5 Geological setting of the study area: a) land cover; b) cumulative 
thickness of soft soils (organic and clayey); c) cumulative thickness of sandy 
soils, and d) geological cross-section along the A–A' profile sketched in a) 
(extracted from the portal of the Geological Survey of the Netherland – 
DINOloket). 
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layers of Holocene age – with total thicknesses not exceeding 20 m – 
superimposed on a sandy layer of similar thickness. Below, soft soils 
including narrow lenses of sandy soils rests on a sandy deposit of 
Pleistocene age. 
6.1.2 DInSAR dataset 
The available SAR dataset over the study area consists of 285 images 
(133 from the ascending orbit and 162 from the descending orbit) 
acquired by the TerraSAR-X (TSX) constellation of satellites in the 
period spanning 2009–2014 (Table 6.1). These data were processed by 
SkyGeo Netherlands B.V. using their commercial processing chain 
‘Antares’, which implements the PSI method described in Ferretti et al. 
(2001) and a great number of state-of-art improvements and 
complementary techniques. As an input DEM, the SRTM90 (e.g. USGS, 
2016) was used. Considering the flatness of Dutch topography, this 
resolution is sufficient to reach the desired precision. The resulting PSI 
velocity measurements passed a quality assurance protocol from which 
the measurement precision shown in Table 6.2 was derived for both 
datasets using the ascending and the descending orbit images. For 
purposes of the present analysis, the PSI data were projected from the 
Line of Sight (LOS) to the vertical direction (Cascini et al., 2007b) since 
subsidence-related displacements were assumed as mainly vertical. In 
theory, data from the ascending and descending directions can be 
combined to derive the vertical deformation component (Manzo et al., 
2006; Peduto et al., 2015) with greater precision.  
 
Table 6.1 Main features of the TerraSAR-X datasets (processed by PSI 



























Table 6.2 Main PSI measurement precision. 
Measurement Precision achieved
Single displacement measurement < 4 mm 
Linear displacement velocity < 1 mm/year 
Geolocation precision (x,y,z) 1.5 m 
Geocoding precision (x,y) < 1 cm 
 
 
In this case the method was not used because a comparison of the same 
PSI dataset with leveling benchmarks (see Appendix A) demonstrated 
that the assumption of verticality does not introduce significant errors 
and the total error is well below 1 mm/year. Furthermore, the data 
originating from the tops of buildings were separated from those 
referring to the ground level via the use of AHN2 (2016), a detailed and 
publicly available LiDAR-derived DEM of The Netherlands with a 
vertical precision of 5 cm at 50 cm resolution cells.  
Based on the analysis of the histograms of the heights, all PS heights < 2 
m above the DEM terrain height were assigned to the “ground level” 
class. Another source of error is that PS can originate from the top of 
buildings or from the facade at different heights. However, considering 
the geolocation precision of the PS, no attempt to correct for this were 
carried out because the errors introduced in this manner are so small that 
the total error is still < 1 mm/year. 
The spatial distribution of PSInSAR-derived velocities is shown in 
Figures 6.6 and 6.7. It can be noticed that Figures 6.6a and 6.6b 
(respectively showing PS on top of the buildings and at ground level), 
which were derived from the ascending dataset, and Figures 6.7a and 
6.7b (respectively showing PS on top of the buildings and at ground 
level), which were derived from the descending dataset, exhibit almost 
similar velocity patterns independently of the acquisition geometry. 
Moreover, the high density coverage in the study area can be appreciated 
(7136 PS/km2 on ascending orbit and 8793 PS/km2 on descending orbit) 
thus confirming the improved capability of last generation X-band 
sensors in built-up area monitoring. 
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Figure 6.6 Distribution of PSI data provided by the TerraSAR-X radar sensor 
projected along the vertical direction: PSI data on ascending orbit a) on top of 







Figure 6.7 Distribution of PSI data provided by the TerraSAR-X radar sensor 
projected along the vertical direction: PSI data on descending orbit a) on top of 
the buildings and b) at ground level. 
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6.1.3 Buildings damage survey  
As already highlighted in the Chapter 2, (infra)structures resting directly 
on subsoil including alternating layers of soft soils can suffer from 
differential settlements that cause damages of different severity. With 
reference to the buildings, this occurs especially in masonry structures 
since they have a low capacity of adapting to differential settlements or 
angular distortions. This is the reason why many buildings in the 
Northern European countries, as The Netherlands, were founded on 
piles. Unfortunately, many of these piled foundations are aging badly and 
do not work properly anymore, causing similar damages as with shallow 
foundations. The resulting damages are commonly visible as widespread 
cracks on the walls (Ortiz et al., 2015) which, in the most dangerous 
cases, can compromise their stability. Therefore, the analysis of crack 
patterns exhibited by building façades provides useful information in 
order to establish correlations between cause (differential settlements) 
and effects (damage) suffered by superstructures (Bianchini et al., 2015; 
Ferlisi et al., 2015; Palmisano et al., 2016) which can be used to derive 
helpful tools for the analysis of the expected damage on element at risk 
and forecasting purposes. To this end, in-situ damage surveys were 
carried out in April and May of 2015. These surveys were focused on the 
portion the Municipality of Schiedam where damages to buildings had 
been recorded (Figure 6.1c). In particular, in order to investigate both 
the severity and the distribution of damage to buildings, ad-hoc 
predisposed fact-sheets were filled in for surveyed buildings. The used 
fact-sheets consist of different sections that allow systematical recording 
of the archive information regarding the geological features and available 
settlement measurements as well as the information gathered from the 
in-situ surveys. An example of a filled fact-sheet is shown in Figure 6.8. 
In particular, section 1 gathers information concerning the building 
location and its description in terms of structural type, foundation 
typology, number of floors, age of construction and occupancy type. The 
available datasets concerning the geological features and the PSI data are 
included in Section 2. Section 3 reports the photo collection of damage 
recorded on building façades such as the presence of cracks and/or 
disjunction in the outer walls and their position, as well as their 









Figure 6.8 Building fact-sheet: (Section 1) location area and building 
information; (Section 2) background data related to the geological context and 
PSI velocities; (Section 3) some photos of the field survey and damage severity 
levels. 
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This latter, as described in Section 5.1, was differentiated in six levels: D0 
= negligible; D1 = very slight; D2 = slight; D3 = moderate; D4 = 
severe; D5 = very severe, adapted from the ones proposed by Burland et 
al. (1977); moreover, according to the scale of analysis, it was attributed 
to the single building for analyses at detailed scale or to a certain building 
aggregate for analyses at large scale. In the latter case, the “equivalent 
damage” level was evaluated as average level of damage severity – 
weighted according to the number of buildings per Di and approximated 
to the closer level – recorded on the group of structurally dependent 
single buildings composing the considered “row house” aggregate. 
The results of the survey campaign are shown in Figure 6.9a and 6.9b on 
building aggregates characterized by masonry structures built on 
different foundation types (43% shallow foundations, 49% piled 
foundations and 8% unknown) and in Figure 6.10a and 6.10b  for the 




Figure 6.9 a) Map of surveyed building aggregates distinguished according to 
the recorded equivalent damage level and foundation type; b) distribution (in 









Figure 6.10 a) Map of surveyed single building distinguished according to the 
recorded equivalent damage level and foundation type; b) distribution (in 
percentage) of damage levels according to building foundation type. 
 
 
The analysis of the collected data highlighted that 39% building 
aggregates out of the total do not exhibit damage; whereas 61% of all 
estimated equivalent damages do not exceed the D2 level (D1 = 49%; 
D2 = 12%). As for single buildings, the survey revealed the presence of 
146 buildings exhibiting damages on the total of 310, whose distribution 
is different for buildings built on piled or shallow foundations; however, 
in both cases, their severity does not exceed the D3 level. 
6.2 RESULTS 
6.2.1 Analysis at medium scale 
Ground displacements associated with the creeping behavior of soft soil 
layers are generally highly variable in time and space according to both 
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the spatial distribution of their cumulative thickness and their 
compressibility, in turn mainly related to the organic matter content and 
acting effective stresses (van Asselen et al., 2010). Therefore, in the study 
area, the role played by the factors predisposing to ground displacements 
was first investigated at medium scale (Figure 6.1a) by recovering the 
relationship between the soft soil cumulative thickness and the PSI-
derived settlement magnitude in free-field conditions. To this aim, only 
PSI data at ground level were considered. Then, according to both the 
scale of analysis (Fell et al., 2008; Peduto et al., 2015) and the accuracy of 
the available geological model, a grid was imposed on the area under 
investigation with a cell size of 100 × 100 m on which the vertical PSI 
velocities were interpolated using the Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW) 
method. The velocity values computed for each cell were then multiplied 
for the acquisition period of the radar sensor images, thereby generating 
the cumulative settlement maps shown in Figures 6.11a and b. 
It can be observed that cumulative settlements in the period 2009–2014 
range up to 3–5 cm. In a few areas, coloured in red in Figure 6.11a and 
b, they even exceed 5 cm. It is worth noting that the available 
piezometric measurements in the study area do not show significant 
changes over time so that the groundwater level can be assumed as a 
constant. This confirms that the recorded settlements in the study area 
can be merely ascribed to the intrinsic characteristics of the soft soil 
layers. Therefore, the PSI-derived settlement maps (Figures 6.12a and 
6.12c) were compared with the map of cumulative soft soil thickness 
(organic and clayey material) (Figure 6.12e).  
After drawing a generic cross-section (e.g. section A–A' in Figures 6.12a, 
c and e) it can be observed that the maximum settlements (Figures 6.12b 
and 6.12d) are recorded where the maximum cumulative thicknesses of 
soft soils (Figure 6.12f) are present. In particular, this mainly occurs 
where the organic matter content increases in the soft soil layers (with 
probability of occurrence close to one, see Figure 6.12g). For instance, 
this can be easily noticed in the first part of the geological cross section 
of Figure 6.11h moving from A to A'. Conversely, where soft soil 
thicknesses are lower and the organic matter content decreases, lower 








Figure 6.11 Map of cumulative settlements in the period 2009–2014 using 
TerraSAR-X data at ground level along the vertical direction on a) ascending 
and b) descending orbit. 
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Figure 6.12 Correlation between cumulative settlements derived by high-
resolution TerraSAR-X data at ground level and geological information: maps of 
spatial distribution of cumulative settlements on a) ascending and c) 
descending orbit; cross-section along the A–A' profile of the cumulative 
settlements on b) ascending and d) descending orbit in the period 2009–2014; e) 
map of spatial distribution and f) cross-section along the A–A' profile of soft 
soils (organic and clayey); h) geological cross-section along the A–A' profile and 
g) probability of occurrence of soft soil (organic and clayey) extracted from the 





As a result, the areas with the thickest cumulative soft soil layers and the 
highest settlements (red and orange areas in Figure 6.11a and b) were 
confirmed to be the most affected by settlements. In these areas, the 
most severe consequences to structures and infrastructures are to be 
expected. 
 
6.2.2 Analysis at large scale  
The analysis at large scale was carried out on a neighborhood of the city 
of Schiedam (Figure 6.1b) where mainly masonry buildings resting on 
different types of foundation, i.e. shallow and piled foundations (as 
mentioned in Section 6.1), can be recovered. The available PSI data 
show different values of the average velocities at ground level and on top 
of buildings, as highlighted in the 3D view of Figure 6.13. For instance, 
during the image acquisition period the vertical velocity values at ground 
level mostly range from − 3 to − 5 mm/year. Lower velocities are 
recorded on top of the buildings, mainly in those supported by 




Figure 6.13 3D view of the study area at large scale with spatial distribution of 
PSI vertical velocities at ground level and on top of the buildings. 
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In order to identify the buildings affected by settlements and analyze 
their behavior, PSI data at ground level and on top of buildings were 
preliminarily used to differentiate the building aggregates and the 
areas/roads surrounding the buildings that are “moving” from those that 
are “not moving”. To this aim, based on the available digital topographic 
map, building aggregates were identified with the 'row houses' typical of 
the local architecture. For each building aggregate, all PS at roof level 
were selected considering a 2-meter buffer-distance around each building 
aggregate. The 2-meter buffer-distance is a practical consideration. Since 
the geolocation precision of the PS is < 1.5 m, a large number of PS are 
projected outside of the building outlines, which themselves have a 
geolocation precision of circa 10 cm. In Dutch practice, there are only a 
few potential sources of irrelevant data within 2 m from a building 
façade, i.e. lighting poles. By using a 2-meter buffer-distance, many valid 
PS are included in the analysis, while only few invalid PS are introduced. 
A “moving/not moving” conservative threshold of 2 mm/year was fixed 
taking into account the validation test carried out with the same PSI-
dataset over 180 leveling points in the Schiedam area (Appendix A), 
which revealed an average difference of about 0.67 mm/year with a 
standard deviation of 0.48 mm/year between the yearly average velocity 
derived from leveling and PSI data. The carried out analysis showed that 
33% of 648 building aggregates in the study area are covered by at least 
one “moving” PS (Figure 6.14a). Similarly, the analysis of PS at ground 
level highlighted that 79% of the total area covered by roads and areas 








Figure 6.14 Analysis of high-resolution PSI data at large scale: a) moving and 
not moving building aggregates and b) moving and not moving areas/roads 
surrounding the buildings 
 
Following the distinction of “moving/not moving” building aggregates 
and surrounding areas and roads, four possible scenarios were identified 
as cases C1–C4. Their spatial distribution and description are 
summarized, respectively, in Figure 6.15a and Figure 6.15b.  
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Figure 6.15a Spatial distribution of different possible scenarios resulting from 
the correlation analysis between moving and not moving PSI data located on top 
of the building aggregates and on area/roads surrounding the buildings. 
 
The above zoning of the study area allows the identification of portions 
of the territory where different problems may exist. For instance, if 
possible damages to roads and services are to be investigated, the 
analysis should focus on the parts of the territory belonging to classes 
C2, C3 and C4; conversely, if the analysis of building behavior is 
addressed, only classes C3 and C4 are relevant. Overall, the analysis 
shows that 84% of the study area is affected by settlements, but only 





Once the areas where buildings likely to be affected by settlement-related 
problems (C3 and C4) were identified, the information on the damage 




Figure 6.15b Description of different possible scenarios resulting from the 
correlation analysis between moving and not moving PSI data located on top of 
the building aggregates and on area/roads surrounding the buildings. 
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aggregates considering the scale of analysis, were put in correlation with 
the magnitude of the subsidence-related intensity (SRI) parameters 
experienced by the foundation system evaluated using the PSI data on 
top of the buildings. 
For this reasons, focusing on the surveyed building aggregates, the 
settlements and related gradients suffered by each of them were 





Figure 6.16 Analysis of high-resolution PSI data at large scale: a) distribution of 
TerraSAR-X data on top of building aggregates; b) map of cumulative 
settlements and c) map of settlement gradients derived from TerraSAR-X data 
(period 2009–2014). 
 
In particular, vertical PSI velocities on top of the buildings (Figure 6.16a) 
were interpolated on a superimposed grid with cell sizes of 2 × 2 m 
using an IDW interpolation. Then, the velocity for each cell was 
multiplied for the acquisition period of the radar images in order to 
generate the cumulative settlement map for each building aggregate 
(Figure 6.16b). Subsequently, starting from the measured cumulative 
settlements (Figures 6.64b) the settlement gradient map (Figure 6.16c) 
was generated and gradient moduli were grouped into the three classes 
(Low, Medium and High). In particular, these classes refer to the 
gradient values (expressed in degrees) which range respectively from 0 to 
5.7 × 10− 2 (corresponding to a differential settlement of 0 to 2 mm 
within the grid cell), from 5.7 × 10− 2 to 1.4 × 10− 1 (corresponding to a 
differential settlement of 2 to 5 mm within the grid cell) and > 1.4 × 10− 





Then, since damage occurrence and severity for a given building is 
related to the magnitude of settlements, or their derived parameters 
describing foundation movements, the trend of settlements and the 
settlement gradient profile along the cross-section of the building 
aggregate was evaluated. In Figure 6.17 an example of the trends 
settlement and settlement gradient is reported, with reference to the 
sample building aggregate of Figure 6.16,  along  the A-B profile in 





Figure 6.17 Analysis of high-resolution PSI data at large scale: a) cumulative 
settlements and b) settlement gradients along the A-B profile sketched in Figure 
6.16a) and b). 
 
In particular, the settlement gradient profile (Figure 6.17b) highlights 
rather low values with a maximum in the section indicated by the red 
arrow. This result was corroborated by the damage survey carried out in 
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the area that revealed the presence of some cracks on the façades of the 
building with deformations of the sidewalk and detachments from the 
laying surface exactly at the location where the gradient peak is recorded 
(Figure 6.8 – Section 6.1.3 – pictures 3, 4 and 7). 
Extending the same procedure to all 67 building aggregates, the 
maximum values of the settlement gradients were computed from the 
longitudinal profiles drawn along the settlement gradient maps. These 
values were then associated with the estimated equivalent damage, 
differentiating between building aggregates with shallow and deep 
foundations (Figure 6.18a and b). The obtained results show a general 
increasing trend of the equivalent damage when the value of the 
maximum gradient increases for both foundation types (i.e. shallow and 
deep ones). This aspect was further investigated in the analysis at detailed 




Figure 6.18 Maximum settlement gradients and related equivalent damage levels 







6.2.3 Analysis at detailed scale 
The analysis at detailed scale focused on 310 single (or independent) 
buildings (see Figure 6.10) which correspond to the 67 (see Figure 6.9) 
“row house” aggregates analyzed at large scale. For each single building, 
the minimum (δvmin) and the maximum (δvmax) vertical settlement along 
the longitudinal cross-section (Figure 6.19a and b) were computed on the 




Figure 6.19 Analysis of high-resolution PSI data at detailed scale: a) map of 
cumulative settlements and damage severity recorded in 2015 damage surveys; 
b) scheme of differential settlement assessment on the single building. 
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The differential settlement (Δ, Figure 6.19b) was defined as the 
maximum difference of vertical settlement between any two points on 
the single building's foundation (δvmax − δvmin). 
The obtained values were in turn correlated with the damage severity 
recorded for each building (Figure 6.19a) in order to determine the 
relationship between cause (differential settlements) and effect (recorded 
damage level). Derived separately for shallow and piled foundations, a 
similar increasing trend of damage severity with the differential 





Figure 6.20 Damage level vs. differential settlements for buildings with c) 









Note that in Figures 6.20a and b the damage severity ranges from D0 up 
to D3 levels (see also Figure 6.10a), whereas the equivalent damage 
estimation on building aggregates (shown in Figures 6.18a and 6.18b) 
limited damage severity within the D0–D2 range. 
Subsequently, under the assumption that the differential settlement is the 
representative intensity parameter of the natural event causing damage of 
different severity to the single buildings, empirical fragility curves were 
derived for a given foundation type and fixed differential settlement 
values. For this purpose, the frequency of occurrence of each level of 
damage severity was calculated for different classes of PSI-derived 




Figure 6.21 Class frequency of the different levels of damage severity recorded to 
single buildings with a) shallow and c) piled foundations. 
a)
b)
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Then, using methods common in different engineering fields 
(Fotopoulou et al., 2013a,b; Mavrouli et al., 2014; Negulescu and 
Foerster, 2010; Negulescu et al., 2014; Pitilakis and Fotopoulou, 2015; 
Peduto et al., 2016a,b, 2017; Saeidi et al., 2009, 2012; Zhang and Ng, 
2005), the probabilities were calculated using a cumulative log-normal 
distribution function (Eq.6.1): 
 




οതቁቃ            (i = 0,…..5)  (6.1) 
 
where P(·) is the probability of reaching or exceeding a particular damage 
level Di for a fixed intensity of differential settlement '; )[_] is the 
standard normal cumulative distribution function; οത is the median value 
of ' where the building reaches each Di; and β is the standard deviation 
of the natural logarithm of ' for each Di. The median values of ', 
corresponding to each Di, are those that give 50% probability of 
exceeding each damage level; whereas the standard deviation β describes 
the variability associated with each fragility curve.  
The parameters of all computed fragility functions are synthesized in 
Table 6.3, whereas the empirical fragility curves obtained for the 
surveyed masonry buildings with shallow and piled foundations are 
respectively shown in the Figures 6.22a and b. 
 
Table 6.3 Median and standard deviation parameters of the lognormal 
distribution function used for each damage levels and distinguished according 
to the foundation type. 
Damage level Shallow foundations Piled foundations 







D1 (Very slight) 3.86 0.32 4.35 0.26 
D2 (Slight) 5.94 0.28 5.64 0.19 
D3 (Moderate) 10.58 0.08 10.47 0.14 
 
 
The Figures 6.22b and d highlight that, independently of the foundation 





reaching or exceeding the D3 (moderate) level of damage severity – 
often associated to losses of functionality – is negligible. Indeed, only 
damages whose severity (of D1 or D2 level) might affect the aesthetics – 
with different P(·) values according to the considered Δ ≤ 9 mm – are 
expected. Moreover, as the differential settlement increases (for Δ values 
larger than 9 mm), the probability of reaching or exceeding the D3 level 
increases more rapidly for buildings on shallow foundations (Figure 




Figure 6.22 Results of PSI-derived differential settlements and damage survey 
relationship for single buildings at detailed scale: empirical fragility curves 
generated by using the log-normal distribution for single buildings with a) 
shallow and b) piled foundations. 
b)
a)
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The reliability of the cumulative log-normal distribution function used to 
describe the probability of reaching or exceeding a given damage level 
was checked using the Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K-S) goodness-of-fit test. 
The result of the K-S test, which confirms the assumption that the 
cumulative log-normal distribution function  can be accepted to describe 
the probability of exceeding a given level of damage severity for different 
significance levels taken as references, is shown in the Appendix B. 
The obtained fragility curves can represent a powerful empirical model 
to predict the damage level that can affect the buildings over time. 
Taking into account that the investigated structural and foundation 
typologies well represent the Dutch urban fabric, the obtained empirical 
fragility curves could be used for analysis and forecasting purposes 
(dealing with the buildings located in the study area as well as the ones, 
having the same structural typology, which fall in similar subsiding 
geological contexts), provided that a validation phase is carried out as 
shown in the next Section. 
6.3 VALIDATION OF THE EMPIRICAL FRAGILITY CURVES 
The analysis at detailed scale that led to the generation of empirical 
fragility curves shown in Figure 6.22 was extended to two other urban 
areas of The Netherlands for validation purposes.  
The above urban areas include two densely urbanized municipalities 
located in the northern (Zaanstad) and southern (Dordrecht) part of The 
Netherlands (Figure 6.23a and 6.23b) where masonry buildings, on either 
shallow or deep (wooden pile) foundations, suffered from settlement-
induced damages of different severity. This prompted both Zaanstad and 
Dordrecht Municipalities to commission extensive campaigns of the 
building foundation inspections aimed at investigating their type and 
conservation state.  
Basing on the use of the nationwide 3D-‘GeoTop’ model 
(www.dinoloket.nl/en), Figures 6.23a and 6.23b highlight that the study 
areas exhibit the typical Dutch geological setting, very similar to the 
Schiedam area previously analyzed, consisting of Holeocene clayey and 
peaty layers with alternating lenses of sandy soils and superimposed to 
sandy deposits of Pleistocene age. In particular, a generic cross-section 





upper part of the subsoil consists of soft soils (i.e. mainly clay and peat 
with thickness not exceeding 10 m) resting on a sandy layer that includes 
some narrow lenses of clayey soils or sandy clay. As for Dordrecht area, 
an alternation of soft soil and sandy layers with similar thickness can be 
observed along the B-B' cross section (Figure 6.23b).  
This slightly different geological setting influenced in the past the 
technical decisions about the most suitable building foundation system. 
Indeed, in Zaanstad historic centre masonry buildings were built mainly 
on wooden piles (Figure 6.23, a1 and a2) in order to prevent from 
loading the superficial highly compressible layer; on the other hand, in 
Dordrecht city masonry buildings with wooden pile foundations coexist 




Figure 6.23 a) Zaanstad and b) Dordrecht study areas: geological setting and 
cross-sections along the A-A’ profile sketched in a) and B-B’ profile sketched in 
b) (extracted from the portal of the Geological Survey of the Netherland – 
DINOloket). Spatial distribution of the available foundation type on the 
investigated areas: north a_1) and south a_2) neighborhood of the Municipality 
of Zaanstad; central portion b_1) of the Municipality of Dordrecht. 
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The SAR dataset available for both study areas consists of the same 
stock of images at very high-resolution achieved by TerraSAR-X (TSX) 
radar sensor in the period spanning from 2009 to 2015 and used for the 
analysis of the previous case; these images were processed via a PSI-like 
approach (Ferretti et al., 2001) by SkyGeo Netherlands B.V. company 
using their commercial processing chain ‘Antares’. As described in 
Section 6.1.2, the data originating from the tops of buildings were again 
separated from the data originating from ground level and only the PS-
InSAR data on top of the buildings, whose velocities are projected along 
the vertical direction (Cascini et al., 2007) were considered for analysis 
purposes. The spatial distribution of PS-InSAR-derived velocities on top 
of the buildings is shown in Figure 6.24 (a_1 and a_2) and Figure 6.24 
(b_1) respectively for the neighborhood of Zaanstad Municipality and 







Figure 6.24 Spatial distribution (on ascending and descending orbit) of high–
resolution TerraSAR-X data on top of the buildings projected along the vertical 
direction (period 2009-2015) for the investigated north (a_1) and south (a_2) 
neighborhood of Zaanstad Municipality and central portion (b_1) of Dordrecht 
Municipality.  
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As for the damage to buildings, similarly to the neighborhood of 
Schiedam, an extensive damage survey was carried out in February-
March 2016 for both study areas, using the fact-sheets described in 
Section 6.1.3. The distribution of different levels of the recorded damage 
on both study areas is shown in Figure 6.25, whereas some photos of the 
field survey and damage recorded via the visual inspection of the 




Figure 6.25 Map of surveyed buildings distinguished according to the recorded 
damage severity for the investigated north (a_1) and south (a_2) neighborhood 







Figure 6.26 Some photos of damage recorded on the building facades during the 
field survey in Zaanstad and Dordrecht Municipality. 
 
The sample of surveyed buildings, distinguished according to the 
recorded damage severity, consists of 132 masonry structures in the 
Dordrecht area built on different foundation typologies – 76 shallow 
(number of buildings per damage level: D0 = 56; D1 = 9; D2 = 5; D3 = 
6; D4 = 0; D5 = 0) and 56 wooden pile foundations (number of 
buildings per damage level: D0 = 23; D1 = 16; D2 = 9; D3 = 4; D4 = 2; 
D5 = 2) – and 81 masonry structures resting on wooden pile 
foundations in the Zaanstad area (number of buildings per damage level: 
D0 = 8; D1 = 31; D2 = 20; D3 = 16; D4 = 6; D5 = 0). 
For each building, the results of the in-situ damage survey were 
combined with the differential settlements (Δ) computed, along a 
longitudinal cross-section of the building, as the maximum difference of 
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PSInSAR-vertical settlement between any two points on the single 
building’s foundation (δvmax − δvmin). Merging the above information for 
both case studies allowed retrieving the relationship between differential 
settlements and damage severity for masonry buildings with either 
shallow (Figure 6.27a) or wooden pile foundations (Figure 6.27b). The 
obtained relationships show a general increase of the damage level with 
the magnitude of differential settlements, with a higher gradient for 





Figure 6.27 Damage level vs. differential settlements for buildings with a) 









Then, by using the cumulative log-normal distribution function (Eq. 6.1), 
empirical fragility curves (Figures 6.28a and 6.28b) were derived and the 




Figure 6.28 Empirical fragility curves generated by using the log-normal 
distribution for single buildings with a) shallow and b) piled foundations in 
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Table 6.4 Median and standard deviation parameters of the lognormal 
distribution function used for each damage levels and distinguished according 
to the foundation type for the union of the Zaastad and Dordrecth case studies. 
Damage level Shallow foundations Piled foundations 







D1 (Very slight) 11.00 0.20 8.00 0.37 
D2 (Slight) 14.50 0.13 12.00 0.25 
D3 (Moderate) 19.75 0.10 14.25 0.26 
D4 (Severe) - - 19.50 0.23 
D5 (Very severe) - - 24.00 0.15 
 
Of course, the obtained fragility curves show that the probability of 
reaching or exceeding a certain damage level increases as the differential 
settlements increase independently of the building foundation type. 
However, it is possible to observe that, for a fixed value of the 
differential settlement (e.g., lower than 10 mm), the probability of 
reaching or exceeding a damage level from D1 to D3 increases more 
rapidly for buildings on piled foundations than for those on shallow 
foundations; the latter, in turn, do not exhibit (at least with reference to 
the sample of the investigated buildings) damage levels from D4 to D5. 
This result is probably related to the capability of masonry buildings to 
sustain differential settlements affecting “continuous” shallow 
foundations (this is especially true when the sagging mode of 
deformation prevails) rather than “discrete” pile systems (often 
associated to a global erratic behaviour).     
In order to validate the empirical fragility curves shown in Figure 6.22, 
the latter were compared with the ones jointly generated for Zaanstad 
and Dordrecth case studies. To this aim, the probability functions 
corresponding to each considered damage level for both cases were first 





6.29). In particular, since the values of the standard deviation of each 
curve is always lower to 0.5 (see Table 6.1 and Table 6.2), a E equal to 
0.5 was fixed. Indeed, the choice of a fixed value of E = 0.5 allows easily 
comparing two fragility curves by estimating the quantitative differences 
among the probabilities of reaching or exceeding a certain damage level 
for a given value of the differential settlement. 
The comparison concerned the curves of Figures 629.a and 6.29c 
(masonry buildings on shallow foundations) and those of Figures 6.29d 
and 6.29b (masonry buildings on piled foundations) for the D1, D2 and 
D3 damage levels; six values of the differential settlement (from 5 mm to 





Figure 6.29 Empirical fragility curves generated by using the log-normal 
distribution with a fixed value of standard devotion for single buildings in 
Schiedam Municipality with a) shallow and b) piled foundations and single 
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Table 6.5 Differences between the probabilities of reaching or exceeding a 
particular damage level Di for different intensity values of the differential 





Shallow foundations Piled foundations 
P[Di(S*)] P[Di(Z*+D*)] Diff.** P[Di(S)] P[Di(Z*+D*)] Diff.** 
D1 
5 0.70 0.06 0.64 0.70 0.10 0.60 
10 0.97 0.42 0.55 1.00 0.73 0.27 
15 1.00 0.74 0.26 1.00 0.95 0.05 
20 1.00 0.88 0.12 1.00 0.99 0.01 
30 1.00 0.98 0.02 1.00 1.00 0.00 
40 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 
D2 
5 0.36 0.02 0.34 0.27 0.00 0.27 
10 0.85 0.23 0.62 1.00 0.23 0.76 
15 0.97 0.53 0.44 1.00 0.81 0.19 
20 0.99 0.74 0.25 1.00 0.98 0.02 
30 1.00 0.93 0.07 1.00 1.00 0.00 
40 1.00 0.98 0.02 1.00 1.00 0.00 
D3 
5 0.07 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 
10 0.46 0.09 0.37 0.37 0.08 0.28 
15 0.76 0.29 0.47 1.00 0.58 0.42 
20 0.90 0.51 0.39 1.00 0.91 0.09 
30 0.98 0.80 0.18 1.00 1.00 0.00 
40 1.00 0.92 0.08 1.00 1.00 0.00 
* Note: S= Schiedam Municipality; Z+D= Union of Zaanstad and Dordrecth Municipality. 
** Note: Diff. = Difference between the probabilities. 
 
The differences of the obtained probability turn out to be low, except for 
the curve related to the damage level D1 which, exhibited the largest 
differences between the two models. Indeed, it should be noted that D1 
is relative to anaesthetic damage level (i.e. very slight) which is more 
difficult to quantify being characterized by only hairline/fine cracks that 
not affect the stability of the structures. This confirm that the two 





validation phases) well represent the behavior of the investigated Dutch 
urban fabric in terms of structural response and expected damage level 
when buildings are subjected to differential settlements. 
On the basis of this result, in order to generate fragility curves to be used 
for prediction purposes, the datasets were combined for masonry 
buildings on shallow (Figure 6.30a) or piled (Figure 6.30b) foundations. 
The obtained fragility curves, once even further validated, can facilitate 
local authorities in charge of the land-use planning in selecting areas 
suitable for urbanization as well as - provided that they are properly used 
- in addressing restoration and adaptation policies. This result could be 
achieved at more affordable costs than the use of conventional 
monitoring techniques over wide number of exposed buildings. 
For the masonry buildings on piled foundations, since they compose a  
well statistically representative sample (344 buildings) with damage levels 
that cover the whole considered classification system (from D0 to D5), 
an empirical vulnerability curve, representative of the average expected 
damage level for a given intensity, was derived. In particular, the 
vulnerability curve was generated by fitting the empirical data according 
to the Eq. (6.2) proposed by Lagomarsino and Giovinazzi (2006): 
 
ߤ஽ ൌ ܽሾܾ ൅ ݐ݄ܽ݊ሺܿ ή ο ൅ ݀ሻሿ               (6.2) 
 
where (PD) is the weighted average of the damage level severity for a 
given value of the intensity parameter ('), that can be computed 
according to the formula: 
 
ߤ஽ሺοሻ ൌ σ ௜ܲ ή ݀௜ହ௜ୀ଴         (6.3) 
 
where Pi is the discrete probability associated with a damage severity 
level (Di) whose numerical index equals di (taken for this application as 
1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 for D1, D2, D3, D4 and D5, respectively). Finally, a, b, c 
and d are four fitting coefficients that, in turn, have to be determined for 
the analyzed building typology.  
The obtained vulnerability curve is shown in Figure 6.31 and the 
corresponding fitting coefficients of Eq. (6.2) are: a = 2.8673; b = 
0.7438; c = 0.0821; d = -0.9589. 
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Figure 6.30 Empirical fragility curves derived from the compination of the 
Schiedam, Zaanstad and Dordrecht case studies for single buildings with a) 
































7 ANALYSIS AND PREDICTION OF THE 
DAMAGE TO BUILDINGS IN SLOW-
MOVING LANDSLIDE-AFFECTED AREAS  
This Chapter focuses on the application of the proposed innovative 
procedure (see Chapter 5 - Section 5.2) that, based on a joint use of 
DInSAR and damage survey data, aims to analyze and predict the 
damage to buildings affected by slow-moving landslides through the 
generation - at municipal scale - of empirical fragility/vulnerability 
curves. The proposed procedure is tested on two urban areas - 
preliminarily selected within the territory of the Calabria region (southern 
Italy) by means of an analysis at small scale - affected by slow-moving 
landslides, which over the time caused relevant effects on the buildings 
with consequent high socio-economic impacts. 
7.1 THE SELECTED STUDY AREAS 
The considered test sites for the analysis and prediction of the damage to 
buildings affected by slow-moving landslides through the generation of 
empirical fragility/vulnerability curves are two urban areas located in the 
northern sector of Calabria Region (southern Italy). This region has been 
suffering from slow-moving landslides that - over the time - have 
strongly conditioned the land-use planning as well as the urban 
management (Greco et al., 2010). The study areas, represented by the 
municipalities of Lungro and Verbicaro (Cosenza Province), were 
selected through a preliminary analysis performed at small scale 
(1:100,000) on the whole territory of the Cosenza Province (Gullà et al., 
2017b). For this area, the landslide inventory map drawn-up within the 
Hydrogeological Setting Plans of Calabria Region (2001) at 1:10,000 
scale, the map of urban areas at 1:10,000 scale (Greco et al., 2010) as well 
as ERS1-2 PSInSAR (Ferretti et al., 2001) data (period 1992-2000) on 
both ascending and descending orbits provided by the Italian Ministry of 





Telerilevamento Ambientale – PST Project’’ (MATTM, 2010) are 
available. 
The analysis at small scale was based on the adoption of a municipal 
vulnerability index (Vi) useful to rank  the municipalities where vulnerable 
areas concentrate and studies at more detailed scale are required for 
planning and designing risk mitigation measures. Vulnerable areas were 
defined as the urban areas interacting with slow-moving landslides that 
are or can be potentially moving. In particular, the municipal 





                   (7.1) 
 
where VAi is the vulnerable area of the ith municipality falling within the 
administrative boundary (in this case, the territory of the Cosenza 
Province) taken into account; VAtot is the total vulnerable area of all 
municipalities within the administrative boundary; while UAi and UAtot are, 
respectively, the urban area of the ith municipality and the total urban 
area of all considered municipalities. 
The vulnerable areas were identified using the following procedure. 
Starting from the landslide inventory map, only the slow-moving 
landslides were selected (accordingly, the first-failure phenomena- such 
as rock falls and debris flows- were excluded). The obtained slow-
moving landslide inventory map was overlapped to PSInSAR data in 
order to derive: a) the slow-moving landslide inventory map covered by 
PSInSAR data and b) the slow-moving landslide inventory map not 
covered by PSInSAR data.  
Then, following the procedure shown in Figure 7.1 the vulnerable areas 
for each of the ith considered municipality were retrieved. Finally, the 
vulnerability index (Vi) was computed using the formula (7.1). 
 





Figure 7.1 Flowchart for the identification of the vulnerable areas at small scale. 
 
 
The results of the analysis carried out at small scale for the municipalities 















Figure 7.2 Map of municipalities of the Cosenza Province in which fall: 
vulnerable areas, not vulnerable areas or stable urban centres. 
 
In particular, the red coloured municipalities (Vi > 1) represent the urban 
areas that primarily need more detailed studies in order to identify, by 
means of an integrated multi-scale approach, the most appropriate 
strategies for urban planning and structural and/or non-structural risk 
mitigation measures. It is worth underlining that the followed procedure 
could be refined by extending the analysis to the whole territory of 
Calabria region also referring to homogeneous geological contexts. 
Figure 7.2 highlights that several municipalities, falling within the 
territory of the Cosenza Province, exhibit vulnerability index Vi > 1. 
Among them, the urban areas of Lungro and Verbicaro were selected to 
test the proposed procedure for the analysis and prediction of damage to 
buildings affected by slow-moving landslides. 
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7.2 THE LUNGRO CASE STUDY 
Lungro (Figure 7.3), located in the southern Apennines between 400 and 
650 m a.s.l. in the northwest sector of Calabria region (Cosenza 
Province, Italy), is a small town composed of a historical centre (HC) 
mainly characterized by masonry buildings and new developed urban 
areas where masonry buildings are mixed with reinforced concrete 
structures built since the middle of the last century. The new urbanized 
areas can be differentiated in three zones according to geomorphological 
features and urban fabric (Gullà et al., 2017a): Carmine (CA); Lafcantino 




Figure 7.3 The Lungro study area 
                                                 
4The contents of Section 7.2 are published in: 
Peduto D., Ferlisi S., Nicodemo, G., Reale D., Pisciotta G., Gullà, G. (2017). Empirical 
fragility and vulnerability curves for buildings exposed to slow-moving landslides at 





The analysis of historic data collected over the study area (Gullà et al. 
2006) highlighted that the old centre of Lungro and the newly built-up 
areas have been recurrently affected by landslide phenomena, usually 
slow-moving. Anyway, the instability of the area was well-known and 
documented for a long time (Almagià 1910) so that it was included in the 
list of the centers that had to be relocated to more stable areas (Law 9 
July 1908, No. 445). 
Despite the awareness about slope instabilities, several private houses, 
public buildings, and facilities, as well as road networks, were built-up in 
this area. As a consequence, the instability problems, which initially 
affected only the buildings located in the historical centre, progressively 
involved the newly developed constructions with damage that in some 
cases compromised the stability of the superstructures. 
 
7.2.1 Geological and geomorphological setting 
Lungro urban area is located in a geological context (Figure 7.4) where 
the Lungro-Verbicaro Unit, dating back to the Middle Trias and made up 
of metapelites and metacarbonates, prevails (Gullà et al. 2017a). The 
Lungro-Verbicaro Unit, next to the dwelled area of Lungro, moves 
towards the Ophiolitic Unit of Diamante-Terranova (Lower Jurassic-
Cretaceous), with a clear extensional tectonic contact. The cover of the 
Diamante-Terranova Unit, made up of phyllites and slates, crops out in 
the study area that form a "melange structure" made up of blocks and 
fragments of different nature (e.g. phyllites, slates and metacarbonates) in 
a prevalently clayey matrix, derived from the degradation of phyllites 
(Antronico et al. 2014; 2013). 
The metasediments of the Diamante-Terranova Unit are overlaid by an 
Upper Tortonian-Messinian sequence composed of coarse sandstone 
and shale interbedded with gypsiferous sandstone and gypsum. The 
Early Miocene succession ends with deposits dating back to the Middle 
Pliocene-Pleistocene, represented by sandy and conglomeratic beds. 
Morover, colluvium and landslide debris, with a maximum thickness of 
about 10 m, are prevalently present on the Unit of Diamante-Terranova 
phyllite (Antronico et al. 2013). 
 





Figure 7.4 Geological map of Lungro study area (modified from Antronico et al., 
2014). 
 
The official landslide inventory map of the study area (drafted at  
1:10,000 scale within the Hydrogeological Setting Plans of the Calabria 
Region in 2001) was updated by Antronico et al. (2014) using aerial 
photographs acquired in 1955 (scale 1:33,000), 1980 (scale 1:25,000), 








Figure 7.5 Landslide inventory map of Lungro area (modified from Antronico et 
al., 2014) 
 
The landslide inventory map highlights that the study area is affected by 
a large number of landslides classified as slides, complex slide/flow 
(Varnes, 1978) and landslide zones. The landslide zone represents an 
area where clustering of phenomena is so tight that it is impossible to 
distinguish the different bodies, but sometimes mass movements can be 
mapped inside it (Greco et al. 2007). This type of mass movement is 
present on the left slope of the urban center, characterized by the 
presence of a large amphitheater-shaped landslide zone inside which 
some active mass movements were mapped (Antronico et al., 2014). 
The landslides mapped in the study area were then typified by Gullà et al. 
(2017a) according to the proposed "a posteriori (aPosIn)" procedure 
based on the joint use of geomorphological studies, field surveys and 
ground displacement monitoring data achieved by both geotechnical and 
advanced differential interferometric synthetic aperture radar (A-
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Figure 7.6 Map of typified landslide in Lungro urban area (modified from Gullà 
et al., 2017a) 
 
In particular, the landslide phenomena were distinguished in six typified 
categories (Table 7.1) that from a kinematic point of view present the 
following characteristics: i) T_A1 landslides (slide-flow complex type) 
with ordinary velocity from 2 to 4 cm/year and critical velocity (i.e. in 
the paroxysmal phases) higher than 200 cm/year; ii) T_A2 landslides 
(slide-flow complex type) with ordinary velocity from 5 to 7 cm/year and 
critical velocity higher than 20 cm/year; iii) T_B1 landslides (slide-flow 
complex type) with ordinary velocity from 0.5 to 5 cm/year and critical 
velocity higher than 80 cm/year; iv) T_B2 landslides (slide-flow complex 





higher than 100 cm/year; v) T_C landslides (defined as landslide zone 
according to the definition provided in Antronico et al., 2014) with 
ordinary velocity from 0.5 to 5 cm/year and critical velocity higher than 
40 cm/year; vi) T_D landslides (slide type) with ordinary velocity from 
0.2 to 0.5 cm/year and critical velocity from 2 to 5 cm/year. 
 
Table 7.1 Main features of the typified landslides in Lungro urban area 
(modified from Gullà et al., 2017a) 
 
 
The typified landslide map was used in this Thesis, jointly with the 
topographic map at 1:5,000 scale, in order to identify the exposed 
elements (i.e. single buildings) according to the first step of the proposed 
procedure (see Chapter 5 - Section 5.2). 
7.2.2 DInSAR dataset 
The SAR image dataset used in this study was processed in collaboration 
with the Institute for Electromagnetic Sensing of the Environment 
(IREA-CNR) of Naples, according to the SAR tomographic analysis 
(Fornaro et al. 2009, 2014), which is a recent extension of the DInSAR 
processing framework particularly effective for single building 
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et al. 2015). The dataset (Table 7.2) consists of 35 ENVISAT images 
acquired on ascending orbit (August 2003 to January 2010) as well as 39 
COSMO-SkyMed images acquired on ascending orbit from October 
2012 to April 2014.  
 
Table 7.2 Main features of the Envisat and Cosmo-Skymed datasets used for the 
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It is worth noting that the COSMO-SkyMed mission, composed by a 
constellation of four satellites, is currently one of the most advanced 
operational SAR system particularly effective for monitoring purposes of 
the built environment thanks to the very high spatial resolution of the 
acquired images as well as to the very fast acquisition scheduling of the 
multi-sensor mission. Figures 7.7a and b show the distribution of 
DInSAR benchmarks derived from ENVISAT (7,299 DInSAR 








Figure 7.7 DInSAR data distribution over the study area: a) ENVISAT DInSAR 
benchmarks on ascending orbit for the period 2003-2010 and b) COSMO-
SkyMed DInSAR benchmarks on ascending orbit for the period 2012-2014. 
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In the Figures 7.7a-b it is possible to appreciate the significant coverage 
increase achieved by COSMOSky-Med data (Figure 7.7b) and the highest 
velocity values recorded in both datasets in the central eastern portion of 
the historic centre, mainly affected by T_D landslides (Figure 7.6). The 
coverage increasing achieved by COSMO-SkyMed data was also 
evaluated as percentage of covered buildings (Figure 7.8a) and average 





Figure 7.8 Comparison between ENVISAT and COSMO-SkyMed data in terms 









As it will be shown in Section 7.2.4, the DInSAR dataset was used to 
derive the intensity parameter, identified as the differential settlement 
suffered by each exposed element (i.e. the single building). 
7.2.3 Building damage survey  
As already described in the previous chapter, it is well-known that the 
analysis of crack patterns exhibited by building façades provides useful 
information in order to establish relationships between settlements and 
damage suffered by a given structure (Cascini et al. 2013a; Bianchini et al. 
2015; Ferlisi et al. 2015; Palmisano et al. 2016). For this purpose, an 
extensive analysis of damage severity levels suffered by buildings was 
carried out in Lungro urban area. First of all, multi-temporal damage 
dataset, derived from detailed field surveys conducted by the Research 
Institute for Geo-Hydrological Protection of Cosenza (IRPI-CNR) were 
analyzed to evaluate the distribution, degree and evolution of the damage 
to buildings located within or close to active landslides. 
The information collected in the period from 2005 to 2011 highlighted 
damages affecting the buildings located both in the historic center and in 
the new developed urban areas with different levels and their severity 
evolution in the time (Antronico et al., 2014). In particular, several 
masonry structures of the historical centre (where also the Town Hall 
and a school are located) are characterized by severe cracks and 
deformations, as a consequence of the slow-moving phenomena 
affecting the built up area since earlier times. In the observation period, 
an increase of the degradation state on the buildings was registered and 
some of them were subject to repair works in order to increase their 
safety level and reduce the risk of collapse. In the new developed areas, 
buildings (mainly reinforced concrete structures) built since the second 
half of last century on active landslides show several structural damage 
which compromised their stability. 
In order to have an updated view of the damage severity with the built-
up area, an in-situ damage survey was carried out in October 2015 over 
the entire urban area. In such a case, ad-hoc predisposed fact-sheets 
(modified from Ferlisi et al., 2015) were filled in for surveyed buildings. 
These latter allowed to collect - through direct surveys on structures and 
a photographic documents - information about crack widths in order to 
distinguish clearly the structural pathologies pertaining to each of the 
exposed buildings, thus providing an overview of both state of 
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maintenance and damage severity. An example of a filled fact-sheet is 
shown in Figure 7.9 for a masonry building located in the historical 
center and in Figure 7.10 for a reinforced concrete building located in 
the new developed area. 
The fact-sheet includes different sections regarding the building location 
and its description in terms of structural type and geometrical 
characteristics; age of construction and occupancy type; the damage 
recorded by visual observation of the external façades of the buildings 
(the presence of cracks and/or disjunction in the outer walls, distortion 
of structures and walls that lost their verticality, as well as partial collapse 
of buildings). 
The sheets were completed in a second phase with information regarding 
the position of the structure in the landslide body (e.g., head, body, toe) 
and with available monitoring information (e.g., GPS velocity, DInSAR 
displacement-time series, etc.). 
The results of the survey campaign are shown in Figure 7.11, where the 
damage severity recorded on the buildings was classified adapting the six 
classes (D0 = negligible; D1 = very slight; D2 = slight; D3 = moderate; 
D4 = severe; D5 = very severe) proposed by Burland et al. (1977). The 
collected data revealed that in October 2015, 111 buildings of the 
Lungro urban area are located in slow-moving landslide-affected areas 
(Figure 7.11), with a damage severity level spanning from D0 to D5.  
In Figure 7.12 and 7.13, the distribution of different levels of recorded 
damage severity is shown referring, respectively, to building typology and 
typified landslides. 
The analysis of the collected data highlighted that 34% out of the total 
number of reinforced concrete buildings do not exhibit damage (Figure 
7.12), whereas 66% exhibit damage of different severity (D1 = 33%; D2 
= 17%; D3 = 8%; D4 = 8%). A higher percentage of damage is 
recorded for masonry buildings 91% (D1 = 16%; D2 = 32%; D3 = 
23%; D4 = 13%; D5 = 7%) mainly located in the historic centre, where 










Figure 7.9 Building fact-sheet filled in for a masonry building located in the 





Figure 7.10 Building fact-sheet filled in for a reinforced concrete building 
located in the new developed area of the Lungro municipality. 






Figure 7.11 Map of surveyed buildings distinguished according to the recorded 





















Figure 7.13 Distribution of the building damage severity on basis the typified 
landslides (for the legend of typified landslides, refer to Table 7.1). 
7.2.4 Results 
Starting from the first step (phase I) of the proposed procedure (Section 
5.2 - Chapter 5), the exposed elements (i.e. single reinforced concrete or 
masonry buildings) were identified by intersecting the information 
gathered from the topographic map (at 1:5,000 scale) with the typified 
landslide inventory map. For the purpose of this study, considering that 
the chosen representative intensity parameter is the differential 
settlement suffered by the structure due to a given slow-moving 
landslide, the analysis focused on 49 exposed buildings (12 of reinforced 
concrete and 37 of masonry structure) which were covered by at least 
two DInSAR benchmarks for both ENVISAT and COSMO-SkyMed 
available datasets. Figure 7.14 shows an example of the analysis carried 
out for a reinforced concrete building located on the boundary of an 
active roto-traslational slide, for which a DInSAR dataset covering about 
10 years (ENVISAT and COSMO-SkyMed datasets) was available. In 
particular, it is possible to follow the increase of the cumulative 
displacement that can be compared with the gradual increase of damage 
severity recorded during in-situ damage surveys. 
 





Figure 7.14 Monitoring of building damage evolution over the time via DInSAR 
data. The example refers to a reinforced concrete building located on the 
boundary of an active roto-traslational slide.  
 
Then in Phase II, for each identified exposed element, the differential 
settlements (') were computed (Figure 7.15) as the maximum difference 





benchmarks within its perimeter (Bianchini et al., 2015; Sanabria et al., 
2014) which, in turn, were derived by multiplying the average velocity 
along the vertical direction (i.e. derived from the Line of Sight sensor-
target direction) of each DInSAR benchmark covering a single building 
for the period of observation of the available datasets. Moreover, for the 
period February 2010 - October 2012, when DInSAR data were lacking, 
a constant velocity value equal to the one associated to the longest 




Figure 7.15 Sketch of computation of DInSAR-derived differential settlement (') 
for each building. 
 
Once evaluated the differential settlements suffered by the examined 
buildings and classified their damage severity levels by means of the in-
situ damage survey results (Figure 7.11), the two datasets were merged in 
order to retrieve the relationship between differential settlements and the 
level of damage for both reinforced concrete (Figure 7.16a) and masonry 
(Figure 7.16b) buildings located on different typified landslides within 
Lungro area. 
 





Figure 7.16 Damage severity level vs. differential settlements for a) reinforced 
concrete and b) masonry buildings located on different typified landslides 
within Lungro area (for the legend of typified landslides, refer to Table 7.1). 
 
 
Starting from the obtained relationships, referring to masonry buildings 
(Figure 7.16b), whose sample included structures suffering from damage 
severity levels spanning from D1 to D5, empirical fragility curves were 
derived assuming the value of DInSAR-derived differential settlement 







For this purpose, first of all the frequency of occurrence of each level of 
damage severity was calculated for different classes of DInSAR-derived 




Figure 7.17 Class frequency of occurrence for each damage level suffered by 
masonry buildings for a given range of differential settlement. 
 
Then, empirical fragility curves were derived following the procedure 
proposed by several authors (Fotopoulou and Pitilakis. 2013a,b; 
Mavrouli et al. 2014; Negulescu et al. 2010, 2014; Peduto et al., 2016a,b, 
2017;Saeidi et al. 2009, 2012). In particular, the probability of reaching or 
exceeding a particular damage (Di) severity level for a fixed (') intensity 
parameter was calculated using a cumulative log-normal distribution 
function (Eq.7.2): 
 




οതቁቃ           (i = 0,…..5)  (7.2) 
 
where) [.] is the standard normal cumulative distribution function; '  is 
the median value of the intensity parameter ' at which the building 
reaches the damage (Di) severity level; and β is the standard deviation of 
the natural logarithm of the intensity parameter. 
The derived empirical fragility curves are shown in Figure 7.18, while the 
values of median and standard deviation parameters used to derive the 
fragility functions are synthesized in Table 7.3. 




Table 7.3 Median and standard deviation parameters used to derive the fragility 
functions for each damage levels for masonry buildings within the Lungro urban 
area. 
Damage severity level Median  [cm] 
Stand. dev. 
[cm] 
D1 (very slight)  1,10 0.50 
D2 (slight)  2,11 0.18 
D3 (moderate)  3,08 0.24 
D4 (severe)  3,67 0.31 





Figure 7.18 Empirical fragility curves obtained via the adoption of the log-




Also in this case, the reliability of the used cumulative log-normal 





which confirms the assumption that the cumulative log-normal 
distribution function is acceptable to describe the probability of 
exceeding a given level of damage severity for different significance 
levels taken as references. 
Finally, the vulnerability curve was derived for masonry buildings of the 
study area by fitting the (Eq. 7.3) proposed by Lagomarsino and 
Giovinazzi (2006):  
 
ߤ஽ ൌ ܽሾܾ ൅ ݐ݄ܽ݊ሺܿ ή ο ൅ ݀ሻሿ     (7.3) 
 
In particular, for a given ' value, PD(') can be computed according to 
the formula (7.4) adapted from Pitilakis and Fotopoulou (2015):  
 
ߤ஽ሺοሻ ൌ σ ௜ܲ ή ݀௜ହ௜ୀ଴         (7.4) 
 
where Pi is the discrete probability associated with a damage severity 
level (Di) whose numerical index equals di (taken for this application as 
1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 for D1, D2, D3, D4 and D5, respectively). The generated 
vulnerability curve is shown in Figure 7.19 with corresponding fitting 




Figure 7.19 Empirical vulnerability curve for masonry buildings within the 
Lungro urban area. 
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The obtained results either in terms of fragility or vulnerability curves, 
show that both the probability of reaching/exceeding a certain damage 
level (fragility curves) and the degree of damage averagely expected 
(vulnerability curve) for a masonry buildings increases when the intensity 
parameter (i.e., differential settlement) increases, thus reflecting the 
general increasing trend of the severity levels with the slow-moving 
landslide intensity highlighted by the cause-effect relationships (Figure 
7.16). However, it is worth remembering that, in order to achieve 
statistically reliable results, the available dataset (i.e., buildings interacting 
with slow-moving landslides for which the damage levels and relative 
intensity parameters are known) must to be necessarily representative. 
Accordingly, within this Thesis work, as it will be shown in the next 
Section, the analysis was extended to another urban area of Calabria 
Region (Municipality of Verbicaro, Cosenza Province), characterized by 
similar geological-geomorphological contexts and urban fabric of Lungro 
area and affected by several slow-moving landslides that induced 





















7.3 THE VERBICARO CASE STUDY 
The urban area of Verbicaro (Figure 7.20), is located in the southern 
Apennines on the opposite side of the same relief where the municipality 
of Lungro is located. Similarly to the municipality of Lungro, the urban 
area of Verbicaro (about 2 km2) is composed by a historic centre (HC), 
characterized by mainly masonry buildings and newly developed areas 
(localized in the northwest and east sectors of the old centre), with 




Figure 7.20 The Verbicaro study area. 
                                                 
5The contents of Section 7.3 are published in: 
Nicodemo G., Peduto D., Ferlisi S., Gullà G., Borrelli L., Fornaro G., Reale D. (2017). 
Analysis of building vulnerability to slowǦmoving landslides via AǦDInSAR and damage 
survey data. Proceedings of the 4th World Landslide Forum, WLF4 – Ljubljana, 
Slovenia May 29 – June 2, 2017. (Accepted). 
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The whole urban area has been suffering from slope instability for a long 
time. Consequently, the Authorities included Verbicaro in the list - never 
implemented - of the centers that had to be relocated in more stable 
areas (Law 9 July 1908, No. 445). During past decades, many structures 
were damaged and the municipal council delivered several 
evacuation/repair/demolition ordinances. However, the seriousness of 
the problem highly increased since the early 1960s, due to the urban 
sprawl towards the unstable slopes located in the area located north-west 
of the old centre, where some reinforced concrete buildings have 
experienced damages compromising even their stability. 
7.3.1 Geological and geomorphological setting 
From a geological point of view, the Verbicaro urban area rests on the 
Frido Unit, constituted by low-grade metamorphic rocks usually marked 
by extensional brittle–ductile shear zones, including metapelites, 
phyllites, shales and metalime-stones, tectonically overlaid to the 
Lungro–Verbicaro Unit (Amodio Morelli et al. 1976). At the top of the 
Unit, locally covered by colluvial deposits, blocks and fragments of 
metamorphic rocks in a prevalently clayey matrix can be found. 
For the purpose of this study, an update of the official landslide 
inventory map – drawn-up at  1:10,000 scale within the Hydrogeological 
Setting Plans of the Calabria Region (2001) - of the study area was 
prepared (Ferlisi et al. 2015). 
The new landslide inventory map (Figure 7.21), developed in 
collaboration with the Research Institute for Geo-Hydrological 
Protection, Cosenza (IRPI-CNR) at 1:5,000 scale, was drawn using 
multi-temporal aerial photographs, available monitoring data (i.e., 
geological boreholes, inclinometers, piezometers) and field surveys. In 
particular, the mapped phenomena consist of: roto-translational slides, 
complex landslides (Varnes, 1978) and landsliding areas (Gullà et al. 
2017a), which mainly involve detrital covers constituted by colluvial 
deposits and completely degraded phyllites, with grain size distributions 
varying from slightly sandy clay with silt to silt with clay. 
The updated landslide inventory map was used to identify the exposed 
elements (i.e. single buildings located in the landslide-affected area). In 
particular, the slow-moving landslides mapped as active (roto-
translational and complex) affect both the southeastern portion of the 





damages of different severity levels are present -and the new developed 
urban area located north-west of the old centre, where reinforced 
concrete buildings - mainly built in early 60s (up to 7–8 floors) - have 





Figure 7.21 Landslide inventory map of Verbicaro area. Legend: 1) scarp of 
active landslide; 2) active roto-translational slide; 3) active complex landslide; 4) 
active landsliding area; 5) scarp of dormant landslide; 6) dormant roto-
translational slide; 7) dormant complex landslide; 8) stabilized dormant 
complex landslide; 9) active landsliding area. 
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7.3.2 DInSAR dataset 
The used SAR dataset (Table 7.4) consists of 69 ENVISAT images, 
acquired on both ascending (no. 29, August 2003 to January 2010) and 
descending (no. 40, May 2003 to July 2010) orbits, and 53 COSMO-
SkyMed images, acquired on ascending (no. 39, October 2012 to April 
2014) and descending (no. 14, April 2013 to December 2013) orbits. 
The images were processed according to the SAR tomographic analysis 
(Fornaro et al. 2009, 2014) that, as mentioned in the Section 7.2.2, 
provides a high quality information on reflective targets in particular for 
COSMO-SkyMed datasets. 
The spatial distributions of DInSAR velocities derived from both radar 
sensors are shown in Figure 7.22a and b for ENVISAT and in Figure 
7.23a and b for COSMO-SkyMed, on both ascending and descending 
orbits, highlighting also in this case the significant coverage increase of 
COSMO-SkyMed dataset. 
 
Table 7.4 Main features of the Envisat and Cosmo-Skymed datasets used for the 
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Figure 7.22 Spatial distribution of DInSAR data provided by ENVISAT radar 
sensor in the period 2003-2010 on a) descending and b) ascending orbit for 
Verbicaro urban area.  





Figure 7.23 Spatial distribution of DInSAR data provided by COSMOSky-med 
radar sensor in the period 2012-2014 on a) descending and b) ascending orbit for 





7.3.3 Building damage survey 
As for the damage to buildings, as mentioned above, the entire urban 
area of Verbicaro has been suffering from slope instability for a long 
time. Consequently, in the last decades the municipal council delivered 
several evacuation/repair/demolition ordinances of many buildings both 
in the old centre and for new reinforced concrete buildings built in the 
northwestern urban area.  
The information contained in the ordinances delivered by the municipal 
council within the period 1989–2009 were collected and analyzed 
according to i) the year of issue, ii) the type of order (i.e. 
evacuation/repair/demolition), iii) the reference location of the building 
in a GIS map, iv) some descriptive notes on the state of damage 
experienced by the structure.  
A total of 95 ordinances were analyzed (42% evacuation, 33% repair, 
25% demolition), mainly concentrating in the period 1998–2000. As a 
result, it was clear that in the last years masonry structures - mainly 
located in the historical centre - recorded severe cracks and deformations 
as a consequence of a combined effect of slope movements and 
degradation effects. Furthermore, slope instabilities led to compromise 
the stability of some reinforced concrete buildings located in the new 
developed northwestern area. 
For the purpose of the present study, a damage survey was carried out in 
April-May 2014 over the entire study area.  
Both severity and distribution of damage within the urban area of 
Verbicaro were investigated (Figure 7.24a) via the analysis of crack 
patterns exhibited by the building façades. Once again these data were 
collected filling-in the fact-sheets described in the Section 7.2.2 for 253 
reinforced concrete (Figure 7.24b) and 239 masonry (Figure 7.24c) 
buildings. 
The severity of the recorded damages were distinguished using six classes 
(from D0 = negligible to D5 = very severe) adapted from those 
provided by Burland et al. (1977), and the collected data show that 34% 
out of the total surveyed reinforced concrete structures and 50% of the 
masonry buildings exhibit damages whose severity level is higher than 
D0. 





Figure 7.24 Map of surveyed buildings distinguished according to the recorded 
damage severity based on data collected in 2014 via fact-sheets for both b) 
reinforced concrete and c) masonry buildings. (for the legend of landslides 






Following the procedure shown in Figure 5.2 (Section 5.2 - Chapter 5), 
the exposed buildings were preliminarily identified by overlaying the 
topographic map to the landslide inventory map. Out of a total of 492 
surveyed buildings, 347 (197 reinforced concrete and 150 masonry 
buildings) resulted to be located on landslide-affected areas. Then, 
focusing on a sub-sample of 141 buildings (66 of reinforced concrete 
and 75 of masonry structure), a check of the distribution of damage 
severity - ranging from D1 to D5 - was carried out according to both the 
landslide typology and structural characteristics of the buildings (Figure 
7.25a and b). Moreover, also the position of the buildings (i.e. at the 
head, body or toe) with respect to the landslide-affected areas was 




Figure 7.25 Distribution of damage severity according to landslide typology for 
a) reinforced concrete and b) masonry buildings. 
a)
b)
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Figure 7.26 Distribution of damage severity for a) reinforced concrete and b) 
masonry buildings according to their position with respect to the landslide-
affected areas. 
 
Figures 25a and b show that the distribution of the damage severity 
suffered by buildings for both structural typologies seems independent 
of the landslide typology with which the structure interacts. More severe 
damages are recorded when the building is located at the head or in the 
body of the landslide-affected area (Figures 26a and b). 
With reference to 40 reinforced concrete and 51 masonry damaged 
buildings, located on landslide affected areas and covered by at least one 
coherent pixel in both ENVISAT and COSMO-SkyMed datasets, the 
DInSAR-derived maximum settlements values were evaluated. 
In particular, as for the Lungro case study, the cumulative settlements 
(δv) were derived for each building by multiplying the average velocity 
along the vertical direction (i.e. derived from the Line of Sight sensor-
target direction considering the different acquisition LOS angles of 
different used radar sensors: 23° for ENVISAT and 32° for COSMO-







considering for the period (February 2010 - October 2012) where the 
DInSAR data are lacking, a constant velocity value equal to the one 
associated to the longest available dataset (i.e. ENVISAT). The above 
information was merged with the results of the damage survey providing 
a preliminary analysis of the relationship between the maximum 
cumulative settlements exhibited by each building and the recorded 
damage severity for both reinforced concrete (Figure 7.27a) and masonry 






Figure 7.27 Damage level vs. maximum cumulative settlement (Gmax) 
distinguished for a) reinforced concrete and b) masonry buildings according to 
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Then, the differential settlements (') were computed as the maximum 
difference (δvmax – δvmin) of the cumulative settlements recorded within 
the perimeter of 40 damaged buildings (21 reinforced concrete and 19 
masonry) located within the landslide-affected areas and covered by at 
least two coherent pixels in both ENVISAT and COSMO-SkyMed 
datasets. Merging the obtained differential settlements with the 
corresponding damage severity allowed investigating the relationship 
between cause (differential settlements) and effect (damage) for both 
reinforced concrete (Figure 7.28a) and masonry (Figure 7.28b) buildings 




Figure 7.28 Damage level vs. differential settlement for a) reinforced concrete 








The obtained diagrams show that the damage severity increases as the 
differential settlement, on average, increases. Then, similarly to the 
previous case study (Lungro), assuming the differential settlement as the 
representative intensity parameter of the natural event causing damage to 
buildings, for each structural typology empirical fragility curves (Figure 
7.29a and b) were derived by adopting a log-normal distribution function 
(Eq. 7.2). The values of the median and standard deviation used to 
derive the fragility functions are reported in Table 7.5. 
 
 
Figure 7.29 Empirical fragility curves obtained via the adoption of the log-
normal distribution function for a) reinforced concrete and b) masonry buildings 
within the Verbicaro urban area. 
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Table 7.5 Median and standard deviation parameters used to derive the fragility 
functions for each damage levels for reinforced concrete and masonry buildings 
within the Verbicaro urban area. 
Damage level R.C. building Masonry building  







D1 (Very slight) 1.38 0.03 1.17 0.04 
D2 (Slight) 1.56 0.03 1.57 0.02 
D3 (Moderate) 1.86 0.04 1.85 0.02 
D4 (Severe) 3.00 0.03 2.67 0.03 
D5 (Very severe) - - 3.66 0.02 
 
The obtained fragility curves highlight also for the Verbicaro case study, 
the increase of the probability of reaching/exceeding a certain damage 
level with the increase of the differential settlement suffered by the 
building, also confirming that the masonry buildings are generally more 
damageable than reinforced concrete ones, for a given value of the 
landslide intensity parameter (Burland et al. 1977). 
With reference to sample of masonry buildings, with damage severity 
distribution ranging from D1 to D5, a vulnerability curve (Figure 7.30) 
was derived using the (Eq. 7.3) with corresponding fitting coefficients 









Figure 7.30 Empirical vulnerability curve for masonry buildings within the 
Verbicaro urban area. 
 
The obtained results show, as evidenced from the application of the 
proposed procedure to two urban slow-moving affected-areas (Lungro 
and Verbicaro case studies), the potential of a combined use of DInSAR 
and damage survey data for the analysis and prediction of damage to 
buildings affected by slow-moving landslides. The obtained empirical 
fragility and vulnerability curves, once further validated, could represent 
powerful tools for the authorities in charge of urban management, for 
the engineers as well as for the householders in decisional processes that 
yearly require large amount of money. 
It is worth underlining that the empirical fragility/vulnerability curves for 
buildings affected by slow-moving landslides (but the same is true for the 
curves presented for subsidence-affected buildings), derived following 
the proposed procedures based on an empirical approach, are 
representative of a sample of buildings homogenized (where the 
information was available) according to their structural typology or 
foundation type (in the Netherlands case studies). In practical terms, 
their use requires a deep knowledge on the nature of the available dataset 
and the awareness of uncertainties typical of empirical approaches. 
Nevertheless, once the empirical relationships are obtained, numerical 
analyses developed using representative single buildings, can provide 
useful information in order to go in-depth in the uncertainty assessment 
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of the proposed empirical models and to better investigate the limits and 
the potential of these approaches for building vulnerability assessment. 
For this purpose, the next chapter shows the results of a numerical 
analysis carried out through the application of the procedure illustrated 

























8 NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF BUILDING 
DAMAGE 
This Chapter presents the results of a numerical analysis carried out on a 
masonry building model subjected to differential settlements according 
to the procedure explained in Chapter 5 (Section 5.3). These results are 
represented in terms of fragility curves in order to highlight the role 
played by some relevant factors (i.e. mechanical properties of both media 
simulating the behaviour of the masonry walls and the soil and the 
deformation mode of the shallow foundation system) in the attainment 
of given limit states. 
8.1 MODEL DESCRIPTION  
The old city centers of many country of the world are characterized by 
the presence of masonry buildings often subjected to ground instabilities 
induced by different causes. This is the case of the well-documented case 
studies, presented in the previous Chapters, where most of buildings in 
subsidence- or slow-moving landslide-affected areas just consist of 
masonry superstructures that, over the time, suffered from damages of 
different severity levels.  
For this reason, the structural model considered for the numerical 
analyses presented in this Chapter is a masonry building reinforced by 
tie-rods located at every floor level (Figure 8.1a). This work hypothesis is 
based on the evidence that many buildings located in the historic centers 
of the above mentioned case studies, in particular those classified at high 
seismic risk, have been subjected to maintenance works with the 
application of reinforcing elements (mainly of steel) aimed at increasing  
their strength and reducing their vulnerability. 
From a geometric point of view (Figure 8.1a), the building model is 
composed of three storeys with a total height of 9 m (3 m per each level) 
above ground level with a rectangular footprint whose dimensions are 10 
m × 14 m (L1 × L2). Different thicknesses were used for the internal and 
external masonry walls. In particular, interior walls are thinner with a 
thickness of 36 cm for the two first storeys and 24 cm for the third one, 
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while the external walls present a thickness of 60 cm for the two first 
storeys and 40 cm for the third one. The same thicknesses of the walls 
located at first floor were used to model the foundation system (Figure 
8.1b) resting on a bed of independent springs aimed at simulating the 
soil behaviour. Floors are modelled by 5 cm thick elastic membrane 





Figure 8.1 a) 3D view and b) foundation level of the modelled masonry building. 
 
For the purpose of this study and considering the complex non-linear 
behaviour of the masonry structures characterised by high heterogeneity 
as well as degradation effects of mechanical properties in the time, the 
use of a code based on macroelements was preferred in comparison to 
more refined models based on the discrete element method. In 
particular, the examined building was modelled by adapting a TREmuri 
software, developed by Lagomarsino et al. (2012) for the analysis of the 
seismic response of masonry structures. 
The software is based on FME (Frame by macro elements) method 
(Figure 8.2a) which simulates the non-linear global behaviour of masonry 
structures by using an equivalent frame model. The latter implements 
three main in-plane failure modes of the masonry walls, including 
bending-rocking, shear sliding and diagonal cracking (Figure 8.2b). The 
bending-rocking failure is evaluated by considering the average resistance 
in compression of the masonry (based on confidence factor "FC" 
according to the structural knowledge level) and no-traction material 
where a non linear reallocation of the stress is performed. The shear 
failure is evaluated according to the Mohr-Coulomb criterion for both 





the Italian code, the shear failure can be also computed using Turnšek 
and Cačovic criterion. In the software, the walls are schematically 
modelled with piers and spandrels connected by rigid nodes 




Figure 8.2 a) Idealization of the equivalent frame of the masonry wall in the case 
of a regular arrangement of the openings; b) schematization of the failure 
mechanisms of the masonry panel: banding-rocking b1, shear sliding b2 and 
diagonal cracking b3 (modified from Lagomarsino et al., 2012). 
 
 
A 2D view of the four exterior walls of the modelled structure is shown 
in Figure 8.3 where: i) the red rectangles are masonry elements with pier 
behaviour, ii) the green ones are masonry elements with spandrel 











Figure 8.3 2D view of the four exterior walls of the modelled structure by 
TREmuri software. 
 
As for the mechanical properties of the masonry walls as well as the soil 
characteristics used for the analysis, they were changed in order to 
evaluate their role on the response of the structure in terms of expected 
damage severity as described in the following Section. 
8.2 PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS  
Starting from the building model with the geometrical features described 
in the previous Section, the response of the structure in terms of damage 
severity levels and the derived fragility curves, were evaluated via a 
parametric analysis (Figure 8.4). In particular, each step of the general 





specialized to the case study at hand and some characteristics of the 
model were parameterised in order to evaluate the role by them played in 
the reaching of a certain limit state by the superstructure and understand 
their relapse on the generation of fragility curves. In particular, once the 
geometrical features of the structure are fixed, the parameters that were 
changed are: i) the mechanical properties of the medium simulating the 
masonry wall behaviour; ii) the mechanical properties of the medium 
simulating the soil behaviour; iii) the deformation mode of the shallow 
foundation system. In particular, the mechanical properties of the 
superstructure as well as of the soil type were modified in the the phase I 
(Figure 8.4) in order to define different soil-foundation-structural model 




Figure 8.4 Flowchart of the carried out analysis using the parametric approach 
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Two different types of masonry were considered (i.e. M1 and M2), each 
of them resting on different soils (Si) with different strength 
characteristics. In detail, the building classified as M1 is representative of 
a masonry typology in disorganized stones (pebbles, or erratic/irregular 
stones) with a lower mechanical strength of the building classified as M2, 
representative of a masonry typology in brick and lime mortar. The 
masonry mechanical parameters used for the analysis, summarized in 
Table 8.1, refer to the average values suggested by the Italian technical 
code “NTC-14/02/2008” and reported in table C8A.2.1 of the 
Ministerial Circular n. 617 of 2th February 2009 for existing buildings. As 
for the soil, three main types are considered: S1= soft soil; S2 = clay and 
S3 = sand. These latter, in turn, were distinguished in soft (S2_1) and 
medium/ hard (S2_2) clay as well as in loose (S3_1) and dense (S3_2) 
sand. The values of elastic parameters used for the analysis are reported 
in Table 8.2. 
 













E (Young modulus) [MPa] 690 1050 870 
G (Shear modulus) [MPa] 230 350 290 
U (Density) [kg/m3] 1900 1900 
Fc (Compressive strength) [MPa] 1.0 1.8 1.4 





E (Young modulus) [MPa] 1200 1800 1500 
G (Shear modulus) [MPa] 400 600 500 
U (Density) [kg/m3] 1800 1800 
Fc (Compressive strength) [MPa] 2.4 4.0 3.2 








Table 8.2. Soil elastic properties  
Soil types Typology 
Elastic Properties 














0.5 6 3.5 0.15 0.5 0.3 
S2 Clay 
S2_1 Soft  2 10 6 
0.4 0.5 0.45 
S2_2 Medium
/ Hard 
12 60 36 
S3 Sand 
S3_1 Loose 10 25 17.5 0.2 0.35 0.3 
S3_2 Dense 30 80 55 0,3 0,4 0.35 
 
As mentioned above, the soil behaviour was taken into account by 
putting a bed of springs at the base of the building model, whose 
stiffness in both vertical and horizontal direction was evaluated using the 
conventional impedance function proposed by Gazetas (1991). This 
model enables to take into consideration the frequency-dependent 
stiffness and damping of the soil through the elastic parameters (E, G,Q) 
characterizing the soil type on which the building is founded and the 
contact area of the foundation. An example of calculation is shown in 
Figure 8.5 with reference to a generic node of the foundation. 
In particular, the stiffnesses in vertical (Kz) and horizontal (Ky; Kx) 
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where F is computed as: 
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F ൌ ܣ௕Ͷܮଶ 
 
G is the shear modulus; Q the paisson’s ratio; B and L are, respectively, 
the half-width and half-length of the circumscribed rectangle “influence 
area” (Figure 8.5 – see also Gazetas, 1991). 
 
 
Figure 8.5 Example of calculation of the soil-foundation stiffness using the 
model proposed by Gazetas, 1991. 
 
The choice of different mechanical properties of the masonry walls and 
different soil types on which the building resting on led to define ten 
different soil-foundation-structural models. In Phase II, each of them 
was subjected to differential settlements (Figure 8.4) and their response, 
in terms of damage severity, was classified on the basis of the reaching of 





mentioned, was performed via the FME method by adapting the 
TREmuri software, in which the differential settlement was applied at 
the base of the foundation system (with a magnitude progressively 
increasing from 0 to 50 cm) subjected to a given deformation mode. In 
particular, four displacement patterns were considered for analysis 
purposes (Figure 8.6). 
The first two cases (Figure 8.6a and b) allow investigating the building 
behaviour when the differential settlement affects the terminal part of 
the walls. Since the 3D behaviour of the building has to be investigated, 
the displacement was applied with a bi-linear trend and a maximum value 
in the left (Figure 8.6a) and right (Figure 8.6b) corner since the building 
model at hand does not presents symmetrical openings at left and right 
respect to an central axis in the y-transversal direction. The third and 
fourth deformation modes (Figure 8.6c and d) were taken into account 
in order to examine the building response when the differential 
settlement affects the middle part of the walls according to a sagging 
(Figure 8.6c) or hogging (Figure 8.6d) deformation mode.  
An example of the simulation results, in terms of damage evolution 
exhibited by the masonry macro-elements (piers and spandrels) with 
references to the wall P1 of the building M1 resting on medium/hard 
clay (S1_2), is represented in Figure 8.7 for the four considered 
deformation modes and maximum settlement magnitudes equal to 0, 
12.5, 25 and 50 cm. This analysis was performed for all the walls of the 
building model, for the ten considered soil-foundation-structural models, 
each of them subjected to four deformation modes for a total of forty 
simulations. The results of all simulations are reported in Appendix C. 
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Figure 8.6 3D view of the structure and layout of the imposed differential 
settlements at the foundation level for the four considered deformation modes: 










Figure 8.7. Damage evolution of the wall P1 to the building M1 resting on 
medium/ hard clay (S1_2),  during the progressive increase of the differential 
settlements from 0 to 50 cm for different deformation modes: a) bilinear left; b) 
bilinear right; c) sagging; d) hogging. 
 
Whit reference to the example showed in Figure 8.7, the magnitude 
related to 0 cm is rappresentative of the starting condition (gravity loads 
only) when the building is not subject to any displacement; then, the 
differential settlement is linearly increased at each step. As it possible to 
see, for an equal imposed differential settlement (') magnitude (or 
intensity), a different structural response is exhibited by the wall 
according to the different deformation modes. In all cases, when only 
the gravity load is applied, most of the structural elements are 
undamaged. Nevertheless, two of the middle panels (spandrels) are 
unexpectedly in tension (green color), probably due to some limitations 
of the software. For a ' = 12.5 cm, many pier elements present shear 
cracking (purple color) for the deformation mode bilinear left (Figure 
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8.6a) in comparison to the bilinear right (Figure 8.6b); moreover, they 
reached a shear failure (yellow color) for the sagging deformation mode 
(Figure 8.6c), while are still all undamaged (blu color) for the hogging 
configuration (Figure 8.6d). In all deformation modes, many of the 
spandrel elements presents shear cracking and shear failure or are only in 
tension; the bending failure is first reached at the third storey (red color) 
for the bi-linear (left and right) and hogging configurations while, in the 
sagging deformation mode, this happen contextually at second and third 
storeys. When ' increases, as expected, the damage layout of the wall 
also increases but not in a similar manner for the different considered 
deformation modes, as it is possible to see in Figure 8.6 for values of ' 
equal to 25 and 50 cm. 
As shown in Figure 8.7, the outputs of the numerical simulation allow, 
evaluating the structural response in terms of damage severity (failure 
modes) suffered by each of the macro-elements that compose the 
building walls. Focusing on single-wall behaviours, this result could be 
used to define a “wall damage index” based on the number of damaged 
macro-elements over the total number of macro-elements composing 
the modelled wall. 
For the purposes of this PhD Thesis, in order to investigate the response 
of buildings subjected to differential settlements through the generation 
of analytical fragility curves, the results of numerical simulations were 
used to analyze the global behavior of the structure on the basis of the 
reaching of a damage limit state (LSi).  To this end, five limit states (LS1 
= slight; LS2 = moderate; LS3 = extensive; LS4 = very heavy; LS5 = 
collapse) were considered.  
The thresholds of each of them were determined by adapting a well-
tested approach proposed in the seismic field, based on the the 
definition of the maximum drift ratios values. Indeed, in earthquake 
engineering, the thresholds of the damage limit states – reached by a 
masonry building subjected to an earthquake – can be determined 
according to the equations proposed by the RISK-UE project 
(Milutinovic and Trendafiloski, 2003) on the basis of the pushover curve. 
These relations provide a correlation between the yield (dy) and ultimate 
(du) displacement in the pushover curve and the EMS-98 (Grunthal, 
1998) damage scale.  
A similar approach was adopted in this case, considering the scheme 









Figure 8.8. a) scheme of the drift ratio b) Moment-Curvature relationship. 
 
Since, the masonry walls are subject to a displacement pattern that occur 
in the vertical direction, the drift was defined as the ratio between the 
displacement dz that occurs at the head of the wall due to the settlement 
imposed at the foundation level and the length L of the wall. The values 
of the drift ratios, which corresponds to the reaching of a certain limit 
state (LSi), were obtained by drawing the relationship between the 
moment (M) and the curvature (F) for each value of the imposed 
settlement (Figure 8.8b), using the same equations proposed in the 
seismic field (Milutinovic and Trendafiloski, 2003).  
In particular, as reported in Table 8.3, the thresholds of drift ratios (in 
percentage) for each considered limit state were established using the dz 
values corresponding to M and F values associated to the settlement 
applied at foundation level. 
 
Table 8.3. Thresholds of the damage limits states 
LS M [Nm] F[rad] dz [cm] Drift[%] 
LS1 245899 0.007 0.008 0.0013 
LS2 351284 0.010 0.011 0.0019 
LS3 364880 0.038 0.044 0.0073 
LS4 378476 0.065 0.076 0.0127 
LS5 405667 0.120 0.141 0.0235 
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With reference to each of the examined models and for a given value of 
the differential settlement, the computed drift values were compared to 
the thresholds reported in Table 8.3 in order to individuate the limit state 
(LSi) reached by the building. 
In the Phase III, this information was used to derive the fragility curves. 
In particular, similarly to the empirical approach, the curves were 
generated using a cumulative log-normal distribution function 
(Fotopoulou and Pitilakis. 2013a,b; Mavrouli et al. 2014; Negulescu et al. 
2010, 2014; Peduto et al., 2016a,b, 2017; Saeidi et al. 2009, 2012): 





where the probability P(•) of reaching or exceeding a particular damage 
limit state (LSi) is related to the magnitude of the selected intensity 
parameter (i.e. the differential settlement Δ).  
8.3 RESULTS  
The fragility curves were derived for the studied masonry building 
according to the procedure shown in Figure 8.4. Each curve, providing 
the conditional probability of reaching or exceeding a specific damage 
limit state (LS1 = slight; LS2 = moderate; LS3 = extensive; LS4 = very 
heavy; LS5 = collapse) for a given differential settlement (ranging from 0 
to 50 cm in this application), was obtained by counting – for different 
values of imposed ' – the number of situations, out of the total, which 
led to the reaching of the i-th limit damage state (LSi); the assumed  
probabilistic model was the cumulative log-normal distribution function.  
A total of forty cases were considered, according to the range of values 
fixed for the mechanical properties of the masonry walls (M1 and M2), 
and the soil type on which the building is founded (S1, S1_1, S1_2, S2_1, 
S2_2) along with the deformation mode of the shallow foundation 
system (bilinear left and right, sagging and hogging mode of 
deformation). The parameters (median and standard deviation) of all 
computed fragility functions are summarized in Table 8.4.  
It is worth highlighting that – differently from the empirical approach 
where the damage severity levels is related to crack patterns exhibited by 
the building façades at the time of their inspection during field surveys, 





time – the numerical approach allows following the damage severity 
evolution starting from an initial condition in which the superstructure is 
undamaged. Accordingly, it is possible to estimate the value of the 
intensity parameter causing the transition from a certain damage limit 
state to the next one, with a consequent reduction of the uncertainties 
inherent to fragility curves.  
In order to highlight the role played by the deformed shape of the 
shallow foundation system on the reaching of damage limit states, Figure 
8.9 shows the fragility curves generated for both type of buildings M1 
(Figure 8.9a and b) and M2 (Figure 8.9c and d) resting on S2_1 soil with 
reference to given deformation modes. In particular, since the buildings 
do not present a symmetrical opening geometry, they exhibit a different 
response if the differential settlement is applied with a bi-linear 
deformation mode and the maximum settlement value is in the left or in 
the right corner. In both cases (Figure 8.9a for building M1) and (Figure 
8.9c for building M2), for a given differential settlement, the probabilities 
of reaching or exceeding a damage limit state (from LS1 to LS5) are 
higher when the buildings are subjected to a “bilinear left” deformation 
mode. This different behaviour can be linked to the presence of more 
openings at the left side of the building (Figure 8.6a) which produce a 
weakening of the walls and, consequently, a less capacity to resist at 
bending and shear strains induced by settlements. 
A different behaviour can also be appreciated when the differential 
settlement affects the middle part of the walls according to a sagging or a 
hogging mode of deformation. Both buildings M1 (Figure 8.9b) and M2 
(Figure 8.9d) show a less resistance and, consequently, a higher 
probability of reaching or exceeding – for a given value of the imposed 
differential settlement – a certain limit state LSi, when they are subjected 
to a hogging mode of deformation. This result is in agreement with the 
observations of Burland et al. (1977) (Section 3.2). Indeed the authors 
experimentally observed that, for a given magnitude of the relative 
deflection, a brick wall exhibits crack patterns that in hogging are much 
wider than in sagging.  
Similar responses (trends of the fragility curves) are observed when the 
masonry buildings (both M1 and M2) are founded on the other soil types 
considered in the analyses.  
This Figure 8.10 and 8.11 show the fragility curves (for each considered 
damage limit state LSi) generated for the masonry buildings M1 and M2 
for given mechanical properties of the soil type and deformation modes.  
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Figure 8.9. Fragility curves for masonry building resting on S2_1 (medium/hard 
clay): M1 affected by differential settlement with a) bilinear left/right and b) 
sagging/hogging deformation modes; M2 affected by differential settlement 
with c) bilinear left/right and d) sagging/hogging deformation modes. 
 
It is worth to observe that, in the case of a bi-linear deformation mode 
with maximum settlement in the left corner, the building M2 shows, for 
a given value of the differential settlement, probabilities of reaching or 
exceeding a certain damage limit state lower than those of building M1 
(Figure 8.10b,c,d,e). Conversely, these differences are not observed in 
the case where the buildings are subjected to a deformation mode with a 
maximum settlement in the right corner (Figure 8.10a,b,c,d and e).  
Similar considerations can be done when the deformation mode is in 
sagging or hogging (Figure 8.11). In fact, also in such cases, the higher 
mechanical resistance offered by the building M2 plays an important role 
on the building response – for all considered soil types – when the 
sagging mode of deformation is taken into account; while only small 
differences can be appreciated for the curves related to LS4 and LS5 
damage limit states when the hogging mode of deformation is imposed 
and the building model rests on soils classified as S2_2, S3_1 and S3_2 
(Figure 8.11c,d and e). The peculiarities of observed behaviours are 








Figure 8.10. M1 vs M2 fragility curves for bi-linear displacement patterns (left 
and right) on different soil types: a) S1= soft soil; b) S2_1= soft clay; c) S2_2= 
medium/hard clay; d) S3_1= loose sand; e) S3_2= dense sand. 




Figure 8.11. M1 vs M2 fragility curves for sagging and hogging displacement 
patterns on different soil types: a) S1= soft soil; b) S2_1= soft clay; c) S2_2= 





Table 8.4. Median P and standard deviation E parameters of the lognormal 
distribution function used for each damage limits states and distinguished 







bi-linear bi-linear sagging hogging 
M1 M2 M1 M2 M1 M2 M1 M2 
LS1 
S1 0.5 1.13 1,13 1.00 1,13 0,63 0,63 0,63 0,63 
S2_1 0.5 1.38 3.25 1.25 1.38 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 
S2_2 0.5 1.50 1.63 1.63 1.63 1.13 1.13 1.13 1.13 
S3_1 0.5 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 0.88 1.13 0.88 1.13 
S3_2 0.5 1.50 1.63 1.63 1.63 1.13 1.13 1.13 1.13 
LS2 
S1 0.5 4.13 4.38 4.13 4.38 2.50 3.25 2.50 2.63 
S2_1 0.5 4.38 8.13 4.38 4.50 2.75 3.63 2.75 2.75 
S2_2 0.5 4.50 4.88 5.38 5.38 3.63 3.88 3.00 3.00 
S3_1 0.5 4.50 4.88 5.38 5.25 3.50 3.88 2.88 3.00 
S3_2 0.5 4.50 4.88 5.38 5.38 3.63 3.88 3.00 3.00 
LS3 
S1 0.5 9.63 10.7 9.63 10.1 5.88 7.25 5.88 6.13 
S2_1 0.5 9.75 15.6 9.88 10.2 6.13 8.38 6.13 6.13 
S2_2 0.5 9.75 11.8 12.6 12.7 8.25 9.00 6.38 6.50 
S3_1 0.5 9.75 11.7 12.6 12.5 8.25 9.00 6.38 6.38 
S3_2 0.5 9.75 11.8 12.6 12.7 8.25 9.00 6.38 6.50 
LS4 
S1 0.5 17.7 18.5 18.3 18.1 11.1 12.1 11.1 11.2
S2_1 0.5 17.7 28.2 18.6 18.2 11.3 14.0 11.3 11.3
S2_2 0.5 17.7 21.6 24.2 24.6 14.7 17.1 11.5 12.1
S3_1 0.5 17.8 21.6 24.2 24.5 14.7 17.1 11.5 12.0
S3_2 0.5 17.8 21.6 24.2 24.6 14.7 17.1 11.5 12.1
LS5 
S1 0.5 36.6 36.5 37.2 36.7 32.3 32.7 32.3 32.3
S2_1 0.5 36.6 43.8 37.3 36.7 32.5 33.7 32.5 32.5
S2_2 0.5 36.6 38.7 41.1 41.3 34.5 36.3 32.5 33.0
S3_1 0.5 36.7 38.8 41.1 41.3 34.5 36.3 32.5 33.0
S3_2 0.5 36.7 38.7 41.1 41.3 34.5 36.3 32.5 33.0
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The results of the numerical analysis also allowed investigating the role 
played on the structural response by the soil type. In this regard, Figures 
8.12 and 8.13 show, respectively, the fragility curves generated for M1 
and M2 buildings under given deformation modes of the shallow 
foundation system for different soils types.  
For a given building type, small differences between the fragility curves 
can be noticed passing from a soil type to another one; this observation 
could be objectivised considering that the numerical analysis was carried 
out by imposing the magnitude of ' values that, independently of the 
soil type, were progressively increased from 0 to 50 cm. Anyway, the 
fragility curves are still dependent on the deformation mode. Indeed, 
especially for the cases where the deformation mode is bi-linear with a 
maximum settlement value in the right corner and in sagging 
configuration, passing from soft soil (S1) to soft clay (S2_1) or 
medium/hard clay (S2_2), the probability of reaching or exceeding a 
certain damage limit state for a given differential settlement progressively 
decreases; whereas the influence of sandy soils (either loose or dense) 
seems less relevant.  
Generally, the observed differences could relate to the soil-foundation 
interaction that influences the stress distribution in the different 
elements composing the superstructure and, consequently, the strain 
patterns whose changes are responsible of the reaching of a certain 
damage limit state. Moreover, the higher is the stiffness of soil the lower 
is the building damageability; or, similarly, a higher value of the 
differential settlement – for a given deformation mode – must be 
imposed at the foundation level of a building type in order to reach a 







Figure 8.12. Comparison between the fragility curves obtained for M1 building 
resting on different soils types subjected to different deformation modes: a) 
bilinear left; b) bilinear right; c) sagging and d) hogging.  Legend: LSi = ith 
damage limit state; S1= soft soil; S2_1= soft clay; S2_2= medium/hard clay; 
S3_1= loose sand; S3_2= dense sand. 




Figure 8.13. Comparison between the fragility curves obtained for M2 building 
resting on different soils types subjected to different deformation modes: a) 
bilinear left; b) bilinear right; c) sagging and d) hogging.  Legend: LSi = ith 
damage limit state; S1= soft soil; S2_1= soft clay; S2_2= medium/hard clay; 







9 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
This PhD Thesis was focused on the development of procedures aimed 
at generating fragility and vulnerability curves of buildings in areas 
affected by slow-moving landslides and subsidence phenomena.  
The work first addressed: i) a literature review on the main features of 
the analyzed phenomena and their consequences in urban areas (Chapter 
2); ii) the relevance of the consequence analysis for the quantification of 
the risk to the exposed buildings with the main damageability criteria 
adopted in engineering practice along with the newly proposed 
probabilistic approaches for the analysis and prediction of the damage to 
buildings (Chapter 3); iii) the principles and characteristics of the 
DInSAR techniques used to obtain the magnitude of the intensity 
parameter related to slow-moving landslides and subsidence phenomena, 
highlighting their potential and limitations (Chapter 4).  
Then, based on this background and bearing in mind the main goal to be 
pursued, innovative procedures for the generation, via empirical and 
numerical approaches, of fragility and vulnerability curves were proposed 
(Chapter 5). In particular, the empirical procedures based on the joint 
use of data coming from  SAR images processed via DInSAR techniques 
and damage surveys on buildings, were tested on well-documented case 
studies dealing with subsidence phenomena (Chapter 6) in The 
Netherlands and slow-moving landslides (Chapter 7) in Calabria region 
(southern Italy). Finally, the numerical analysis (Chapter 8) was carried 
out on a masonry building model subjected to differential settlements 
and, in this regard, the role played by some factors on the achievement 
and distribution of a given damage severity level (limit state) for a given 
value of intensity parameter was investigated. 
As far as the analysis of subsidence phenomena is concerned, the results 
of the proposed methodology highlight the potential of an integrated 
multi-scale approach for the analysis of the building response to ground 
settlements by combining information on the subsoil setting, PSI data 
and the results of damage surveys to buildings. In particular, the 
preliminary analysis carried out at medium scale (Section 6.2.1) allows 
confirming the role played by soft soils in predisposing the ground 
settlement occurrence in the selected urban area in The Netherlands. 
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Although in the analyzed region monitoring data are properly archived in 
well-organized databases freely accessible to end-users, the availability of 
such a distributed displacement dataset as PSI data provides an 
unprecedented overview of the problems that the Dutch built-up 
environment usually has to face. The good match between the soft soil 
thickness map and the cumulative settlement map enables to zone the 
areas that are most prone to ground surface lowering and, thus, where 
damages to the built-up environment are most likely to be found or 
expected.  
At large scale (Section 6.2.2), the preliminary identification of different 
scenarios can be helpful for authorities in charge of land management to 
focus the attention on either structures or infrastructures (including 
utilities) for what concerns settlement-related consequences. Then, the 
relationship retrieved between cause (settlements) and effect (damage 
level) with reference to building aggregates provides an overview on their 
behavior depending on the foundation typology. In this regard, the 
results obtained in the study area underline that the equivalent damage 
recorded to building aggregates does not exceed the slight level (D2) for 
both shallow and deep foundations. These latter, while usually being able 
to reduce absolute settlements, suffer from higher settlement gradient 
values just in correspondence of the sections where the highest levels of 
building damage severity are recorded. This circumstance can be related 
to the peculiar foundation type of the examined buildings that are 
located in the study area. These buildings, built up from the beginning of 
the 19th century to the 1980s, present foundations consisting of both 
wooden and reinforced concrete piles. For the wooden piles, decay 
effects of the wood induced by both fungi and bacteria, which inhibit 
capability of piles to reduce settlements, may cause loss of functionality 
of some piles with the onset of localized settlement gradients and 
consequent damage on the superstructure. The same problems may 
occur on buildings founded on reinforced concrete piles in highly 
compressible soils which are not designed to respond to effects such as 
the negative skin friction.  
As for the analysis at detailed scale on 310 single buildings in the 
neighborhood of Schiedam municipality (Section 6.2.3), although the 
damage severity recorded during the survey campaign proved not to be 
as high as to cause concern for structure stability – this seems to be 
confirmed also from the low values of settlements and settlement 





developing over very long times in the underlying soft soils – the 
performed analysis allowed to derive the empirical relationships between 
differential settlements suffered by the superstructures and relative 
damage levels. This information was, then used to derive the fragility 
curves for single buildings in the study area for both shallow and deep 
foundations. It is worth underlining that the damage recorded on many 
surveyed structures – although of low severity at present – highlighted a 
structural suffering due to ground movements. This requires continuous 
settlement monitoring in order to implement appropriate mitigation 
strategies before the damages increase. In this regard, the obtained 
fragility curves can represent a powerful empirical tool to predict the 
damage level that is likely to be expected for both categories of buildings 
(i.e. with shallow and deep foundations) located in the study area. 
Considering that the investigated structural and foundation typologies 
well represent the Dutch urban fabric, the obtained empirical fragility 
curves can also be exported to buildings in other similar subsidence-
affected areas.   
Anyway, as mentioned in the Section 6.2.3, the correct and reliable use of 
an empirical tool needs carrying out proper calibration and validation 
phases. In this regard, the comparison between the empirical fragility 
curves derived for the Schiedam municipality with the ones generated for 
two other densely urbanized municipalities located in the northern 
(Zaanstad) and southern (Dordrecht) part of The Netherlands (Section 
6.3), show a good agreement for buildings having the same structural 
typology and foundation type. This evidence allowed merging the 
information in single datasets, distinguished for foundation type (shallow 
or piled), useful to generate fragility curves that are statistically more 
representative of the response –  in terms of expected damage 
probability – of analyzed masonry buildings to a given differential 
settlement. Then, for the sample including 344 single masonry buildings 
founded on wooden piles with damage levels spanning from D0 to D5, 
an empirical vulnerability curve – which is representative of the damage 
severity level that can be averagely expected on the considered buildings 
for a given value of the differential settlement – was obtained. 
With reference to the vulnerability analysis of buildings affected by slow-
moving landslides, the application of the proposed procedure at large scale 
on two study areas (Lungro and Verbicaro municipalities) of Calabria 
region (southern Italy) showed the potential of an empirical approach 
based on the joint use of damage surveys and remote sensing data for 
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the generation of tools aimed at analyzing and predicting the damages 
suffered by structures interacting with the above phenomena. Indeed, 
although the potential of DInSAR data use in building damage 
assessment has been already demonstrated in the scientific literature, the 
proposed procedure for the analysis of building vulnerability to slow-
moving landslides allowed – for the first time – the retrieval of empirical 
relationships between the damage severity levels and the selected 
DInSAR-derived intensity parameter (i.e., differential settlement) and 
their use for the generation of empirical fragility and vulnerability curves. 
The results obtained for the case study of Lungro municipality (Section 
7.2.4) show that the probability of reaching or exceeding a certain 
damage level (fragility curves) or the damage degree averagely expected 
(vulnerability curve) by masonry buildings, increases as the intensity 
parameter (i.e., differential settlement) increases. Similar results were 
obtained for the case study of Verbicaro municipality (Section 7.3.4) 
where the cause-effect relationships as well as the empirical fragility 
curves were retrieved also for reinforced concrete buildings. The joint 
use of these empirical tools with a continuous monitoring of the 
intensity parameter, which can be achieved using conventional (e.g., 
inclinometers, GPS, topographic leveling) or innovative (DInSAR 
techniques) monitoring systems, can allow the analysis of the damage 
suffered by buildings interacting with slow-moving landslides along with 
its prediction, helpful for authorities in charge of slow-moving landslide 
risk mitigation.  
However, it must be observed that whereas the differential settlement is 
a parameter that well represents the intensity of subsidence phenomena 
(the related ground surface displacements mainly occur in the vertical 
direction), in the case of slow-moving landslides – where buildings might 
be located in different position with respect to the affected areas – the 
use of the above parameter is not straightforward. In this regard, also 
other parameters – such as angular distortion (Skempton and 
MacDonald 1956), deflection ratio (Burland 1995) and horizontal strain 
(Boscardin and Cording 1989) – should be considered, without 
neglecting the role of tilt (i.e. rigid body rotation), which a building might 
experience, in concurring to the attainment of serviceability/ultimate 
limit states. In particular, the availability of DInSAR data acquired on 
both ascending and descending orbits (condition that for landslide 
applications is not common due to SAR acquisition geometry 





the retrieval of the horizontal displacements that could play a relevant 
role in building damaging (Boscardin and Cording 1989; Burland et al. 
2004). Furthermore, enlarging the dataset would allow further deepening 
concerning different factor presiding over the damage occurrence such 
as, among others, the location of the building within the landslide-
affected area (Corominas et al. 2014), issue that was partially analyzed in 
the case study of Verbicaro (Section 7.3.4), as well as the foundation 
typology, so as to derive a more complete dataset of 
fragility/vulnerability curves.  
The applicability/exportability of the obtained results, although site-
specific, could be significant if one considers that most of the small 
villages in Italian southern Apennines exhibit similar urban fabric and 
structural typology as the ones considered in this study. In particular, 
widening the sample of analyzed buildings in similar geological contexts 
would allow a proper calibration and validation of the 
fragility/vulnerability curves. 
As for the numerical analysis, the application carried out on a masonry 
building model subjected to differential settlements allowed investigating 
– at the single building scale – the role played by some factors (such as: 
the mechanical proprieties of both the media simulating the behavior of 
the material composing the superstructure and the soil type, the 
deformation mode of the shallow foundation system) on the 
achievement and distribution of a given damage severity level (or limit 
state) for a given value of the intensity parameter. The obtained 
information, along with the one gathered from the empirical analysis, 
allows going in-depth with issues concerning the proper use of empirical 
and/or numerical approaches and the quantification of the model 
uncertainties that can support a better understanding of the different 
aspects concurring to the generation of building damages.  
First of all, the results of the numerical analysis (Section 8.3) show that, 
independently of the mechanical proprieties characterizing the masonry 
walls of the superstructure and the soil type, the building response in 
terms of damage severity levels (limit states) and distribution (trends of 
the fragility curves) changes according to the deformation mode of the 
foundation system. In particular, as expected, the probabilities of 
reaching or exceeding a limit state (from LS1 to LS5) are higher when 
the building is subjected to a “bilinear left” deformation mode instead of 
a “bilinear right”. Indeed, the presence of more openings on the left side 
of the building, with respect to a central axis in the y-transversal 
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direction, brings about a weakening of the walls and, consequently, less 
capacity of resisting to bending and shear strains induced by settlements; 
moreover, the damageability increases passing from the “sagging” to the 
“hogging” mode of deformation.   
Considering that the numerical analysis was carried out by controlling 
the magnitude of differential settlements – which, independently of the 
soil type, were progressively increased from 0 to 50 cm – the properties 
of the soil model interacting with the foundation system influenced the 
development of the strain patterns and the consequent cracking suffered 
by the bearing walls. This effect, which in turn determined a different 
response of the building in terms of distribution (trends) of the fragility 
curves, is still dependent of the imposed deformation mode. 
In conclusion, the results achieved in this PhD Thesis demonstrated the 
huge potential of fragility and vulnerability curves generated via empirical 
approaches as tools for the analysis – at medium and large scale – of the 
damage to buildings located in areas affected by slow-moving landslides 
and subsidence phenomena. Powerful tools that, once even further 
validated, might be valuably used for forecasting purposes, thus 
facilitating the authorities in charge of land-use planning/urban 
management in either selecting areas suitable for urbanization or 
addressing restoration and adaptation policies. This goal can be achieved 
at more affordable costs than those associated to the use of conventional 
monitoring techniques over a wide number of exposed buildings. 
Moreover, the results of both empirical and numerical analyses at detailed 
(single building) scale –  although not always directly comparable due to 
the macroscopic differences between the “empirical limit states” 
(normally established on the basis of a damage classification system only 
requiring a visual inspection of crack patterns exhibited by building’s 
façades) and the “numerical limit states” (usually associated to the 
maximum values of drift ratios in the case of masonry structures or 
strain limits of steel and concrete materials in the case of reinforced 
concrete buildings) –  allow addressing relevant issues on the generation 
of building damages, with remarkable relapses on planning the most 
suitable risk mitigation strategies as well as on the design of 
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Validation of PSInSAR data accuracy: cross-comparison 
with leveling data. 
 
This Appendix concerns the validation of PSInSAR data accuracy used 
in Chapter 6 to derive the displacement suffered by buildings in 
subsidence-affected areas with ground measurements collected via 
topographic leveling techniques.  
The availability of these measures allowed carrying out both qualitative 
and quantitative cross-comparisons with PSInSAR data.  
As for the leveling data, the analyzed dataset includes a total of 180 bolts, 
identifiers of the leveling points (Figure A.1), which the municipality of 
Schiedam placed on the façades of the buildings composing the row 
houses in Figure A.1 in order to detect possible critical situations at the 
building foundation level due to ground settlements in the period 2004-
2014.6 
As for PSInSAR data, in order to better appreciate the building response 
to ground movements and to carry out a proper cross-comparison with 
the leveling data, only the PSInSAR data at the top of the buildings 
(Figure A.2) were used for the analysis. 
In particular, for a given portion of each monitored building, the 
qualitative comparison dealt with the annual average velocity exhibited 
by the leveling point on the building and the mean PS velocity value 
computed as the mean of the yearly velocity values of PS located in the 
same portion of the building. For this purpose, the yearly average 
velocities exhibited by each leveling point placed on the façade of the 
buildings (Figure A.1) were calculated in the same period of PSInSAR 
acquisitions (2009- 2014), and compared with the PSInSAR velocities on 
the top of buildings (Figure A.2).  
                                                 
6The contents of Appendix A are published in: 
Nicodemo G., Peduto D., Ferlisi S., Maccabiani J. (2016). Investigating building 
settlements via very high resolution SAR sensors. In: Life-Cyvle of Engineering 
Systems: Emphasis on Sustainable Civil Infrastructure. Delft (The Netherlands) 16-19 









Figure A.1 Map of topographic leveling benchmarks provided by Schiedam 





Figure A.2 Spatial distribution of ascending and descending orbit TerraSAR-X 
PS-InSAR data projected along the vertical direction (period 2009-2014) located 
on top of the buildings. 
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The results of the comparison are synthesized in the contingency table of 
Figure A.3. In particular, a movement threshold of 2 mm/yr (i.e. 
conservative on the PSInSAR accuracy) was set in order to identify 
buildings (or part of these) that are: i) moving for both measurement 
techniques; ii) not moving for both measurement techniques; iii) moving 
for leveling data and not moving for PSInSAR data and iv) vice-versa. 
Therefore, assuming that the true condition is the one for which the 
leveling velocities correctly identify the possibility that a building is 
moving (positive condition) or not moving (negative condition), the 
comparison with the recorded PSInSAR velocities allowed to identify the 
true positives (TP) and true negatives (TN) which represent consistent 
information on both datasets, and similarly the false positives (FP) and 






Figure A.3 PSInSAR-leveling contingency table with indication of the correct 
(green cells) and incorrect (red cells) rates. 
 
 
The results of the comparison for 180 available leveling benchmarks 
(Table A.1) show a good fitting between leveling measurements and 
PSInSAR data (about 80%) for the monitored buildings. On the other 
hand, the occurrence of False negatives (FN) requires further 
investigation.  
Positive        
(moving)












































Table A.1 Results of the PSInSAR-leveling contingency table.  
  PSInSAR velocity 
  Positive Negative 
Leveling 
velocity 
Positive 12 37 
Negative 0 131 
 
For this purpose, a quantitative comparison between the cumulative 
settlements recorded by leveling and PSInSAR benchmarks over a 
period of about 5 years was performed.  
An example for two buildings is show in Figure A.4a and b, for which 
the leveling-derived cumulative settlements were compared with the ones 
recorded by the closest PS. It is worth noting that the leveling 
benchmarks are located in the façade of the buildings, while the PS are 
located on the roofs. In the first case (Figure A.4a), assuming a linear 
trend in the period 2009-2014, PS recorded a cumulative settlement 
equal to 16.07 mm and the leveling point recorded a value of 17.2 mm 
with a difference of 1.13 mm. In the second case (Figure A.4b), the 
difference between 5-year PS cumulative settlement (2.06 mm) and the 
one pertaining to the closest leveling benchmark (3.44 mm) is 1.38 mm.  
Extending the analysis to all 180 leveling points, the comparison of the 
yearly average velocity derived from leveling and PSInSAR data revealed 
an average difference of about 0.67 mm/yr with a standard deviation 
equal to 0.48 mm/yr.  
The results further confirm the capability of the InSAR techniques of 
appreciating with high accuracy the settlements suffered by structures 
(e.g. buildings), with a good agreement between the different 
measurements and an accuracy up to the order of 1 mm/year for the 
average displacement velocity when, as in this case, data provided by 








Figure A.4 Comparison between settlements derived from PSInSAR and leveling 
measurements in the period 2009-2014. 
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APPENDIX B 
Reliability assessment of the cumulative log-normal 
distribution function using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-
S) goodness-of-fit test. 
 
 
This appendix is devoted to show the results of the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov (K-S) goodness-of-fit test that was performed in order to check 
the work hypothesis of using the cumulative lognormal distribution to 
describe the probability of reaching/exceeding a given damage level 
within the fragility curve construction.  
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit test is a nonparametric test 
that allows verifying the fit of a cumulative distribution function of 
continuous variables. The test statistic is the maximum absolute 
difference “Dmax” (that is, usually the vertical distance) between the 
empirical and hypothetical cumulative distribution functions. This latter, 
must be always lower than a critical value “Dcrit” that is tabulated by the 
Authors for a small sample sizes (n < 35), or can be computed using the 
proper equation in the case of large samples (n > 35). 
Figure B.1shows the K-S test carried out on fragility curves derived for 
buildings in subsiding-affected area with shallow (Figure B.1a) and piled 
(Figure B.1b) foundations falling within of the neighborhood of 
Schiedam municipality (see Chapter 6 – Section 6.2.3). 
The results confirm that the above work hypothesis is acceptable since 
the values (Table B.1) of the maximum distances (Dmax) between the 
considered log-normal distribution function for each damage level and 
the related empirical distribution function – defined according to the K-S 
test – are always lower than the critical values (Dcrit) provided by 
Kolmogorov–Smirnov for all significance levels (D) taken into account.7 
                                                 
7 The contents of Appendix B are published in: 
Peduto D., Nicodemo G., Maccabiani J., Ferlisi S. (2017). Multi-scale analysis of 
settlement-induced building damage using damage surveys and DInSAR data: A case 
study in The Netherlands. Engineering Geology, 218:117-133. 
Peduto D., Ferlisi S., Nicodemo, G., Reale D., Pisciotta G., Gullà, G. (2017). Empirical 
fragility and vulnerability curves for buildings exposed to slow-moving landslides at 
medium and large scales. Landslides (in press), DOI: 10.1007/s10346-017-0826-7. 
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Figure B.1 Dmax estimation for the K-S goodness-of-fit test of the log-normal 
distribution function used for the generation of fragility curves for buildings 
with a) shallow and b) piled foundations within the Schiadam area. 
 
 
Table B.1 Results of K-S test of derived fragility curves for buildings with 


























0.137 0.320 0.27 0.240 0.220 0.210 ok 
D3 
(Moderate) 
0.147 0.618 0.521 0.470 0.436 0.410 ok 
 Piled foundation 
D1  
(Very slight) 
0.083 0.216 0.180 0.162 0.151 0.142 ok 
D2  
(Slight) 
0.063 0.275 0.235 0.215 0.195 0.185 ok 
D3 
(Moderate) 
0.265 0.669 0.454 0.510 0.424 0.446 ok 
 
Similarly to the analysis carried out at detailed scale for buildings in 
subsiding-affected area, the reliability of the used cumulative lognormal 
distribution function was also checked using the K-S test for the fragility 
curves derived for the buildings in slow-moving landslide-affected areas 
within the Lungro municipality (see Chapter 7 – Section 7.2.4).  
Also in such a case, the obtained results (Figure B.2) confirm the validity 
of the adopted work hypothesis since, as show in Table B.2, the critical 
values (Dcrit) provided by Kolmogorov–Smirnov for all significance 
levels (D) are always higher than (Dmax) value for all computed fragility 
functions relating to each considered damage level. 
 
Table B.2 Results of K-S test of derived fragility curves for masonry buildings 



















0.350 0.669 0.454 0.510 0.424 0.446 ok 
D2  0.182 0.490 0.410 0.368 0.342 0.322 ok 
Reliability assessment of the cumulative log-normal distribution function using the 





0.322 0.577 0.486 0.436 0.405 0.381 ok 
D4  
(Severe) 
0.276 0.733 0.624 0.564 0.575 0.494 ok 
D5  
(Very Severe) 




Figure B.2 Dmax estimation for the K-S goodness-of-fit test of the log-normal 
distribution function used for the generation of fragility curves for masonry 
buildings within the Lungro area. 
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APPENDIX C 
Results of  the numerical analysis in terms of  
damage exhibited by the masonry walls of  a 
building subjected to differential settlements. 
 
This Appendix presents the numerical results in terms of damage 
evolution exhibited by the masonry macro-elements (piers and spandrels) 
carried out, using a FME (Frame by macro elements) method, for a 
masonry building subjected to differential settlements. The analysis was 
performed for all the walls of the structure (exterior and interior), 
considering ten soil-foundation-structural models (see Chapter 8 - 
section 8.2), each of them subjected to differential settlements applied at 
the base of the foundation level with an increasing intensity ranging from 
0 to 50 cm and four deformation modes (Figure C.1). The results for a 
total of forty simulations are shown in Figures C.2-C.41. 
 
Figure C.1 Deformation modes considered for the parametric analysis: a) 
bilinear left; b) bilinear right; c) sagging; d) hogging. 
Result of the numerical analysis in terms of damage exhibited by the masonry walls of a 
building subjected to differential settlements 
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Figure C.2 Damage evolution of the exterior (Pi, P2, P3, P4) and interior (P5, P6, 
P7, P8) walls of the masonry building M1 resting on soft soil (S1), during the 
progressive increase of the differential settlements from 0 to 50 cm applied with 






Figure C.3 Damage evolution of the exterior (Pi, P2, P3, P4) and interior (P5, P6, 
P7, P8) walls of the masonry building M1 resting on soft soil (S1), during the 
progressive increase of the differential settlements from 0 to 50 cm applied with 
a bi-linear trend and a maximum value in the right corner. 
Result of the numerical analysis in terms of damage exhibited by the masonry walls of a 
building subjected to differential settlements 
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Figure C.4 Damage evolution of the exterior (Pi, P2, P3, P4) and interior (P5, P6, 
P7, P8) walls of the masonry building M1 resting on soft soil (S1), during the 
progressive increase of the differential settlements from 0 to 50 cm applied 






Figure C.5 Damage evolution of the exterior (Pi, P2, P3, P4) and interior (P5, P6, 
P7, P8) walls of the masonry building M1 resting on soft soil (S1), during the 
progressive increase of the differential settlements from 0 to 50 cm applied 
according to a hogging configuration. 
Result of the numerical analysis in terms of damage exhibited by the masonry walls of a 
building subjected to differential settlements 
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Figure C.6 Damage evolution of the exterior (Pi, P2, P3, P4) and interior (P5, P6, 
P7, P8) walls of the masonry building M1 resting on soft clay (S2_1), during the 
progressive increase of the differential settlements from 0 to 50 cm applied with 






Figure C.7 Damage evolution of the exterior (Pi, P2, P3, P4) and interior (P5, P6, 
P7, P8) walls of the masonry building M1 resting on soft clay (S2_1), during the 
progressive increase of the differential settlements from 0 to 50 cm applied with 
a bi-linear trend and a maximum value in the right corner. 
Result of the numerical analysis in terms of damage exhibited by the masonry walls of a 
building subjected to differential settlements 
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Figure C.8 Damage evolution of the exterior (Pi, P2, P3, P4) and interior (P5, P6, 
P7, P8) walls of the masonry building M1 resting on soft clay (S2_1), during the 
progressive increase of the differential settlements from 0 to 50 cm applied 






Figure C.9 Damage evolution of the exterior (Pi, P2, P3, P4) and interior (P5, P6, 
P7, P8) walls of the masonry building M1 resting on soft clay (S2_1), during the 
progressive increase of the differential settlements from 0 to 50 cm applied 
according to a hogging configuration. 
Result of the numerical analysis in terms of damage exhibited by the masonry walls of a 
building subjected to differential settlements 
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Figure C.10 Damage evolution of the exterior (Pi, P2, P3, P4) and interior (P5, 
P6, P7, P8) walls of the masonry building M1 resting on medium/ hard clay 
(S2_2), during the progressive increase of the differential settlements from 0 to 






Figure C.11 Damage evolution of the exterior (Pi, P2, P3, P4) and interior (P5, 
P6, P7, P8) walls of the masonry building M1 resting on medium/ hard clay 
(S2_2), during the progressive increase of the differential settlements from 0 to 
50 cm applied with a bi-linear trend and a maximum value in the right corner. 
Result of the numerical analysis in terms of damage exhibited by the masonry walls of a 
building subjected to differential settlements 
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Figure C.12 Damage evolution of the exterior (Pi, P2, P3, P4) and interior (P5, 
P6, P7, P8) walls of the masonry building M1 resting on medium/ hard clay 
(S2_2), during the progressive increase of the differential settlements from 0 to 






Figure C.13 Damage evolution of the exterior (Pi, P2, P3, P4) and interior (P5, 
P6, P7, P8) walls of the masonry building M1 resting on medium/ hard clay 
(S2_2), during the progressive increase of the differential settlements from 0 to 
50 cm applied according to a hogging configuration. 
Result of the numerical analysis in terms of damage exhibited by the masonry walls of a 
building subjected to differential settlements 
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Figure C.14 Damage evolution of the exterior (Pi, P2, P3, P4) and interior (P5, 
P6, P7, P8) walls of the masonry building M1 resting on loose sand (S3_1), 
during the progressive increase of the differential settlements from 0 to 50 cm 






Figure C.15 Damage evolution of the exterior (Pi, P2, P3, P4) and interior (P5, 
P6, P7, P8) walls of the masonry building M1 resting on loose sand (S3_1), 
during the progressive increase of the differential settlements from 0 to 50 cm 
applied with a bi-linear trend and a maximum value in the right corner. 
Result of the numerical analysis in terms of damage exhibited by the masonry walls of a 
building subjected to differential settlements 
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Figure C.16 Damage evolution of the exterior (Pi, P2, P3, P4) and interior (P5, 
P6, P7, P8) walls of the masonry building M1 resting on loose sand (S3_1), 
during the progressive increase of the differential settlements from 0 to 50 cm 






Figure C.17 Damage evolution of the exterior (Pi, P2, P3, P4) and interior (P5, 
P6, P7, P8) walls of the masonry building M1 resting on loose sand (S3_1), 
during the progressive increase of the differential settlements from 0 to 50 cm 
applied according to a hogging configuration. 
Result of the numerical analysis in terms of damage exhibited by the masonry walls of a 
building subjected to differential settlements 
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Figure C.18 Damage evolution of the exterior (Pi, P2, P3, P4) and interior (P5, 
P6, P7, P8) walls of the masonry building M1 resting on dense sand (S3_2), 
during the progressive increase of the differential settlements from 0 to 50 cm 






Figure C.19 Damage evolution of the exterior (Pi, P2, P3, P4) and interior (P5, 
P6, P7, P8) walls of the masonry building M1 resting on dense sand (S3_2), 
during the progressive increase of the differential settlements from 0 to 50 cm 
applied with a bi-linear trend and a maximum value in the right corner. 
Result of the numerical analysis in terms of damage exhibited by the masonry walls of a 
building subjected to differential settlements 
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Figure C.20 Damage evolution of the exterior (Pi, P2, P3, P4) and interior (P5, 
P6, P7, P8) walls of the masonry building M1 resting on dense sand (S3_2), 
during the progressive increase of the differential settlements from 0 to 50 cm 






Figure C.21 Damage evolution of the exterior (Pi, P2, P3, P4) and interior (P5, 
P6, P7, P8) walls of the masonry building M1 resting on dense sand (S3_2), 
during the progressive increase of the differential settlements from 0 to 50 cm 
applied according to a hogging configuration. 
Result of the numerical analysis in terms of damage exhibited by the masonry walls of a 
building subjected to differential settlements 
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Figure C.22 Damage evolution of the exterior (Pi, P2, P3, P4) and interior (P5, 
P6, P7, P8) walls of the masonry building M2 resting on soft soil (S1), during the 
progressive increase of the differential settlements from 0 to 50 cm applied with 






Figure C.23 Damage evolution of the exterior (Pi, P2, P3, P4) and interior (P5, 
P6, P7, P8) walls of the masonry building M2 resting on soft soil (S1), during the 
progressive increase of the differential settlements from 0 to 50 cm applied with 
a bi-linear trend and a maximum value in the right corner. 
Result of the numerical analysis in terms of damage exhibited by the masonry walls of a 
building subjected to differential settlements 
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Figure C.24 Damage evolution of the exterior (Pi, P2, P3, P4) and interior (P5, 
P6, P7, P8) walls of the masonry building M2 resting on soft soil (S1), during the 
progressive increase of the differential settlements from 0 to 50 cm applied 






Figure C.25 Damage evolution of the exterior (Pi, P2, P3, P4) and interior (P5, 
P6, P7, P8) walls of the masonry building M2 resting on soft soil (S1), during the 
progressive increase of the differential settlements from 0 to 50 cm applied 
according to a hogging configuration. 
Result of the numerical analysis in terms of damage exhibited by the masonry walls of a 
building subjected to differential settlements 
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Figure C.26 Damage evolution of the exterior (Pi, P2, P3, P4) and interior (P5, 
P6, P7, P8) walls of the masonry building M2 resting on soft clay (S2_1), during 
the progressive increase of the differential settlements from 0 to 50 cm applied 






Figure C.27 Damage evolution of the exterior (Pi, P2, P3, P4) and interior (P5, 
P6, P7, P8) walls of the masonry building M2 resting on soft clay (S2_1), during 
the progressive increase of the differential settlements from 0 to 50 cm applied 
with a bi-linear trend and a maximum value in the right corner. 
Result of the numerical analysis in terms of damage exhibited by the masonry walls of a 
building subjected to differential settlements 
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Figure C.28 Damage evolution of the exterior (Pi, P2, P3, P4) and interior (P5, 
P6, P7, P8) walls of the masonry building M2 resting on soft clay (S2_1), during 
the progressive increase of the differential settlements from 0 to 50 cm applied 






Figure C.29 Damage evolution of the exterior (Pi, P2, P3, P4) and interior (P5, 
P6, P7, P8) walls of the masonry building M2 resting on soft clay (S2_1), during 
the progressive increase of the differential settlements from 0 to 50 cm applied 
according to a hogging configuration. 
Result of the numerical analysis in terms of damage exhibited by the masonry walls of a 
building subjected to differential settlements 
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Figure C.30 Damage evolution of the exterior (Pi, P2, P3, P4) and interior (P5, 
P6, P7, P8) walls of the masonry building M2 resting on medium/hard clay 
(S2_2), during the progressive increase of the differential settlements from 0 to 






Figure C.31 Damage evolution of the exterior (Pi, P2, P3, P4) and interior (P5, 
P6, P7, P8) walls of the masonry building M2 resting on medium/hard clay 
(S2_2), during the progressive increase of the differential settlements from 0 to 
50 cm applied with a bi-linear trend and a maximum value in the right corner. 
Result of the numerical analysis in terms of damage exhibited by the masonry walls of a 
building subjected to differential settlements 
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Figure C.32 Damage evolution of the exterior (Pi, P2, P3, P4) and interior (P5, 
P6, P7, P8) walls of the masonry building M2 resting on medium/hard clay 
(S2_2), during the progressive increase of the differential settlements from 0 to 






Figure C.33 Damage evolution of the exterior (Pi, P2, P3, P4) and interior (P5, 
P6, P7, P8) walls of the masonry building M2 resting on medium/hard clay 
(S2_2), during the progressive increase of the differential settlements from 0 to 
50 cm applied according to a hogging configuration. 
Result of the numerical analysis in terms of damage exhibited by the masonry walls of a 
building subjected to differential settlements 
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Figure C.34 Damage evolution of the exterior (Pi, P2, P3, P4) and interior (P5, 
P6, P7, P8) walls of the masonry building M2 resting on dense sand (S3_1), 
during the progressive increase of the differential settlements from 0 to 50 cm 






Figure C.35 Damage evolution of the exterior (Pi, P2, P3, P4) and interior (P5, 
P6, P7, P8) walls of the masonry building M2 resting on dense sand (S3_1), 
during the progressive increase of the differential settlements from 0 to 50 cm 
applied with a bi-linear trend and a maximum value in the right corner. 
Result of the numerical analysis in terms of damage exhibited by the masonry walls of a 
building subjected to differential settlements 
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Figure C.36 Damage evolution of the exterior (Pi, P2, P3, P4) and interior (P5, 
P6, P7, P8) walls of the masonry building M2 resting on dense sand (S3_1), 
during the progressive increase of the differential settlements from 0 to 50 cm 






Figure C.37 Damage evolution of the exterior (Pi, P2, P3, P4) and interior (P5, 
P6, P7, P8) walls of the masonry building M2 resting on dense sand (S3_1), 
during the progressive increase of the differential settlements from 0 to 50 cm 
applied according to a hogging configuration. 
Result of the numerical analysis in terms of damage exhibited by the masonry walls of a 
building subjected to differential settlements 
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Figure C.38 Damage evolution of the exterior (Pi, P2, P3, P4) and interior (P5, 
P6, P7, P8) walls of the masonry building M2 resting on loose sand (S3_2), 
during the progressive increase of the differential settlements from 0 to 50 cm 






Figure C.39 Damage evolution of the exterior (Pi, P2, P3, P4) and interior (P5, 
P6, P7, P8) walls of the masonry building M2 resting on loose sand (S3_2), 
during the progressive increase of the differential settlements from 0 to 50 cm 
applied with a bi-linear trend and a maximum value in the right corner. 
Result of the numerical analysis in terms of damage exhibited by the masonry walls of a 
building subjected to differential settlements 
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Figure C.40 Damage evolution of the exterior (Pi, P2, P3, P4) and interior (P5, 
P6, P7, P8) walls of the masonry building M2 resting on loose sand (S3_2), 
during the progressive increase of the differential settlements from 0 to 50 cm 






Figure C.41 Damage evolution of the exterior (Pi, P2, P3, P4) and interior (P5, 
P6, P7, P8) walls of the masonry building M2 resting on loose sand (S3_2), 
during the progressive increase of the differential settlements from 0 to 50 cm 
applied according to a hogging configuration. 
